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ENTER THE FUTURE OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

r:I allowing the appearance of Tekken 3 and 
.. Resident Evil 2 on previous covers of 
Edge, placing Turok 2, another sequel, on page 
one of this month's issue will probably be a 
source of consternation to some. 

There is, in part. a practical consideration 
behind the decision: just as sequels increasingly 
dominate the charts, so they head up garners' 
concerns. But there is a related issue: sequels 
are actually driving games forward. 

As videogamlng reaches wider audiences, 
the traits of other entertainment mediums are 
permeating it. Attracting attention to a new 
title is now as important as the business of 
creating quality games. 

In Hollywood, big· name stars serve to 
bring audiences to cinemas. Another common 
solution is to turn an existing book into a 
movie. Without Nicolas cage, Demi Moore or 
John Grisham, videogame publishers are 
attempting to back up big-budget projects with 
either licences (Mission Impossible) or the 
values of an established series (final Fantasy). 

And it's surely preferable that videogames draw 
on their forebears for their kudos rather than 
relying on the successes of other industries. 

There will always be fresh titles, of course, 
and Edge will be here to champion them, but 
increasingly publishers see them as loss 
leaders - the real money lies in the follow-up. 
There will always be poor quality sequels, too. 
But the best developers treat their progeny as 
their crown jewels, Nintendo, sQuareSoft, id 
Software, Namco and Westwood know that 
their games' names are worth literally millions. 
Reputations can be ruined overnight. 

It's better that millions of pounds are spent 
adding gameplay to Quake or rurok than on 
buying an identity from the makers Df.'Titanic' 
or 'Lost in space', And it's better that a great 
sequel fixes the problems of the first game -
and pays for its development - than if neither 
game were made at all. 
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NEWS 

SEGA UNVEILS SONIC ADVENTURE 
Sega's new console might not bear its name, but the company's famous mascot has returnec 

Dreamcast", 

D ust days prior to the official 

AUgust 22 sonic Adventure 

announcement in .lapan, producer 

Yuji Naka had dlance to present the 

game to Edge at sega's European HQ 

in l ondon.lNtlile cyniCS could argue 

that Sonic's time has passed, the blue 

hedgehog's power as a mass-market 

brand cannot be underestimated. My 

company regrouping for battle needs a 

rallying point. and SOnic is an obvious 

choice for Sega. 

Naka-san was reputedly 

disappointed with recent treatments of 

the sonic character; including sonic R. 

He conceded, though, that the 3D 

elements of the saturn title -were part 

of the evolutionary process in 

transferring the character Into the ttm"d 

dimension. But that is where any 

Similarities encl. sonic Advenwre looks 

stuming. The game nas Deen in 

development for 18 months, 'Hith the 

SOnic Team disassembling every 

.,·this promotional imale for Sonic Ad~enture hinted that Sonic Team may 
··line taken a new, darker approach. Witnessing the came proved otherwise 

• 
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Despite Sea:a's best efforts. these taster screenshots of Sonk AdrentJne 
were leaked 0IIt0 the Internet prior to the officilll unveilinl of the pate 

aspect of the series, and USing foCus 

groups to detail public opinion of the 

character. sonic Adventure has also 

been developed hand in hand with the 

Dreamcast unit, with Naka and his 

team wor1<ing symbiotically with sega 
hardware engineers preparing 

technical specs. In this respect, the 

game's gestation is similar to Mario 64, 

wtlich bodes well for its overall Quality. 

Sonic in action 
The results of this close liaison are 

hugely impressive, and as a Showcase 

01 what the mact1ine can do, sonic 

Adventure is perfect. 'We have pushed 

the orea~ as far as we can at 

presem,w Nak.a claimed, "and we are 

particularty pleased with the high

resolution graphics it offers: p.s he 

said this, the demo screen showed a 

helicopter roaring across an amazingly 

detailed cityscape before dropping a 

beautifulty realised sonic, wtto thef1 

ran full pelt down the side of a"tower 

block.. Although this was a set 4 

dlipset demo. the true potential of 

Dreamcast's PVR2G Chipset was clear. 

The game uses a loose thirdperson 

perspective, and effortlessly stlifts 

huge amounts of scenery as sonic 

runs riot in a number of detailed 

lOCatioos. During the course of the 

demonstration, Naka-san lOoked on 

proudly as sonic explored the massive 

3D landscape, while the free-fla.ving 

camera system offered the best 

possible views. -The game area is so 

big.· he smiled, "that we have used the 

cameras to indicate wtlere the player 

should go. They will move where the 

player StlOuKl be heading, but it mn't 

feel as if the player is being restricted." 

sonic Adventure is split into 36 



worlds, with the gaudy Greenhill Zones 

of the past replaced by F\>\ayan ruins, 

dense jungles, and the aforementioned 

cities. series bad guy, Eggman 

(renamed Robotnlk for these shores), 

has alNOken a shape-shift ing beast 

called Chaos and is using it to wreak 

havoc. SOnic, ably assisted by series 

statwarts, Arrr'/, Tai lS, and Knuckles

aloog with two rtfN.I heroes - pursue 

RObotnik to his airtlOrne lair, whereupon 

a final battle with Chaos awaits. 

Back to basics? 
Naka's 3O-strong sonic team was keen 

to take the sonic series back to its 

roots, and he puts the senes' success 

cIoYm to outright Speed. The final build 

of Sonic Adventure will run at 6Ofps, 

and despite its sprawling game maps, 

it's undoubtedly a member of the Sonic 

family. All the running and 

somersaulting of the paSt games has 

been recreated, but the freedom 

offered by the open play area makes 

Old favountes such as the IQop-the

loops appear refreshed. The team was 

aware, thOugh, that more is expected 

of games nowadays, and as the title 

suggestS there is more to sonic 

Adventure than smpry nml~ 
jumping and collecting rings.. 

"We have added puzzles aoo 

sub-games to the arcade elementS: 

explained Naka. -SOOic can now talk to 

other characters, and each of the six 

heroes has individual skills essential in 

the game." The result gives an almost 

Final Fantasy VII feel to the game, with 

swooping cameras highlighting the 

conversations and key linking scenes. 

SO did SQuare's game inspire such an 

addition? "I've been tOO tMJsy to 

actually play any games,-laughed Naka 

at this suggestion, -but as sooo as 

Sonic AJ:Nenwre is finished I plan to sit 

deMon and play as many as possible.-

With that, the familiar tinkling of 

collected rings issued forth, as Sonic 

ran intO a startling tornado effect. 5ega 

wiI be hOPing that this Dreamcast 

Iatn:h title is capable of kiCking ~ 

~ as much of a storm itself. LS 

YUJI NAKA: A SONIC SOUNDING 
Edge talks to the man with a hedgehog in his heart 
Edp: Some Team didn't produc:e • SonIc 

pme fOf the s.turn. 10 why brint: him 

"""-, 
"tUji ..... : Firs~ after I created seYefalSonH: 

games fOf the Mega Dnve, I W¥lled 10 create a 

different world - whId1 is why I worked on 

NiGHTS. JUS! al lhe end of NiGHTS 

deYeIopment. l ieMned about Prqect 

Dreamcast and I believed tMt Dreamcast 

could proyide Sonic Team WIth the best 

quality Sonic game. 

Edp: Wh.t ..,. INIin aspects of ,... 

Sonic JoIntH you hft _ esMIItW for 

Incorpordon Into some AllwtJtwe1 

YN: The speed of 5ooK, and also vanetv 'Mthoo 

the game. The variety is probably the most 

important We wanted 5ot»c Jd.<entln' to 

appeal no! only to old ~ but also for any 

users ....no rT\IIy not have played a Sontc game 

befOfe. For extra ~ariety, we have also added six 

mini-games, ~rXI these can be played 

repeatedly. I want people to play these games 

many times, wnile !hev are WCJ!Ulg towards the 

main final objective. 

Edp: Did ~"I SoIIic ~ iII]D 

YN:'Becall5e Sonic runs very fast, I ~ to 

create a huge Ioc..mon - SO rYe spent a lot of 

!me creating a big map which wiI take SonIc 

rTIOfe Ihan five lTIIOUIes 10 run across1. also 10 

~ 10 focus on the deta~ 01 the 3D world, but 

a big. huge-scale map is the most in)ponant 

olSpeCI 0I5onic Adotenrure. 1 created the world 

first,. and then I c.amt' up oMth. Well, why don't 

we Ulil~ this map for othef dwacters7 And 

then I thought that maybe he {Sonlcl \2f1 

aPPfoad"i others in the game rather INn just 

running th rough th is huge ftekl. That's one of 

!he key concepts in the game. 

Edp: E.-dI ct-.m.- hIIs sh episodes 

wId.-I .. IIYIin sc.n.rio - do theM 

inIIItr.t M you C*t $M tMm .... In but 

f.--. dIIereftt m.lldW's perspectift? 

YN: Yes, when you play as Sonic and fits! mee!: 

KnucXIes he'U try and anacX you. You (4n then 

play as Knuckles. You then see !he game from 

his point of view, and the plot wiD explain the 

reasoo why it happens. They also have different 

IT"O.'es that allON them to tadle the levels in a 

differenl way. I!;nliddes can bulT(MI foI treasure, 

foI example. 

Edp: Whet IOrt of resunil did SonK 

T.", do for Sonic Adwrrtun? 

YN: We did a bundl of surveys Ofl the 

chalact~ One re;,o;on was because we ale 

soin8 10 iIltroduce new d1aIacters 10 the game, 

and we wanted to sutvey!hose. The ocher 

element we were interested In was getUng b«t 

10 !he onginal point of SonK:. so we did a 5Urvey 

01 SonIC as wet 

1E1Ip: How f.r will the tm.I code be 

pusJalna: tM Dru~ tKNdocY"? 
YN: I am doing my best efforts 10 get !he 

maximum perlormance out of the hardware, 

bul in any game platform there must be a 

leaming curve in game development In the 

near future, when I get used la it, you will see 

more periorrrwtnce but at !he moment I feel it is 

the best product getting the best perlormaoce 

out of the hardw,ue. 

Edp: n.. DNMK.asl unit MS impres.si¥ely 

,-rfuIlOuncl capebilities. How we you .......... , 
YN: Ra!hef Ihan using electrcric mlJ5ic: ~ke 

lecMo Of something like that. we prefer to 

use 1iYe' If1USIC - sorneUWJg hot, funky aod 

rock 'n' roll. Each character has his main theme 

Of son& so there are five songs aod one ITIIIin 

theme for Sonic Adventure. 

Eclal: Rnelly, .s one of sep's most 

respeded developers, hew you ...,. 

Input in lay of the other Dru"'UI$I 

PfOjeds in ~optnent? 

YN: Yes, I am almoslli(e a leam member of 

the Drea~st projed. so I have been ill 

several meetings conceming internal projects. 

Right now.lf'louWI. • ,)fl1 pretty busy 

contemplating the end of SonC Adventut"e. 

Naka-san has a tremendous development heritale. encompassinl the 
orilinal Sonic lames and one of llbit lamine's unsunl heros. NIGHTS 

• 
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Yuji Nab, dearly pleased that wolt. on Sonic 
Adventure has almost leached completion 

Software update 
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NEWS 

PLAYSTATION 2 ANNOUNCEMENT IMMINENT 
With its console dominant across the globe, Sony treads carefully with a successor 

SCEE's Chris heri", refuses to 
be drawn on the subJect of PS ] 

Black belt loose ends 

08_' 

n nticipatiofl that SOOy will finally 

W confirm the existence of a 

playStaoon success6r is rapidly 

mounting. With SCEI'S Teruhisa Tokanalca 

revealing to America's Business Week 

magazine that DVD is being seriously 

considered for the re.N console, an 

offICial anoo .. mcement is dra'oVing clOSer. 

In addition, PlayStation 2 dell kits are 

rumoured to be in the handS of seleCted 

thirdparties, and in E62, respected Sega 

of Europe CEO Kazutoshi Miyake stated 

that he expected SOrly'S response to the 

new Dreamcast console to come within 

the next tVv'O months. 

'Mlen approached to comment on 
the existence of the PlayStatioo 2 

technology, SCEE president CMs 

Deeftng was non-committat . Sor1y 

qneers are constantty .....ooong on 

new technologies. Pla'yStation ""';11 

inevitably be replaced at some point. 

and we know that developers, retailers 

aM many consumers are very 
interested to see v.tlat suctI a proouct 

will compOse. HaNever, there is nothing 

to ~ at this stage" 

sony is in a delicate position. 

Although European PlayStation sales 

have recently passed ten milliOn UIlitS. 

the prestige of tech~caf ~adershlp 

has been squarely in Sega'S court slnce 

the Dreamcast announcement. If the 

PlayStation succeeds long-term as the 

mass-mar1<et player it has beCOme, it will 

be the fi rst videogame console ever to 

do sa Technology rTlOv'eS on, and so do 

popular tastes - something the switch to 

potygon-based graphics has dramatically 

underlined. Clearly, sony must at least 

matd! its competitors' technological 

advances, and if history is anything to go 

t7r', it will surpass them. 

PlayStation 2 power 
ACCOrding to seleCted vicIeOgame 

compimies Edge has spoken to. 
Pl<$tation 2 dev kits point to several 

key innovations. Tokanaka's mentiOn of 

DVD forming the basis of the ne'N 

• 

Sony's presence at last yea(s 
ECTS took a subtle apprCMIch 

console's storage system IS thought to 

be fact. but far more significant are the 

Increasing I\JIOOUrs that PS 21Ni11 offer 

hardware curve rendering. AItOOugh 

many had predicted that SOCry's new 
machine would draw with NURBS rather 

than 1XlIYgons, it's I"lOYI believed that 

sud! a generationalleap is not possible. 

/JS detailed on pages 58-65, NURBS 

are essentially a methcd of drawing 

triangles with curved rather than straight 

edgeS. Curve rendering (also kroM1 as 

tessellation) sketches the outline of an 
object before fining in with as many 

triangles as """"""'" t.eading-<dge 

PC titles Sldl as Shiny'S Messm and 

AIgOrlaUt's I(;Jnaan (E63) ... already 

using the tedYlique in software. and 

pc70Nefful CPUs .... including oreamcast's

are ITIOfE! than capable of drawing with 

curves. If PlayStation 2 does ha\o'e 

tessellation built into its hardware, it will 

simply be able to render more curves 

than Dreamcast. but WOfI't offer a new 
and distinct capability over its rival. 

lNt1i1e Sega was in no position to 

delay its announcement of Dreamcast 

(and, it could be argued, it had no need 

to), sony has the mud! harder task of 

effectively making its current hardware 

ObSOlete (through announcing 

PlayStation 2) while it is at the peak of 

its life cycle. /JS any PC CWv'I1ef will 

vehemently attest, few things shatter 

brand k1;a1r; more effective~ than 

the replacemefll of a 'f'rf!oN' machine 

within a few months of its purchase. 

The 18 million new PlayStation QINIlers 

that SCEI recently forecasted for the 

'98-'99 periOO are unlikely to take r2 
similar nE!'NS kindly. L..::J 

IllDeath of the 6400? JI 
DrIIJInIIIy due fOr reIene 8$ pan of 
the 6tDD pacUae. NInWndo's MIll) 

RAM .:IO-on (betOttM IS I1OW' lilt to 

appeer ....... ~ 
The InmacIIIe condUIiIon 10 bI dr1IM1 
IS thIt ... 64DD. __ c:waIId-

....... ..e.m ......... WIIIt 
PriCk'C fOr Ihe pact has yMlD bI tit. 
• £20 RIIP -... possible (and 

prudent If It's 10 sell in any QL.IInttty -

it must be priced as an impulse 

purchase) JiYen the recent wortdwide 

plummet In RAM costs. 
In the lace of Dr8amcast's Imminent 

appearance, the RAM offers NintI!ndo 

an opponunIty to raise the capabIlItieS 

of Its mtCt*1e. Once InStalled in the 

console, the extra 4Mb allows N64 

tItleS to run In higher resokItlons up to 

640X480. JUrot 2 1s the IIrst game to 

support the device, and Edp can 
report that It makes 11 remarkable 

IIfference to the appearance of the 

tItie. Gone Is the Slightly mLKldy look 

that has pIasued so many N64 titles, 

brIngIns the quality nearer to that of 

PC accelerated titles (aM of the n.ot 2 

screenshots In this month's review use 

the RAM add-onJ. The PlayStatIon Ioc*s 

dec::kIIdy 10-11 In compariSOn. 

11 prices CWI be kept low. Nimendo 

could ...... winner on Its hands I8nd 

ea on itS face if the 6tDD I1IiIIIIy Is 

canoeIIed). Games ... continue to run 

i"I the sta'Idard resolution without the 

pack - h simply offers those NintenOo 
64 owners with the ~ Lr1it an 
enhanced gamins experience, and 

their console a lighting chance against 

fresh oppositiOn. 
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LARGEST EVER EeTS ATIRACTS BIG GUNS 
European Computer Trade Show will push some 1,(XXl games at attendees 

iMacAttack 

Apple I$ IOuOIy trurr'IPetIni the massNe 

~ it has received for ItS S¥ISh 
new \Mac.. Aimed at honw users. the 

!Mac IS powered bV a 233MhZ G3 

proce5SOf and is being touted as a 
'MbIe games platform. HCMe\Ief, the 

machine's lack of a PCI ~ slot 

makes the installatIOn of 30fx ca<ds 

Impossible. As far as garners are 
concerned, Apple may have brushed 

the surface of success yet again. 

rr.n ittl the videogames industry 

..... boolllllg. this year's ECTS, whidl 

runs from 5epter00er 6-8 at loncnl's 
otympia, promises to be the biggest yet. 

Potential highlp include nearty

CQI'l1)iete Yef'Sk:lnS of ZeIda 64 and Metal 

Gear SOlid, plus the first attE!fldance IJy' 

Shigeru Miyamoto, and dem::ls of Project X 

and oreamcast behind dJsed doors. 

Ba..., rero.oered from MaY' 
American E3 Expo, Edge is prepared for a 

slight feeling of deja \ItJ on hitting the sI'lOvoJ 

floor. ECTS seldom provides mud1 fresh 

ftxiler fa It<>Se """'" "",te<! the 

extraVaganZa that is E3, altOOugh the 

dlance to compare the latest versions of 

pr~games can prcNe essential. 

A strong presence frool NirlterKtl

both US president Miooru Araka'wa and 

dlairman Howard UncoIn '¥ViII join 

Miyarl'lOtO-Saf1 - is perhaps the most 

surprjsing r"Ie'H.i so faf". lhe Euro push 

foI~ a recent develOpers' conference 

in Rane at whid1 Nintendo urged 

European codeshopS to reconsider 

developing for the format. -__ 

Mearl'htlile, Edge believes both 

Dreamcast Bf'I(j Project X v.;N be tucked 

aWi1f at Olympia. WIth nearly all of the 

details regarding 5ega's neYI machine 

finally revealed, speculation 000N turns to 

the VM labs stealth project. Expect ~ 

a full report In next month's issue. LS 

Shiceru Miy. moto is set to m.ke 
his first ever 'ppelrlnce It Ern 

GAMES INDUSTRY GORGES ON ITSELF 
Westwood and Microprose the latest to be plundered by the big boys 
171 fter months of speculation, t.vo of PC gaming's most 

W respected stables have new owners. Toy giant Hasbro 

aims to buy Microprose, lNhile the interactive entertainment 

industry'S largest player, Electronic ArtS, has plundered Virgin 

Interactive for Its thirdparty developers, including the 

acclaimed West'NCXXI Studios. 

Microprose's future has beef! uncertain since late last year, 

lNhen an acquisition attempt by GTI fell through. The deal with 

Hasbro - which at the time of writing is yet to be finalised -

values Mlcroprose at sane S7crn. It'S thOOght the deal will 

benefit bOth parties, and bring new fans to Microprose's heavy

duty PC series like X-Com and Mechwarrior. Hasbro will exploit 

Microprose's excellent presence in Europe, while seeking to 

extend the developer's games beyOnd the PC platfOfm. 

The Virgin deal is more complicated. Virgin's parent 

company; Viacom, has sold the company's thirdparty studios to 

EA for some S123m. The jewel in the crown is undoubtedty the 

blue<Ilip developer Westwcxxl Studios, which created the 

best-selling C&C games, not to mention the critically acclaimed 

Dune and Lands of Lore series. Crucially, wes_~'s founders, 

Louis castle and Brett Sperry, have agreed to remain at 

w~ for at least frve years. Other thirdparty developers 

aCQuired by EA include Paradox (INOrXing on $&M-tinged 

beat 'em up Thrill Ki/f) and Image space (currently developing 

• 

SportS car Gn. sadly, the once-mighty Virgin appears to have 

beerlleft as little more than a shell wrapped around a 

catalogue of old games. 

The consolidation of the industry S/1<:IINs no signs of 

abating. Earlier this year, the unfancied Take 2 swooped in the 

acquire the assets of fashionable BMG Interactive, lNhile The 

Learning company acquired Broderbund (the publisher behind 

Riven and the forthcoming Prince of Persia 3D). MeanlNhile, as 

Edge goes to press, a cloud of uncertainty hangs over 

erstv.'hile PlayStation developer Psygnosis, wittl Eidos 

rumoured to be heading up the)()tef1tial suitors. 

NCL ready to roll? 

Westwood CEO, Brett 
Sperry: ''We're delighted 
to be partnering with 
Electronic Arts, We were 
courted by many 
companies, but in the 
end we knew EA would 
provide us with the 
support we need," 

_ ·09 
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NEO GEO POCKET: THE DIFFERENCE? 
AS Nintendo refreshes the best-selling Game BOY, a potential rival emerges 

. n NK has release the first pictures of its 

1:.1 forthcoming Neo Geo Pocket games system, 

to be launched in Japan in late OCtober, Related to 

the actual Neo Geo in little more than name, the 

74x122>Q4mm unit (Nintendo's Game Boy measures 

134X80X22mm) features a 16bit CPU, 16K of RAM 

and an eight-shade monochrome screen capable of 

l6Oxl S2 pixel resolution. The Pocket is controlled by 

control 'stick' rather than a D·pad, and Is claimed to 

run for 20 hours on a set of AAA batteries. Uttle is 

known about its rumoured Oreamcast compatibility. 

Given that Nintendo's imminent Game Boy 

Colour offers a potent 56-colour display coupled 

with a massive back catalogue of titles, $NK's new 

device could be a case of too little. too late. 

HOWever, its range of launch titleS contains versioos 

of a number of classic NeO Gee titles, which may be 

enough to generate reasonable consumer interest

at least in the short term. 

EXPLOSIVE 3D POWER 
Is Riva TNT set to blow up Voodoo 2? 

John Carmack claims that TNT allows for 
the leneration of around lm polys/ second 

r;J reatJVe Technology will be the first 

.... manufacturer to supply a 30 card based 

around the upcoming nVidia Riva TNT chipsel Doe of 

the most eagerly awaited 3D techoologies of 1998, 

nVidia says the Riva TNT architecture can deliver up 

to eight million polygons per second. 

Uke 3Ofx's Voodoo 2, the Riva TNT archrtecture 

features two pixel-processing units and a poy.-eriul 

32b1t graphics pipeline. Peak polygon fill rate is some 

250 mllllOll PlXels per second. Designed for Direct)( 

and OpenGL, the prototype Chipset proved capable 

ECU GRANTS FOR GAMES DEVELOPERS 
Brussels seeks to give new multimedia projects a hand-up 

Game Boy Colors up 
Wittl lts release drawing close, the first pictures of Game Boy 
Calor games have been distributed by Nintendo. The display IS 

divided Into twO planes. with 32 hues for backgrounds and 24 

for sprites. From top to bottom: Wario, Zelda and Tetm are 
colourfully updated (along with Nlntendo's profit margin). 

of handling an impressrve 16OOx1200 at ~ps WIth 

ease at this year's E3. The Creative TechnolQg)' card, 

teamed WIth 16MB of SDRAM, could be the most 

poy.-eriul consumer card available. There's r\O news 
of a UK release date or price, but the card is set to 

ship in the US at $199. 

An early, lacklustre entrant into the 30 accelerator 

market nVidia hit its Stride with the Riva 128. A 

poo.yerful2DI3O solution, the Riva 128 was the first to 

excel at supporting DirectX rather than a proprietary 

API, such as 3Ofx's VOOdOO/Glide combination. 

R larting this month, game developers can apply to the 

... European Union for grants to help them develop projects. 

T11e European Media Development Agency (EMDA) is 

launChing a 'media programme' which aims to promote the 

development of commercial audiovisual projects. While 

doubtless conceived with the struggling multimedia industry in 

mind, EMOA stresses that game development is equally 

Qualified for grants. Wrth an annual budget of 4 million ECUS 

(about £2.7million), the agency IS definitely playing hardball. 

developers. 1he first is a 20,(0) ECU (£13,600) subsidy to enable 

the applicant to develop the concept on paper. second-level 

support, vmich may be as generous as 250,00::> ECUs (£170,00)), 

is offered to companies which can prove they have developers 

or publiShers willing to market and sell their products This award 

is refundable once the game goes to market. 

It aims to support both existing multimedia companies and 

individuals frOm other diSCiplines seeking to join the industry. 

.~ lWO levels of funding are available to potential game 

• 

Obviously, despite what Sun readers might believe, the 

European Union doesn't hand money out to just anyone. Both 

grantS are awarded only after rigorous vetting and, despite 

the large budget, it's likely that only a minority of applicants will 

be able to benefit from the aSSiStance. For more details, call 

EMOA on 0171 2269903 . 

Despite portrayinl certain 
Edle sUffers after a ni2f,t out. 
/soh/le. by Poisson VoTant. 
is actually an EMDA project 

.' • 
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EDGE PREMIERS INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT' S SHARP DRESSING DEBUTANTES 

Exploring face values 
The real beauty of videogame graphics dev~lopment 

D here's more to game graphics than meets 
the eye. While the wounds left by early-to

mid·'90S interactive movies run deep, it's worth 
keeping a sense of perspective. Improvements in 
graphics teChnology can add more to games than 
a blOOdier death or a sexier smile. 

Graphical advances that truly change games 
tend to be generational. Consider the introduction 
of colour into games machines: the ghosts 
changing colour in Pac-Man, for instance. 

Better bitmapping, improved sprite support, 
hardware scrolling, and, most obviously, the leap 
to filled polygons have all had similar effects. 
Today's leading games are not trilinear filtered 
versions of Pac-Man or POng. 

sceptical? Consider Tomb Raider Ill. Tomb 
Raider belongs to a tradition dating back to Atic 
Atac on the spectrum and Impossible Mission on 
the C64. But cross the top-down exploration of the 
former with the platform action of the latter and 
you'll still need a furtfler leap of imagination - and 
technology - to arrive at Core's classic. 

What about TOGA 2? In the early 'SOS, jf you 
wanted to make a racing game you'd have had to 
make do with crude brown poles for trees and a 
logo pointing out that it wasn't Pole Position. 
Improvements in graphics have brought 

undulating tracks and cars that splatter with mud 
and clearly shOw damage sustained. 

Interstate '82 features versions of real cities 
like las vegas. It'S not just the cruise past The 
Golden Nugget (or its fictional eQuivalent) that's 
important - as a player, such free-roaming driving 
games now force you to think in terms of a 3D city. 
The enemy might come from a mUltitUde of 
directions or might be moving away from you. 
These improvements in graphics fundamentally 
alter the 'game space' - the environments and the 
sheer stuff out of which developers can make 
games. And that's what makes the techniques 
described in the feature on page 58 so exciting. 

It might seem that the last thing needed right 
now is prettier graphics. But imagine If NURBS 
enable developers to create believable human 
faces - with expressions. This won't mean merely 
a prettier una. It's going to mean in-game 
characters wtlo you read for traces of bluff, or who 
reach out to you with real expressions of sorrow. 
Elsewhere, 'digital sampling' techniques will fill 
game environments with Objects that can be 
picked up, put down or smashed against walls. 
Again, it's not just going to be visually satisfying. 
It's going to mean the first game to include a 
bar-room brawl that half approximateS real life .. 

AllappJes from the same tree? Ultimate Play the Game's AUe Atae (IX Spectrum). Core's Tomb 
Ralde, (PI.ySution) and Warp's 02 (Dreamust) trace eraphlcal developments In lame wortds 

The challenge is on. With 
rumlc 2 proving a vast 
Improvement over the 
Ofiginal. edge can't wait 
to see what the former 
Golden crew can do. 

• 

Having had a taste of VI.I,i 
Naka·s first Dfeamcast 
title, Edge awaits SOnic's 
128brt rebirth with reliSh, 
and is hoping for Super 
Mafio?4, Sega-sty1e. 

The new 'non-<leformed' 
characters may not be to 
the liking of dle--hard fans 
of the series, but every 
other element in this 
sprawler Should delight. 

DeveIopef Planet Moo.fs 
aPPfoach (a klnd of 'slap it 
together' mentalitY) is 
laudable In these dayS of 
oorporatedom; the results 
Should be, well, interesting 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
NINTENDO'S GOLDEN CHILD LEADS THE PACK ONCE MORE ... 

LEGEND OF ZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME FORMAT: N64 DEVELOPER: NINTEHDO 

Yes, more screenshots of possibly the most eagerly anticipated title In 

videogaming history as both Japanese and US releases approach rapidly, just 

in time to top the Christmas Charts. several examples of the kind of tasks 

facing players are illustrated, such as challenging a horse breeder to a race 

around his ranch (left). and an acarina-playing duel (far left, top to bottom), 

Also, visual proof that Link gets to meet his Linkette childhood friend later on 

in the game, when both are a little less innocent (above left and above). 



GAUNTLET LEGENDS FORMAT: ARCADE DEVELOPER : ATARI CAMES 

PRESCREEN 

R1DC.E RPCER TYPE 4 

Mere hours before Edge's deadline, 

images of Namco's fourth PS 

instalment from one of the most 

popular racing series appeared on 

the company's webSite. Ditching the 

vividly coloured world of its 

predecessors, RR4 offers a more 

realistic approach, akin to Gran 
TiJrismo. Similarly, over 300 cars are 

promised with racing taking place on 

eight trackS. The onepIayer game 
features a Grand Prlx mode ¥iflere 

players are hired to compete in 

successive races once they've 
finished setting up their vehicle. 

Atarl Games' arcade reworking of its claSSic 'aJs top-down adventure shouk:! also make it to the PlayStation and Nioteodo 64. Gameplay remains 

familiar, with the four main Characters - each now boasting a special move or spell - having to face jXl/ygOn-based versions of their old adversanes. 

New poINer-ups include three- and fIVe-way Shots plus x-ray viSion, wtule the game is divided intO fOur wOOds WIth t'NO final boss levels. 

SHOGO 

• 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: MONOLITH 

Gear and Mech WarrkJ(, Shogo is a new take on the mech genre. Nipping 

about in a »foot-high mech suit, you'll strafe as nimbly as in any 

rirstperson shooter, with the extra oonus of an anime-influenceO story1ine. 

Brilliant, context-senSitive DirectMuSic tops olf the cinematic overtones. 

., 
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HERETIC 2 
utiliSing the increasingly unfaShionable Quake 1/ engine, Heretic 2 is the 

latest in RaVen's series that began 'Nith Hexen. In this iteration the player 

must discover a cure for an all-pervasive disease before it kills him and 

his countrymen. AS before, you have access to numerous vveapons and 

spells in thiS medieval adventure that now operates 1n the thirdpersoo. 

X-MEN 

FORMAT: PC DEVElOPER : RAVEN 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: SYROX 

INhile capcom's X-Men-related fighting games are vvell·known, this new 
30 interpretatiOn Of the Marvet comiCs license is something Of an 

untnown quantity. HoWever, X-Men is a good-looking proposition, 

featuring Wolverine, Iceman, Mr. Sinister, Storm and other characters. 



MYTH 2 

Bungie has left Myth'S graphic engine pretty much alone, although 

potygonal trees and buildings rlOW' jOin the excellent troop sp!'ites. Myth 

was hamstrung by k.ey Haws and Bungie is tackling these head-on With 

a more detailed terrain mesh (improving the terrible soldier pathfinding), 

a better camera, plus a command bar to ease the management of units. 

STARSEIGE TRIBES 

Uke Extreme warfare, Starseige Tribes is a IleICt-generatlon firstperson 

ITIIJltiplayer game where teal'l1WOl1:: is the key. Players can nominate a 

commarlde:r~whO is granted a satellite view Of the entire battlefield, If the 

.:: :~ other team blow up your radar staticn, though, he'll lOse the data. An 

OUtwars-style jetpack. and incredibly distant horiZons complete the picture . 

'.- • 

FORMAT: PC/MAC DEVelOPER: BUNGlE 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER : DYNAMIX 

PRE SCREEN 

SMNG 

Although hardly the next title to be 

regarded as the definitive 3Dfx 
showcase, German publiSher 

SOftware 2(0)'5 PC and PlayStation 

puzzle game borrows elements from 

classic examples of this genre mixed 
with a rather more elaborate set of 

rules to come up with something 
with plenty Of 'just one more go' 
gameplay potential. Now, if onty it 
lOOked a little less brown .. 

-.:DG£- 17 .. 
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MK:RO tvW:HINES 64 

Although unlikely to push the N64's 

polygonal capabilitiy to its limits 

, (COdemasters' highly successful 

multiplayer racing elq)efieoce has 

traditionally relied on playability over 

visual content), this latest adaptation 

ShOuld prove as popular as the 

previous incarnations that have 

graced the ma;omy of platforms 

since its NES debut. COdemasters 

is also worlcing on an arcade 

version to be released by Namco. 

SAVAGE ARENA 

HEAVY GEAR 2 

This time around, He<Ny Gear devotees Wilt only be able to domp their 

medls around' Onder hardWare acceleration. Offering a vanety of lOcations, 

Jrom swamps to the arctic, plus the expected multiplayer mode, the game is 

"'h6ped by publiSher ActiviSion to regain the ground lost to Mech warrior 2 . 

• 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: RAGE SOFTWARE 

Rage claims this revampe(l port of PlayStation title Deadball zone will 

answer the critlcisms levelled at it. As before, savage Arena pits teams 

of ~ players together on a Pitch where anything goes. Notionally, 

you're meant to get the ball Into the other half. But with a huge range of 

offenSive attaclcS and weapons, few players will be able to take a dive. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: TARGET GAMES 



-, 

EXTREME WARFARE 
Trilobyte has scaled back its massively multi player ambitions for 

j;"reme Warfare. While the game stil l boasts up to 32 players fighting 

in one of ten air or ground craft (they can even pair up in a single 

vehicle) the more radical proposals, such as the multiplayer campaigns. 

across persistent worlds, have been shetved. Instead, there's a 

bolstered singleplayer game and an advanced terrain engine. 

SPYRO THE DRAGON 

PRESCREEN 

FORMAT: PC DEVElOP ER: TRllOBYTE 

FORMAT: PlAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: INSOMNIAC GAMES 

Heading horns-first into the increasingly competitive, though 

hardly highly accomplished, PlayStation 3D platform mark.et, Spyro 

the Dragon already has technically impressive, vividly coloured 

polygonal levels on its side. From current prescreen builds, 

however, its apparent inSistence on going down well-trodden 

gameplay paths is unlik.ely to trouble Maria 64 or Banjo-Kazooie. 

BICIiI:· 19 .. 
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Does the PlayStatiOll need yet 

another RPG? well. Kartia has sold 
. over l00.{XX) copies in itS first month 

in Japan, which says something. 

OWing much to Vandal Hearts and 

Final Fantasy Tactics, Kartia 

introduces fully interactive terrain 

(you can burn doWn trees and freeze 

rivers) and items that can be traded 

via memory cards. Art is from Final 

Fanrasy designer Amano YOShitaka. 

CRASH BANDICOOT 3 
will Naughty Dog realise its promise 01 improved gameplay as well as 

the expected graphical overhaul and bigger levels required tJo( seQuels? 

The first two uncomfortably similar instalments may have sold over five 

million unitS worldWide yet Edge can't help leelJng a little apprehensive 

at tile prospect of a second lazy, uninventive fOllOWoup with Crash 3. 

EXTREME-G 2 

Having listened to the criticisms of its original futuristic r~r, Probe is 

confident Extfeme.G's sequel will emerge a far better product than its 

speed-obsessed predecessor. Graphics, visuals, weapons, and spee<I have 

all been tweakea but Edge couldn't help noticing that the game's vehiCles 

a.~e still bouncing off the walls with little velocity loss. Hopefully the gameplay 

~asn't been overlooked in the apparently ambitious cosmetic overhaul. 

• <420_· 

FORMAT: PLAVSTATION DEVELOPER: NAUtiHTY DOG 

FORMAT: NM DEVELOPER: 'lOBE 

• 
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TOCA 2 
After delivering one of last year's definitive car-related PC and PlayStation experiences, 

Codemasters returns with a much-improved sequel that looks set to stun the digital racing world 

In addition to the usual championshir .nd time trial modes, a sprint r.ce option 
is available if you want to compete without: Mvi"l to think about pit stops 

'.. F.ormat: PCfPlayStation 

Publisher: Codemasters 

Oeveloper: In-house 

Release: November 

_:.Q.rigin: UK 

D na perfect world, all game sequels would 

show as much potential as TOCA 2 does 

on paper. predictably, the game mirrors the 19?8 
British Touring car Championship season and 

therefore adheres to the new rule that only front

wheel drive cars qualify. More Significant, though, 

is the introouction of pit stops, adding a strategic 

element to the alreaay frantic proceedings. 

Rattler than just a hastily and lazily developed 

title featuring new rules, a few more tracks and 

handful of new graphical routines, TOCA 2 

exhibits evidence of a thoroughly reworked 

proouct packed wittl imprOlJements. 

The most obvious enhancement is visual. 

Last year's crude PlayStation graphics now run in 

the machine's hi·res mode (the PC version will go 

up to 1,OCXlx1,<:x"?Q for anyone with a machine 

capable enough). There's more, of course; 

realtime light sourcing rears its pretty head and 

the cars feature a higher number of polygons for 

a better level of detail. several other effects, such 

• 

Drivers' heads being thrown .bout during collisions and subsequent 
arm-wavine is now noticeable thanks to transparent windscreens 

as smoke from blown engines, or tyres rubbing on 

displaced bOdy..vork, are to be added. Also, the 

cars' windows are transparent, so you can see 

other drivers' heads being thrown about after a 

collision and the inevitable emphatic hand 

gestures that follow. 

Each of the 15 other drivers has his own 

personality which affects how he will react to 

players on-track, as well as forming part of his pit 

strategy. Other AI additions include a third 

'passive' racing line adopted by back markers 

when being lap~ by the leading pack rather 

than follOwing the racing line, despite being out of 

contention for a podium finish. 

That isn't to say crashes no longer occur. 

Cooemasters has placed a lot of emphasis on 

increasing the realism in this area, too. Therefore 

1 
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The overall incre.se in track and CIIr det.iI is Impressive - particul.rIy 
when compared to last year's effort - resultinl in better authenticity 

loose bonnets are now ripped off at a certain 

speed, dangling bumpers scrape along the 

tarmac, and windscreens shatter. Furthermore, 

flying bodywork from competing vehicles can 

also damage any vehicle that happens to cross 

its velocity-led path. 

Essentially, every aspect of TOGA 2 revolves 

around the idea of authenticity. The physics 

extend to raindrops rolling up or down the 

windscreen, depending on the car's speed. 

Dynamic weather is, of course, de rigueur in a 

game of this standard. As is independent 

suspension and sound for each of the cars' four 

wheels, resu lting in highry convincing race 

vehicles. Climb inside the car and there are even 

more touches designed to enhance realism. 

Vehicles feature a working dashboard and you 

can look either side of the driver, as well as 

glance up to the rear view mirror now and again 

to keep an €ye on any position-poaching action. 

Such scrupulous attention to realism is 

further reflected in the game's bonus circuits 

eight international, freshly tarmac-coated 

examples with drastic elevation changes, 

PRE SCREEN 

Tbe strateaY-.lterinl.bility of dyn.mic we.ther Is cer'tllinly • worthy .dditioR 
to r.cinll.mes. .nd Ifs one of the m.ny Improvements fHtured in 10CA 2 

crossovers and alternate routes should ensure 

that you remain hooked. Furthermore, there's 

also a test track:, which enables you to gain 

essential first-hand experience of any 

modifications to your vehicle before entering 

a race meeting via the setup option. Thankfully, 

while fictitiOUS, all of the extra tracks feature 

real attributes and as such represent a far cry 

from last year's disappointingly cartoon-like 

Lavaland circuit. 

Yet one of the game's most remarkably 

ambitious features has to be Codemasters' 

decision to include all of the Support Car 

Championship races that occur during Touring 

Car weekend meets. You can therefore expect 

to thrash around in F3, Jaguar XJ220, TVR12+, 

Ford Fiesta, AC Cobra and three-wheeled 

Scorpion races, all of which feature realistic 

modelled vehicles boasting correct handling and 

suspension data for each category. 

Although naturally impressed with how 

much Codemasters is attempting to cram into 

TOGA 2 before its November release, Edge 

found the steering too heavy at this stage and 

the PlayStation version marginally lacking in 

the speed department. Should Codemasters 

manage to successfully combine all elements, 

TOGA 2 could prove even more popu lar 

than its respected predecessor. 

-,.. 
• , ~ 

Visually, the PS version 
(aboye) is impressively 
close to its PC cousin. 
Link-up CIIp.bility is 
included and this tiMe 
twopl.yer races feature 
all 16 CIIfS on the tr.ck 
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TOMB RAIDER III 
Having realised that even a highly successful videogame franchise needs innovation in order 

lara has increased her 
repertoire of moves 
and can now crawl into 
low laps, dash through 
closinl doors or swing 
across the ceillnl 

~ Pormat: PlayStatlonfPC 

Developer: Core Deslg" 

Release : November 

':DJigin: UK 

24.-EDQ£· 

to survive, Core is busy enhancing the next Lara Croft adventure in time for Christmas 

Yrianlular polygons (as opposed to the squares employed in the first two ,ames) Mw enabled .oother surfaces to · 
be implemented, and the levels now boast a more v.ried and orcanie feel nstNd of the structured nature of version 11 

A ceptics will frown at Ms Croft's rapid 

1:1 return to the polygonal world, having 

made her second appearance only last 

Christmas. The prospect of a yearly addition to 

the Tomb Raider series, a la FIFA, could prove 

dISastrous for Lara's fortune should the public 

lose interest in the angular advenwrer and her 

repetitive Quests. 

SO Core has been working hard to retain your 

interest. Tomb Raider III is now less linear, with 

three levels - London, the Nevada Desert (Area 

51) and a SOuth Pacific Island - that can De 

accessed in any order after you've completed 

the initial India-set environment. Each of the 

settings is split into three levels and all must De 

completed before access to the last stage, 

Antarctica, is granted. The levels themselves are 

bigger and offer two IXlssible routes of varying 

difficulty as a way of introoucing an element of 

freedom Into the proceedings. 

Having gone back to the original title for 

inspiration, the new team has reduced the 

number of human enemies, as 'Hell as 

emphasised the. exploration aspect in favour of 

the more arcade-based approach found in Tomb 

Raider 11. The enemy AI has improved: tigers have 

developed a pack mentality and hunt accordingly, 

for example; while, as it's on ly able to detect 

• 

movement, the T-Rex won't attack should you 

stand stUL It didn't 'NOrt for left Goldblum in 

'Jurassic Part',out if you throw a flare the 

carnivorous monster should happily chase it like 

a dumb, oversized dog. 

The puzzles, too, have changed from their 

usual reliance on key/door combinatioos to 

something that involves logical thought, although 

from wtlat Edge has seen, these are unhkely 

to trouble the majority of the game-playing 

IXlPulation suffering a sub-100 IQ. 

Visual enhancements include smoother 

environments, a hi-res display for the PS 

version, and generous use of coloured lighting 

and particle effects. 

How successfully the various improvements 

glue together in the final version shalllJe 

revealed in a couple of months' time. 

Among other additions. 
TRill is analogue and 
Dual Shock compatible 
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URBAN CHAOS 
As the pace of 3D technology gradually opens new doors for the free -roaming PC adventure, 

ex-Bullfrog codewarrior Mucky Foot sets its sights high with the ultra-ambitious Urban Chaos 

Featurinl • female protagonist that fortunately doesn't bear too much of 
a resemblance to Ms Croft. Urban Chaos will be a PC title worth watch 1nl 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Eldos 

Developer: Mucky Foot 

Release: Marth 1999 

- Qrigin: UK 

26£DG£· 

r:I uilding a City that lives and breathes mi$ht 

1:1 have been an admirable accomplishment 

for the designers of the Sim City series, but for 

Mucky Foot it's looking like an entirely different 

proposition. PreviOusly known as City of the 

Fallen, the company's debut project sees a weU

designed post-lara protagonist inhabiting a dark 

and expansive realtime metropolis, courtesy of a 

highly sophisticated 3D engine. Tilis renders 

everything in RGB·lit 3D meshes, allowing you 

complete freedom to explore not only its streets 

and buildings but also the more dangerous - and 

therefore more appealing - network of roOftops, 

subways and sewers. 

Plot details.are being kept under wraps untit 

nearer the game's release next year; but expect a 

dark, semi-apocalyptic scenario combining 

elements from the SNES sleeper hit Shadowrun 

with the more visceral pleasures of a classic 

• 

The graphics enline is .Ire.dy reve.linl a game with enormous potential. 
while the scale of the city even enables ~ou to pl.y the role of rooftop sniper 

scrOlling beat 'em up such as Double Dragon or 

Ninja Ga/Clen_ In a fashion similar to OMA's Grand 

Theft Auto, Mucky Foot clamls that the player will 

be very much in contrOl Of the direction the 

game takes. So, if you've a penchant for more 

arcade-style play, you can opt to immerse 

yourself in complex street brawls WIth multiple 

adversaries, while the tactical strategists among 

us will choose to pursue the game's more 

cerebral Challenges - using the subway or even a 

motorbike to navigate your way around the 

expansIVe environment. 

currently, the PC is enjoying prodigious 

development away from its established breeding 

groundS of strategy and simufation, and is now 

feaning towards more console-like action 

adventures. However, it's worth remembering 

that OMA Design spent three years creating 

'living' cities to race around in, and GTA's were 

were fixed in a "20 perspective. With this in mind, 

Mucky Foot's plans to integrate so many 

gameplay obj~lves in a true 3D 'NOrld start to 

seem ominously ambitious - especially if it's to 

make its scheduled March 1999 deadline. 

Impending chaos indeed. 

The finished lame is 
even expected to have 
a firstper50n camera 
mode - handy for 
takinl out city lang 
members witfl a 
sniper rifle 
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GODZILLA GENERATIONS 
In· a move intended to draw attention from Nintendo's recent Pocket Monster Stadium launch, 

Oreameas!'s first VMS-compatible title enables players to send their carefully nurtured pets to battle 
d 

As well as havinl to fight equally-sized opponents, playen can take time 
to munch on a nearby skyscraper or two, before continuinl their rampale 

Format : Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: General Ent. 

Release: Lat, ' 98 (Japan) 

•.. origin: Japan .... -:..-- ----

28£DG£ 

O 0 coincide with the release of HollyoNOOd's 

distorted vision of 'Godzilla' in Japanese 

cinemas, sega has finally released information 

regarding its interpretation of the gigantic, 

city-destroying green biped to be released on the 

company's forthcoming 128bit hardware. 

Newly announced thirdparty General 

Entertainment has been charged with the 

adaptation which, in a move that will no doubt 

confuse US players unaware of GOdzilla's 

existence in any form other than Roland 

Emmerich's contribution to HollyoNOOd's 

ever-growing list of overpriCed, CGI-dependent 

cinematic attempts, features characters from the 

The level of detail present in the current 
model of Japan's c.pibl is impressive 

• 

countless films produced by Toho, the Japanese 

studio that owns the 'GOdzilla' license. 

The concept is remarkably simple: different 

monsters fight each other with a 3D TOkyo 

serving as the battlefield. The level of detail 

present within the painstakingly modelled 

Japanese capital is impressive, even extending to 

the vehicles frantically aVOiding the creatures' 

no-claims-bonus-destroying feet. At this stage, 

sega was not keen on detailing elements of 

gameplay or the structure of the game but 

already some visual effects - the fire effects and 

realistic textures, in particular - are impressive. 

Predictably, players can take the monsters 

raised using Dreamcast's Visual Memory system 

(currently on sale in Japan along with the Godzilla 

Pokemon-style game) and get them to fight 

against each other on the 128bit machine. As in 

the N64's Pocket Monster Stadium (see Out 

There, P147), players can expect their creations 

to metamorphose from grey bit maps into fully 

textured 3D mOdels - which is bound to prove 

massively popular amidst a videogaming society 

whose obsession with nurturing digital 

pets remains undiminished . 

~, ." . . 
.. ,' . 
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The current state of 
Godzllla Generations 
isn't representative of 
Dreamc.srs power; 
the developer is said 
to be aiminl for an 
over.1I film-like quality 
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PRE SCREEN 

B MOVIE 
( 'The little-lauded film genre of the same name has sparked a slew of contemporary imitators. 

From 'Mars Attacks' to this arcade-style shooter, the message is the same: there's something out there 

The Iilme prOlreS5eS 
throup several distinct 
10000tions, from rural 
AmeriCII and washington 
DC. to the final battfe 
on the aliens' planet 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: GT Interactive 

Developer: King of the Jungle 

Release: October 

Origin: UK 

~_~, 30 EDGE-

A hoot 'em ups have long been the 

1:1 B-movies of videogaming, all dazzling 

effects and predictable plots, delivering short, 

sharp shocks but no long-term depth. London

based developer King Of the Jungle (creator of 

Agent Armstrong) has chosen to tap the rich pool 

of inspiration that those 'SOS filmic gems offer, for 

its second game, B-MOVie. 

The game's US name, Invaders from Beyond, 

gives perhaps a beqer clue as to what this title's 

about. you must defend the earth from the 

attentions of marauding alien craft which are out 

to beam up hapless American civi lians, in true B

movie style. These aliens are able to attack in 

large numbers thanks to the swish graphics 

engine, the work Of veteran coder and King of the 

Jungle co-director, Raffaele Cecco (£x%n, 

cybernoid, Street Racer). 

Development of 8-Movie has been all but 

completed in just ten months, a remarkable 

achievement for a team consisting of only five 

members. According to Cecco, ·We learned a lot 

about the PlayStation during the development of 

Agent Armstrong. So we had this library of ideas, 

and a really good engine up and running in two 

months." Zapping the invaders occurs at a fluid 

6Ofps. "It's as fast as it can be, realty,· continues 

Cecco, "because the ships move so fast, we 

couldn't rea lly have it running at JOfps like a lot 

of other games, it simply gets too jerky." 

To avoid the game becoming overly 

repetitive, King of the Jungle has included several 

'added-value' aspects. But, in keeping with other 

modern shoot 'em ups, the game sports 

interesting extras and a thirdperson, 3D 

viewpoint (reminiscent of Star FoX). You have to 

complete various sub-missions on each of the 20 

levels, while human scientists can be beamed up 

and set to work. ·You can research for things like 

cooling units [to increase fire ratel. and buy new 

weapons with things you've picked up," explains 

Cecco's bUSiness partner, Stephane Koenlg. 

companymusician and artist Jo Myers 

interjects: · If you rescue scientists on certain 

levels, you can bring them back to the hangar 

and apply them to certain weapons and upgrade 

Developer King of the Jungle has created a super-slick 3D enline for 
8 -Moll/e. Explosive effects are up there with the PlayStation's finest 

them even further. So we reckon there are 

around 60 weapon types." 

Koenig again: ·we wanted to go for the fun 

side .. It's a futuristic view of things from 

someone in the '50s.. 8-Movie is all about variety. 

·You end up going to the motherShip above the 

earth, and then to a moonbase. And at the end of 

the game, you're actually on the alien home 

planet, kicking their arse." Those keen to repel 

the Martian attacic should watch out for 

sightings in late October. 

There are over 15 
spaceships to choose 
from, with dozens of 
weapon configurations 
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PRE SCREEN 

WI N BACK 
. While N64 owners are unlikely to get Metal Gear Solid running on the cartridge-based console, 

war simulation specialist Koei is intent on providing them with something very similar 

Win 8tJd unashllmedty borrows elements trot. GoIdeItE". end KonHIi', 
lonl~.w.tted Metal Gee, Solid. Hopefully. it win tum out Just as pIayabIe 

Uke .1Ia:ood spy-based 
.dventures. ste.1th Is 11 
major .sped of the 
proceed in,s. Anr. other 
approach IS like y to 
result in swift death 

Format: Nlntendo 64 

Publisher: Koel 

Developer: In-house 

Release:. Late ' 98 (Japan) 

Origin: Ja pan 

.... y f1O'N, any discerning PlayStation owner 

1:1 will have realised that there's very little in 

the Way of triple-A products coming their way. SO 

far, with Gran Turismo, Resident £012, Tekken 3 

and Co/in McRae Rally, 1998 has been a 

remarkable year for the sony's 32bit grey plastic 

box. but the thinking is that the best has already 

come. There are exceptions to this rule, and 

Metal Gear SOlid should round off the year in 

style (PAl owners can expect a 1998 release). 

And like the sudden show of titles boasting me 

letters 'GT' in their titles after Gran Turismo's 

release, it was only a matter of time before a 

game bOrrowing elements from Konami's 

adventure would rear its polygonal head. 

Yet, while Win Back may apparently owe a lot 

to Konami's effort. it does nevertheless represent 

a dramatic departure for a developer that has in 

the past concentrated on the highly profitable {in 

Japan, at least} war simulation market. 

Admittedly, recently Koei has widened its 

repertoire by creating the radically different 

sangoku Musou for the PlayStation, as well as 

the forthcoming (albeit more generic) {)estraga. 

Still, Win Back is a new departure, even if only in 

terms of it" being an N64 project. 

The game features an In-house specifically 

developed 3D engine, labelled Active Motion 

System (AMS), which manages character motions 

• 

Koe! has placed a lot of emphasis on pHlnl the main character's motions 
ript. More than 450 dtfferent sequences are used to let him around levels 

in realtlme, creating convincing film-like in-game 

sequences. According to Koei, over 450 motion 

patterns are employed by the main character. 

As Jean-wc Cougar, a member of the SCAT 

(Strategic Covert Action Team), you must dispose 

of terrorists belonging to the secret crying Sheep 

organisation. The latter are more dangerous than 

the 'SheeP' tag suggests, so SCAT is sent to 

target their underground base. 

set in a 3D 'NOrld, characters are naturally 

allowed to move freely within their environments 

and can perform a variety of actions. A stealth

like approach would be a gOOd start, however, 

and likely to prove more life-preserving than 

running around emptying ammunition clips at 

crying Sheep operatives. .lean-lOc's actions 

throughout the game affect the overall plot. as 

does the diffICulty level, and although still earty, 

the graphical Quality is currently encouraging. 

Hopefully, the gameplay will match the 

finished visuals. 

AI'hough several weapons can be found throughout the lame, the enemy 
has access to major artillery such as flame throwers and rocket launchers 

__ 33 



PRESCREEN 

V2000 
strategic elements mated to a simple, engrossing premise, and an option to dodge the 

control system from Hell - after Frontier, could this be a return to form for David Braben? 

By collecting' 'weichf power-up, pl.yers c.n venture into aquatic locations (main). tbe undercurrents have a tangible effect on the craft's handling. A 
settlement defends ttself '1.lnst an .u.ack by d.ngerous 'Dragon' aliens (.bove right). Do not underestimate the importance of .utomated weaponry ... 

'... format: PlayStation/ PC 

Publisher: Grolier Interactive 

Developer: Frontier 

Release: Oct~ber 

.:: :.?rigin: UK 

IJI avid Braben's original Virus was hailed as a 

1:.1 flawed masterpiece: a simple premise (stop 

the red virus from spreading throughOut the land), 

gunfire-oriented gameplay, breathtaldng visuals .. 

and a control system that was as off-putting to the 

novice as it was rewarding to the experienced and 

dextrous player. '!laW could have been typically 

'90s, a cynical by-the-numbers rehash of the old 

game, candy coated with smart polygonal visuals. 

Thankfully, there are enough new ideas on display 

for it to be considered a true sequel in the least 

pejOrative sense of the word. 

By w<JIj of a nod towards the casual gamer 

those most likety to find the 'classic' cootrol 

system most intolerable -1f.2'aX) introduces a 

Hover Mode flight system. For the player making 

their debut, this is the easiest way to sample the 

first few of the 30 levels on offer. However; the 

more refined and pa.verful Flight Mode will reward 

perseverance (or perverseness - you decide) and 

is the best way to tackle the foes found later on. 

Those 30 levels are spread over six worlds, 

each possessing an individual graphic flavour

including Green world, Ice World and Al ien World 

- though the levels on each one do not have to 

be approached in a linear fashion. The premise 

is more innovative, too; in place of the basic 

search-and--destroy motif of its predecessor, 

missions are given for each stage. Successful 

completion of each will assist in the process of 

eradicating the virus. 

In order to improve the capabilities of their 

craft, players must exploit the Factory units that 

manufacture power-ups. You can also capture 

natives and press them into INOrk, either as 

drones to boost productivity, or as scientists to 

develop better technology. careful management 

of these human resources is vital to success. 

In spite of these strategic elements, the 

emphasis is still on action. Reflecting gamers' 

appetite for hardware, the sequel offers 

22 different weapons with which to tackle the 

aliens that spread the pestilence, inCluding CPU

controlled units that can be left to defend 

installations v-.r11ile you explore elsewhere. 

V2(;OO's unusual approach to blending action 

and realtime strategy makes it one of 1998's 

most genuinely interesting titles - a welcome 

respite from fighting, driving and endless 

C&C or Quake derivatives. 

The- spreading virus is 
visually distinctive, 
especially when 
destroying the lush 
p.stures of Green Land 
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THE FRENCH CONNECTION 
Tempted by French softco UbiSoft's upcoming output, Edge shirks the mundane option of the Channel 

Tunnel and jets west to visit UbiSoft's Canadian outpost. Via UbiSoft's pals 300 in San Francisco, naturally 

As weD .s f.st rlld,... spHd Busters Indudes .... muIn,- .nd 
..... 1."' •• - •• t~ i_I 0 din ..... "'" rtpt) .... _ (ript) 

biSOft. A name that dOesn't set 
the heart racing. yet is strangely 

apprOpriate. Its own output is patchy

its standout titles 1nclude Pod (ttlOugt1 it 

was awarded fIVe out of ten in E44) and 

1995's platfOrm hit Rayman - but UblSoft 

distributes the games of more than 50 

PUblishers. In France and the rest of 

EUrope, its software truly is ubiqUItOUS. 

Happily, the company is Investing in 

pan-global development With offices In 

StlanghaL eastern Europe, Paris and 

Montreal. Edze visited the latter, 

stopping briefly tor tea and crumpets 

With UbiSOft's Californian friends, 300. 

UbiSOft's Montreal offices are 

among the most pleaSing In the games 

industry. Hidden within a nondeScript 

bonding In a less-than·lovety area of 

me city, It eschews the usual cubicles 

and clutter for a commodious 

arrangement of strippec:1 fJoo(boards 

and huge windows. The average age 

is 24 and, pemaps I:>ecause of the 

focus on art. there seem as many 

women as men, further subverting the 

staple games development image of 

! -:bearded Butttleads. 

&enInc up to speed 
At Montreal, staff are physically diviQed 

mto studios based around a comrnoo 

focus, such as sound Of animation. 

Team members are recruited from 

across theSe groups, but benefit from 

continuing to woric next to tI'leir peer~ 

Edge found three games In progress: 

Speed Busters, ToniC Trouble and Hype: 

The Time ouest. (UblSoft's other hope, 

Rayman 2, is being created In Paris). 

The most convincing right now is 

Speed Busters. Based on a SOUped-up 

version of ubiSOft's admirable Ft 

Racing Simulation engine,. Speed 

Busters is a more light-hearted hurtle 

thrOt.Jgl tne US iandscape. 

Playing speed Busters on a P233 

With a VOOCIoo 2 card, EdII was 
pleased to find console-smooth 

framerates, with no Jittenrtg (a bug. 

bear of current PC games). The wide 

tracks whip you through six 

1a<1dscapes, r.n8mg from HollywOOd 

and 'Las Vegas to loutSlana. Speed 

Busters rewards players With cash 

bonuses fOf busting radar traps, and 

ttlis, together with prize money, forms 

• 

the crux Of the game, enabling you to 

upgrade your car. Beyond the usual 

short cuts, a further bOnus for repeat 

play comes In the form of a secret 

track which is unlOCked when you win 

all six tracks consecutively. 

AS -..ve!! as the nippy sensaUOfl of 

driving (only the comparatively barren 

Motofhead comes close), Speed 

Busters puts great emphasis 00 

environments. For instance, wtlen 

racing arOUnd ASpen, ColoradO, you'll 

need to avoid avalanches, which can 

trip up computer drivers as well as 

human racers. Instead of lazily c.ycling 

through these interactive anlmations, 

the game presentS them as an irregular 

surprise hazard - just wait until you 

see the UFO and giant ape ... 

DonninC platfor .. shoe. 
on a completely different taCk, UbiSoft 

is also worklng on tINO Mafia·lnsp!red 

platform games (see page 76). 

Rayman 2 and ToniC Trouble were 

both conceived by Mlchel AACeI. the 

- ....... ...,...,.2wi" 
provide ...... ' ... 
action than other 
SD pIatfonners 



JOflg-term UbiSOft WOndertiod_ 
created 1995'S best"8ethng'20 

platfonner RMyman. ~ of Tome 

_ble's ilevelapmen! IS tJaSe<f In 

M"2tr~al, 'o'ft1ereas Arlcel, and Rayman 

;( are b~ In PariS. 

and explOit an often-neglected vein of 

visual humour. there remains work to 

these proolems will be fIXed in the 

months ahead. 

Both games are visuallll accomplished .. , all characters have a wide range 
of expressions and are animated witfi a unique 

'limbless' graphical stllle that borders on caricature 

Both games are visually 

accompliShed. Not only are they more 

tecnnically accomplished than 

comparable titles (the textUre Quality of 

Tonic Trouble rivals Rare's formidable 

Banjo-Kazooie), but all characters have 

a wide range of expressiOns and 

movements, and are animated With a 
unique 'limbless' graphical style that 

borders on caricature. 

Lassos and _ .tIdes 

Further Innovations (aside from the 

plot. to which. due to the French 

influence, the develOpers aSSign slaviStl 

importance)lle in the huge number 

of abilities which Rayman and Tonfc 

Trouble's Ed are able to perform. 

R8\'1Tl8n is superhuman, with a wide 

~. range of jumps and rOilS, dirnbing 

skills, and a knack of ridIng beasts 

through the maps at incredible speeds. 

Ed Is sfr;n~larty skUlful, POssessed of 

chameleon powers and a buffed·up 

be done on the engine. unfortunately, 

Edge hasn't had the opportunity to 

play Rayman 2 since E3, but explored 

the latest version of Tonic Trouble in 

MOntreal. TINo problems were apparent 

- a schizophrenic and unhelpful 

camera and a Jittery control system 

UIur chIId'. pia, 
ToniC Trouble's engine doubles up to 

bnng Playmobil into the PC adVenture 

Hype: The Time Quest. Games featuring 

plastic kmghts that target garners of 

ages 'eight plus' (111 a big bnght font) 

are admitted into Edge with great 

trepidation. But Hype Is one of the 

most surprising tftles to emerge this 

year. For a start, It's another graphically 

accomplished game. Ubi Soft's battalion 

of artists has excelled under the 

constraints of Playmobil, imbuing the 

characters with life yet retaining their 

rigid artificial moulds. Day, night, fog 

and rain effects are complemented by 

realtime shadows that deform across 

the environment. The only real SIlag is 

~~wrtre~~ protagonists resort 

ID coftilat - ~ke Looking Glass' Thief 

"", .. mli ... /IJ..to, U/llSQft ~ 

.rugfng to, OIlke ""'rdfighting 
~ l!lQre frMlIIIe<I _ bfl!¥f~ 

otabt*Ig wiItlllie SWOId. 

~illyPifleS the lateSt batCh 

of ublSoft 8J!Imts - there's nothing 

jncredl~.origjnal but What's being 

CilIa. comes stuffed WIth Ideas and' 

a commttmern to detail. speea Basters 

seems a sure success, while Hype 

could tap a previously neglected 

market as a superb example of What 

happens when a license goes right (the 

bones of the game will also feature in a 

pure children's game and another 

made fOf girlS). The two 3D platform 

games have everything to play for. 

althOugh they're 'NOrklng in an 

extremely different genre. If their 

gameplay can be tweaked to match the 

visuals, UbiSOft could emerge as one 

of 1998's unlikely success stories. 

.: 'Super Ed' mode. Both characters wield The PI.ymHlI knlpt th.t is Hype tackles • 'p~I.lI. reminiscent of Prince of Persia 
(moln', _ d' ..... ft ..... (left. ond sword .... IS (ri ..... this I.n', j"" fo, kid • 
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lMtnessing a software strategy that 

works, UbiSoft is helping 300 to 

make a name for itseff in Europe 

rip Hawlcins may have given 

Up on hardware but he's not 

abandoned platforms. The strategy at 

software-only 300 Studios is to create 

games that have some element of 

re-usability, be It a standout 3D engllle 

or a license with legs. And its latest PC 

games, Requiem, uprising 2 and Heroes 

of Might and Magic lit all fit the strategy. 

With the staleness of firstperson 

snooters even prompttngld SOftware 

With non-player characters, plot twists 

and story-advancing encounters. Uke 

unreal. Reqwem features characters 

who shouldn't be killed - and, uniquely, 

others who ffgtlt alongside you. 

As a violent angel. you've no 

qualms about bloodshed but you're 

diSdainful of secular staples like 

shotguns. 'Nhy bother when you can 

tum your enerrues to salt. plague them 

With lOcusts or boil their blood? Othe~ 

powers indude flight and, like Shiny'S 

Messia!!J>OSsess!on. sev~al Catholics 

to ensure the angel is suitably foul-

111Otithed'OnCf_. 

'Prising 2 ' ,sS ~ntroversia!, 
me Qfigitl3I'S dTsappolntlng sales must 

liS
e beJ'l'fluse to debate the 
, . ~f ~rt qu LVet,in3 ' 

tiI· ~ f melSstill 

maturing. with games like Uprising and 

BattJezone SUffering through consumer 

ignorance rather than weal( cOlltent. 

Still, the 300 diviSion responSible, 

Cytlone Studios, iOkes that uprising 2 

is 'the last chance' for the genre. 

strategy element isn't totally lOSt. In the 

version Edse played, It was too easy to 

destroy red dots systematically on the 

radar and to treat your troops as smart 

bombs. Moreover, depth of vision has 

been sacrificed for close-up graphic 

likely to be the company's major 

earner. The successful- if distinctively 

16blt - Heroes of Might and Magic 

strategy games fill a gap created 

between warcraft 11 and Final Fantasy 

VII. Heroes 11/ is largely a graphical 

You're disdainful of secular staples like shotguns. 
Why bother when you can turn your enemies into salt, 

plague them with locusts or boil their blood? 

Arguing tnat 8attIelOOe got 

sidetracked simulating vehlctes and 

wargames, UpriSing2 homes in on 

action - Just six keys and tile mouse 

gM!: you total cootroL Not bad - as well 

as driving your tank and deplOyIng a 

wide range of weapons, the original's 

Strategy' optlOflS also remain, including 

tank: factorieS and infantry Units. 

l/flftS are fl'IO(e like one-shot 

weapons than sattlelone's C&C-styte 

mini amlies. <>ne·touch deployment, 

wtlich sees the computer manage 

building and Unit creation jf you're 

more concerned WIth fighbng. makes 

play easier still. But Cyclone Studios 

will need to be careful to ensure the 

• 

fidelity - which currently equates to 

bad pop-up. Much \NOrk remains before 

Its December release. 

" heroic pemw..ce 
WhIle UprisIng 2 and Requiem are 

promising. it's Heroes /11 that is most 

overhaul. Combat remains strictly 

turn-based (and makes Final Fantasy 

VI/look like Quake) so wtllle you're 

promised engrossing tactical gameplay, 

you'll have to look elsewhere 

within 3DO's expanding. portfolio ~ 

for fast-paced fightIng L.5 

- HI ......... dewoIopi", friendly cities, uplorl", ___ .... 
_ ............... ToIUItooIquo...., 01'- unkoms .... wIurds 
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ACClAIM HAS A PLAN. WITH ITS ODIOUS 16BIl CATALOGUE CONSIGNEO 

m HISmRY. THE COMPANY IS ENTlRING THE NEXT PHASE: A SPATE OF 

QUAUTY TITLES AND A FRESH APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT THAT WILL 

:R THE GAMING WORLD. EDGE VII " 0 I' IS 

HEADQUARTERS. WHERE THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE ACCLAIM 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM MEET, m WITNESS THE PlAN IN ACTION •.. 

r:;I ince Turok: Dinosaur Hunter ~Ioded onto the scene in 

I:!I JanUdlY '97, scattering preconceptions about third party N64 

games in its wake, Acclaim Studios has enjoyed a renaissance. Formerly 

known for a string of B-grade, licensed titles on the 16bit formats, the 

company made smart acquisitions - Iguana UK, Iguana US, Iguana West 

(formerly Sculptured Software) and Probe - but didn't stop there. 

By promoting close communication between the four development 

houses that now make up the Acclaim Studios collective, the ADP 

(Acclaim Development Program) offers the potential to generate 

products that are more than the sum of their parts. The program lays 

down basic requirements for the creation of games, from projected 

development times to allocation of resources (technology, staff, 

programming libraries and so 00). Still. with such disparate resources at 

its disposal, achieving synergy is no easy task. The man charged with 

coordination is Iguana US initiator D. rrln Stubbincton: 

We give them enough ~tit1..lde to have their own personalities, 

their own culture. We let them keep a lot of things that made them 

them ... AccLaim bought studios that were very separate, so there was 

still a lot of rivalry and to begin with it wasn't working." casualties of tile 

system included company founders George Menos of Sculpt1..lred, 

Probe's Fergus McGovern, and Jeff Spangenberg of Iguana US: all 

now gone with little or no explanation. 

Stubbington feels tIlat now its constituents have warmed to tile 

principles of sharing technology and talent. Acclaim can consider its 

development arm a 400-person company ratller than four lOO-person 

units. An ideal platform for consistently credible products .. 

" 
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LEVEL HEAD 
The game may have been inspired from a comic 
book, but Iguana has totally reworked the story as 
well as creating a whole new game world lor the 
Bloodshot characters to exist in. The levels are 
impressively large. The engine required to handle 
the hugely ambitious outdoor levels should have 
its work cut out, but the learn remains confident 

... ·50£DG£ 

, 

Bloodshot's team proudly boast about the sile of the lime's levels. wllklllIIey beIine 
to be some of the binest yet on the PlayStalion. Althou'" GoIdeaE,. is ... QIIOted IS 
an Inspiration for the project. Ipan. is 'een to point out that die .......... Is IIION 
action-based than Rare's Bond game, .tthoulh Ifs not merety a..,.. sIIoat· ... up 



BLOODSHOT 
ONE OF llIE PROJEcrS UNOER WRAPS AT IGUANA UK's ClEVELAfjO HQ IS 

- _ANOllIER COMIC BOOK REVIVAL TUROK CAME 10 LIFE IN 111 lEAP FROM 
BOOKSTORE TO VIDEOGAME. AND SO BLDOOSHOT LOOKS DESTINED TO MAKE 

, HIS MARK ON BOTH PC AND PLAYSTATION. POWERED BY A BEEFY 3D ENGINE 

. The Acclaim comics brand stands accused. Not only has the gaming \/\/Orid been 

. ~ brought 10 a standstill by TUfOk: Dinosaur Hunter, and is on the brink of an assault 

from Shodowmon (PS2} but there is now a third crime: BJoocJsho.!-... 
Currently shifting up a gear in its pnxIuctiofl at Iguana UK. Bloodshot strips 

out the best from one of the lesser-known Acclaim comics (but then, how 

famous was Turok before he went digital?). lead designer Bany Mude was 

brought on to the project part way into its cycle, and immediately altered the 

course of development ' 11 started as an out..,nd--out shoot 'em up in 3D, but it's 

changed inl0 a splice between hard action and some strategy elements, mixed 

in with infonnation gathering. hacking and assassination:' He's reluctant to cripple 

the game with the imposition of Cl genre; "If t was pushed, I'd call it an actioo

strategy game, but it's really down to how the player chooses to play it." 

-we've taken the fundamentals of the comic, but not the story: continues 

Meade, "We've invented a whole new story - and, in fact, a v.tlOIe game world," 

He adds, "Bloodshot never really went anywhere as a comic. but it had an awful 

lot of ideas which are good for games." Those ideas are more relevant to the 

basic situation that the Bloodshot character has to confront 

Project manager Nick .... ey explains: 'n the comic he's a guy who's been 

killed and brought back to life by a government agency, using a secret 

technology. The agency's called [)Q<\ in the comic. which stands for Domestic 

Operations Authority, but we're going to play that down. At the beginning of the 

game, Bloodshot is more or less their enemy." 

ROCKING COLlNT1lIES ANO SltIF1*G CONTINENTS 
Bloodshot adopts a fixed third person camera, although this will occasionally 

change for ingame cut scenes which will utilise the game's 3D engine. In line 

with current thinking on game diversity, Bagley and the team are trying to give 

players a non-linear experience. ihe outcome of the game might not be 
different, but there are various ways of playing. You've got the all-out, dive-in-aoo. 

blast-evetything-in-sight method, but in some situations that won't prove as 

productive as oeeping around." As ever, Rare's Bond game is an influence, 

although Iguana UK's title is, ·probably more action-orientated than GoIdenEye, 

but it's that kind of thing,." acknowledges the amenable Meade. Hovvever, his 

expression that, ihis will be all-out, we're talking countries getting rocked, 

continents shifting,." gives a good impression of whal gamers should e>q)eCt 

One of the main influences in choosing a third person was that the leam 

wanted Bloodshot to use vehicles when moving around levels (as in Argonaut's 

forthcoming Kanaon - see E62), as well as the usual selection of weapons that 

the game's shoot 'em up roots demanded, Bagley discloses that, "Bloodshot will 

be able to use vanous lools and vehicles to get ttvough the levels - tanks. 

motorbikes, that kind of thing. There's quite a lot in there." Additionally, he"";lI 

gain abilities as the game progresses, as does Shadowman. The introduction of 

vehicles entirely changes the nature of level design (as Tomb Raider 1/ 

illustrated), and requires a leading edge 3D engine to enable the open 

environments involved. (ihe levels are absolutely massive - far bigger than any 

PlayStation game we've seen: says Meade). The Bloodshot team feels that on 

, PC. and more importantly PlayStation, their game has considerable 3D muscle. 

"The technology took so long to consolidate that it made a big difference 

when we saw how much we could do, because it was a hell of a lot more than 

expected: grins designer Meade. "From v.tlat we can make out. we haven't seen 

a PlayStation game yet that can show what we can ~. We can have eight 

500-polygon characters running around." The 3D engine was partly responsible 

for the ambitious nature of the game. -We iust thought that it was loo good for 

a simple ~ 'em up, so we decided to raISe the bar all round: he adds. As 

.:: you might expect, competition between the Shadowman and Bloodshot teams 

is healthy. And if all goes to plan, Iguana has another winner on its hands. 

Bloodshot takes its inspiration from a little-known us comk series which 
lcuana fett hid mlny good idels that would transfer well into a dipal 
environment The ,Ime Idopts I fixed thlrdpenon penpective which WIS 
selected due to a desire to Include uselble modes of transport (such IS links 
and motorbi~~ for eXlmple) when mmn, lround some of the missive levels 
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The SlJodowmall tMm. from left: et.n-en hkus. Guy MII'-t. Slmon Phlpps Ind JlJOn fllcus 

Another comic book licf!:nse for Acclaim, and certainly the darkest. most 
disturbine one to date. Players must embark on a perilous, frantic joumey in 
search for Dark Souls before these empower the world's serial killers currently 

. roamine the streets. Critics of the NU as a kid's machine are in for somethine 
-::of a shock. Resident Evil could look decidedly child's play by comparison 

SHADOWMAN 
A DARK AND BLOODY TALE. SHAOOWMAN IS LIKElY TO EVOKE FEEliNGS OF 
HORROR WHEN IfS ANAUY RElEASED ON THE NINTENOO 64. AND. BY SUMMONfjG 

. UP THE WORLD'S MOST NOTORIOUS SERIAL KILLERS TO DISPOSE OF THE HUMANS 
IN LNESIO~ HORROR IS EXACTlY WHAT THET~M IS TRYING TO ADlIEVE .. . 

Among casual gamers. the N64 still has an image problem - and lers face it 

there's a grain of truth in the complaints, Nintendo games may have more 

graphical power than the PlayStation's, but they're usually dressed up in a 

technicolour dreamcoat worthy of a biblical tale. Breaking that public perception 

is proving a tough nut to crack - even the mighty GoldenEye hasn't administered 

the fatal blow.Shadowman, hO<Never, has brought a sledgehammer to the party. 

W'hile the game is to appear on both PC and N64, it's the significance of 

Shodowmon coming to Nintendo that really matters. Iguana UK has taken the 

comic book source material seriously (Shodowmon was one of the titles gleaned 

when Acclaim Comics was bought), respected its plot and character design, and 

is Ofl course to create one of the most disturbing videogames ever seen. 

PREPARE TO BE IMMERSED AND UNSETTLED 
Following 00 from Edp's exclusive first look at Shodowmon back in E47, a doser 

examination of the game seemed apposite with Turok 2 imminent. Settling down 

with Iguana UK's creative director Guy Miller, the dedication both he and lead 

designer Simon Phipps have for the project - and its atmosphere, was soon 

apparent "You've got to be unsettled about where you are, and where you're 

going," says Miller, in his darkened office, He claims the game's plot will be 

second to none. 'I don't think that anybody else has taken it to this level. We've 

taken tVv'O years to weave the plotline into the game. We've tried to immerse you, 

unsettle you, and get you totally involved in what the game's about.' 

Plot is something Shodowman is almost dripping with, as Mitler's 

description itlustrates: 'A great evil has entered the universe and has bui~ 

something called the Asylum in Deadside. This evil is planning to unleash all the 

serial killers that ever lived into liveside [the human world] through the Soul 

Gates. These need Dark Souls to power them, so Shadowman has to collect the 

Souls before they can be used~ This evil force has unleashed the grandfather of 

all serial killers, Jack the Ripper, to do its dirty work for it. In one level, 

Shadowman must confront England's most fiendish killer in a beautifully 

reproduced 19th century underground station. 

Iguana has retained the sickly graphical feel that typifies so many 'serious' 

comic books, such as the seminal 'V for Vendetta'. From one location to the next, 

the level of gore sIowty escalates 10 the state of all-out blood bath. Given that 

Miller describes the game's feel as ' a mixture of 'Seven', lacob's Ladder' and the 

end of the millennium: the blood·spattered corridors of certain levels seem apt. 

IIDlD IT ClOSE TO YOOR H~R1 
Phipps and Miller have worked hard to give Shadowmon a strong structure 

to match its powerful plot and visuals. !he game progresses by ShadO<Nman 

picking up various things to enhance his powers: explains Miller, "in much the 

same way as le/do on the SNES. The Shadowman and his LivesKle alter-ego 

Mike LeRoi are gradually enhanced through gaining voodoo tattoos, or Gads, and 

through acquiring sacred bracelets. They enable him to do various things, like 

pushing very heavy blocks, so there are certain areas of the game that he can't 

access: says Miller, ".....-hich enables the game to follow a non·linear path.' 

This free-roaming gameplay is something Miller holds dose to his heart: 

"You can constantly return to the areas as they open up - you don't have 

to use the same route every time HO\I'Je\Ier, he adds that while ·you don't have 

to play it via the plotline, if you don't contrad into the storyline, you really won't 

enjoy the game.' Shociowman is structured so that you won'tleam the full 

plot of the game ("Unless they've read the previews and reviews, of course: 

quips Miller), until you play it. Given that capcom's Resident Evil isn't quoted 

by Miller as an influence, but the FBI's gruesome textbook for dealing with serial 

ki llings is, Shadowmon players look set to face the paradigm in shocking action 

adventures. Just don't mention it to Nintendo. 

\ 
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Shadowmotl' s environments ,re .s Intrtc.te n 
they .re Impressive. Atthouch .plu is unwlUlnl 
to IWe .. ay too much rec.rd1nl plot details. 
.t one SlIp players face .. ck the Ripper in • 
highly _lied .9th ... tury tube .-Th. 
levels .re non-lin .. , in nature. but pa.yers .re 
u,.ed ·~ pt into the story for best results 
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HOUSE OF HORROR 
In order for the whole terrifyins 
eflect to woR. the visuals bll!nd 
with the audio and plot ele~ts 

10 produce an almost threatening 
look that can be found in more 
serious graphic novels." The 
beautifully detailed and cleverly 
designed levels form part of what 
should be one ollhe most 
thoroughly unnemng experience 
to hit the PC and N64 platfonns . 
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Crutive director, Robert O'f.rrell (&. .. to his friends), ,!HI Nick hyne$. .... ~,..ot.ct _MJlr (",hi) 

One of the most striking visual touches is the 
way in which the cars' outsize aerials swing 
in readion to acceleration and braking, when 
you're inevitably jostled onto the barriers or 
run off course by the opposition. The NU 
and PlayStation versions remain surprisingly 
faithful to their more advanced PC counterpart 
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RE-VOLT 
BENEATH THE TIl'f.UKE APPEARANCl OF PROBE'S REMOTE-IllNTROUBJ RACING 
SlM IS A PHVSICS MOOR THAT WOULO MAKE THE BIONIC MAN WEEP. IN A GAMING 

. WORlD OBSESSED WITH EDGING IlOSER m REALITY. PROBE'S ATTENTION m 
OETAIL RUNS RIGHT DOWN m PUTIlNG BElJEVABlE AERIALS ON RE-VOlTS CARS ... 

lrs a startlingly realistic effect but is only the tip (literally) of a complex physics 

model lying underneath, which convincingly recreates the particular handling 

nature of the diminulive vehicles. "The guy doing the physics is actually a doctor 

of physics - he got his doctorate the week he joined, so he's really into it." says 

creative director Robert O'Farrell. "It's probably the thing that people are going 

10 be mosl crilical abou~" he continues, under no illusion as to the importance 

of good dynamics in a racing game, "and we really want 10 make sure that we 

achieve that - we know we can get the look, the special effects, all that sort 01 

stuff. But the physics we really want to make sure that we g€1 righ~ because I 

think that's the thing that people are going to go 'wow!' about" 

But Re-Volt has more things in its lavour than just lifelike shock absorbers. 

The visual aspect has not been neglected, and with myriad effects (reflective 

surfaces are particularly prominent), the PC version is currently ooking pretty 

polished while maintaining an impressively fluid update. It's something Nick 

Baynes, project manager, finds hard to remain impassive about 

"11 must be one of the best 3D engines out there at the moment - even on 

lower speed machines: he enthuses. "I've run the game on a P133 with a 3Dfx 

card and you get a constant 25/3Ofps - and thars with all the effects tumed on." 

The other versions are surprisingly close to matching the PC's graphical 

showcase. "The programmers are wor1Ong really close together so that the 

physics are actually going across to the N64 and the PlayStation: reveals 

Q'Farrell, "and, as far as the engines go, they're sharing code a lot. especially the 

N64 and PC guys - they're really working closer together." 

So Re-Volt is a racing game, then. Fast·paced multip~yer battle racing. no 

less. Players start off with eight cars (a total of 30 exist) to choose from and get 

rewarded with extra cars and tracks for winning races and exploring every area of 

the game. Single players eventually go on to master 16 tracks se~ among others, 

in a natural history museum and a fantasy toy shop, while bringing friends into 

the equation gives the eight battle circuits a sense of purpose, as p~yers chase 

each other in a frantic game of tag. The team has until next June to concentrate 

on gameplay. A close look at Moria Kart and Miao Machines shouldn'l hurt . 



GOOD SPORTS 
ACClAIM'S SPORTS BRANO HAS CUIJIVATED A REPUTATION fOR OUAUTY IMR 

- _THE LAST 11 MONTHS. BEGINNING WITH OUARTERBACK ClUB '9B - THE ARST 
mu TO EXPlOO THE N64'S 640x480 HIGH RISOLUT1ON SETTlNG -

. A STRONG UNDERCURRENT OF TI£HNOLOGICAL PROWESS HAS BECOME MJENT 

·Most recent of these is Iguana Wesrs well-received W\IVF ~rzone, which employs 

. ~ a p<MIerful and adaptable new graphics engine called Quagmire, which will form 

the basis of many of Acclaim Sports' future titles. 

Apparently, the 3D engine was given ~s eccentric moniker by its 

programmers during oil torturous period of development The;r struggle was 

WOIth it, however, as Quagmire has enabled the Acclaim teams to create 

incredibly detailed visuals for their titles. The first game to use Quagmire was 

AI/star Baseball 99. Project manager .. Ime Grieves explains its appeal. 

Ott allowed us to do a complete 3D animation system with full motion 

capture, instead of a sprite-based system as in the past': he explains. ·Rather than 

having animatioos captured in eight directions, we get one motion that moves in 

all directions." Grieves is now working on oil sequel, concurrently targeted at N64, 

PC and possibly Dreamcast if the machine's US installed base is high enough. 

'Mlile he reveals that Al/slar Baseball 99 featured around SO,OCX> frames of 

animation, the follow up (unsurprisingty dubbed AI/star Basebalf 2000) is set to 

feature an even greater amount of incidental details to extend the sense of 

realism. -At the moment everybody does a straight base slide, but we're kx>king 

to change that, to add more interaction whef1 you're sliding." 

More immediately, the American Football title Quarterbad: Oub 99 is ready 

for release, and feafures a similar attention to detail. The previous game's 3D 

engine has been jettisoned in favour of Quagmire, as team leader BllIlKostII 

explains; -It allows us to take the raw data from the motion capture shoot and just 

plug it right in. You capture 300 frame run and you can leave it all in there.- In 

addition, there has been a focus 00 improving cnariKter AI, with New YCl!t. Jets 

offensive coordinator Charlie Weiss brought in as a consultant 00 the pro,ect. 

Of the final two titles currently in development 00 the new 30 engine, UK 

garners will find the NBA Jam 99 of more interest than hockey simulator NHL 

Break.away 2000 - the NBA Jam franchise's popularity in the 16bit era gives it 

an immediate relevance in Britain. New features such a historical mode, 

where players can Dp{ to re-enact a series of famous matches. plus complete 

player rosters should ensure NBA Jam 99 has a broad appeal. 

While last yea(s iteration of 
Quatterbodc Club was well 
received by both lamers and 
press. the 1999 version has been 
totally overhauled. As with the 
other Acclaim Sports tides. 
QBC, 99 is powered by the oddly 
name-d Qualmire 3D enline. 
Incidental animations are used 
to create a more believable feel 

Altstar BdsebDll 99 from Iguana US 
was the first to use Quap';re. 
somethinl which the team is rightly 
proud of. although being 'guinea 
pigs' presented its own difficulties 

Seasoned g.mers ';11 doubtless hold 
the orilin.1 NBA Jam in high esteem. 
Iluana Wesrs NBA Jam 99 looks set 
to build on the r.w .ppeal of its 
predecessor with new pl.y modes 
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Whllt will 3D models bllsed on 
trusty trlongle, IInd will the hllrdwllre world 
of building 3D enllironments? Edge g08s 

you enjoy. They are, if you will. the carbon, hydropn 

and oxygen atoms makins up the realistic 
environments found in games. After _ In 

approximation of any 3D shape can be built fIom 
triansJes, lI1e most basic 01 poIysons. 

It; de.elopers drive for ..- realism, __ ,_ 

!he ....... ...,,,,,,,, __ !he ",-,_01 

when loop numbers 01 "*" _ -.. ID .... .. 

theV • ........., aops up lime ond apin ID hinlllor ....... .. 
01 disbelief. And .. !he .... _ is full 01 __ ...... . 

impetus among games developers to find .... .;i!'I'I .. 
representing it curved surface. 

Just as moIhematics proIIors 
CO<M!nient _ la< 3D ........ 

equations ID doIaII!e ...-.., 

Cakulolinc ~~t'~ cu .... _, 

or PC ' .. 11 __ .... 



Don ' t hold your breoth 
In short, the answer is no. Or. more prudently, not for 

a long time. Current and future generations of 3D 

hardware are totally geared to rendering polygonal 

models. They offer little or no acceleration for other 

systems, and this is generally the case on consoles, PCS, 

and even on CC workstations. However, as new 3D 

hardware gives these games machines the capacity to 

handle ever greater numbers of triangles - there's talk that 

Nvidia's TNT chip will handle anything up to two million polys 

per second sustained - far superior approximations of curved 

surfaces can be created onscreen. 

At the same time. mathematics for handling curved surfaces 

(handed down from Silicon Graphics' technologies) will mean that 

curvy objects will be created far better in software. Whereas 

previously, models began and ended life as an assembly of triangles -

be it a car, house, robot, landscape or character - now games using 

curved surface models (at least in the early stages of scene generation) 

are starting to emerge, which takes place on the processor under the 

control of the game software. Only at the end of this process are any curves 

tessellated into polygons, which are sent to the graphics chip for rendering. 

There are all sorts of methods 3D programmers can use to represent 

curves. One popular method is NURBS (non-uniform rationalised B-splines). 

Implemented in 3D design software such as 3D Studio MAX 2, the NURBS 

technique involves creating a series of curved splines to delineate the edges of 

an entire object, joining them together, then shading and telduring the model. 

NURBS prove very useful for modelling things like carved objects, the 

A non-uniform rational B-spline, or 
NURBS for short. is simply a line 
that's defined by a special formula 
and used to mark out the edge of a 
3D model. Here's a 3D rendering 
package employing just such a 
technology .. 

First of all the spline is defined using 
the software's tools. Each point 
added to the line gives its curve 
new definition. 

Then the spline is duplicated and 
Slightly altered numerous times to 
give the object volume. 

Finally it's Shaded, and a texture can 
De added later. In this case, an 
insect's torso has been created. 

NURBS aren ' t a solution upon which 
to base an entire 3D engine , they ' re just a conuenient 
way of creating some of the Objects 
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parts of an insectoid character, or general landscapes. And to some game 

developers, NURBS are the way forward. With environments which can be 

altered by the actions of players, one game to implement this type of 

modelling will be Prey by 3D Realms. "They are the future, and in fact Prey will 

have NURBS,~ says Scott Miller, partner and leading light in the company. 

Of course, Prey's NURBS models will be tessellated to polygons at the end 

of the scene generation process. Furthermore, it's likely that the game will 

employ polygonal models for some of its objects. NURBS aren't a solution 

upon which to base an entire 3D engine - they're just a convenient way of 

creating some of the objects. 

Curues in oil the right ploces 
To Domini, Mallinson, development guru at Psygnosis, NURBS are no longer 

the holy grail they were several months ago, when many in the industry were 

raving about 3D Studio MAX 2. Why does he no longer see them as a key 

solution? "When you look at the types of models you're expecting to get in a 

game - rolling landscapes, buildings, a few spaceships, some cars and some 

characters - you've got a great deal of mixing and matching between 

polygonal edges and the curved surfaces of the characters," he explains. "You 

cannot use NURBS to describe all of those. It's possible to use NURBS on 

specific items within the scene, but if you take something like a character, you 

> 
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would have to break it down into multiple NURBS. Then actually joining them 

together is quite complicated. I think it's more likely that we'll get a mix and 

match approach that is more suited to simple curved descriptions - not 

com plicated ones like NURBS, but simple ones like patches:' 

Curved patches are now widespread in games currently in development 

Objects can be constructed in the same manner as polygon models, but 

instead of flat. triangular surfaces they have small quadrangle patches with 

curved surfaces. The curves are often defined by bezier or quadratic equations. 

ID Software's Quake III Arena is one of the most highly anticipated 

games to employ patches. \Nhile the game's characters will be dense 

polygonal meshes, it's in the game environment that the curves will 

come into play_ "That's where we set them up so we can have arches, 

pillars, that type of stuff," says John carm. d c, id's celebrated 3D genius. 

"The nice thing about curves is that they complement the per-pixel 

specular highlighting a lot, 50 you get a nice convergence of features where 

you get compound curves bending around somewhere with a specular 

highlight shining across the different materials on the object That looks really 

good and doesn't cost us that much speed." 

While Carmack is coding Quake 11/ Arena to employ rational bezier 

patches, he may also add support for non-rational bezier patch nets. This will 

enable NURBS models to be imported into the game at a later time. That 

would have potential usefulness to anyone designing, for instance, a Quake 111 

add-on pack. who wanted to introduce NURBS-based objects to levels. 

The widespread introduction of models based on curved surfaces brings 

While the game's characters will be 
dense polygonal meshes , it 's in the game enllironment 
that the curlles will come into play 

The number of polygons onscreen and the curviness of the surfaces ttley 
represent is one thing, but another important matter In graphical quality is 
how the 3D world is textured. Uonhead Studios is one games firm taking 
strides In this area, with its AMMS·DTB (Adaptive, Massively Multi·ScurCed, 
Dynamically Texture Blending) system. The aim is to get away from 
artiflcial·looldng landscapes and achieve more natural, or even chaotic, 
terrain textures. 

"Basically, we use a mathematical function based on the elevation of 
the map and the type of terrain," explains Jean<laude Cottler, whO is 
working on Implementing the textures in Black and White (belOW), 
lionhead's debut game. '"We feel that it's very important to have the 
ability to dynamically change all aspects of the game in realtime - the 
landscape, the textures, the characters, the sounds, everything. I think that 
the next Doom·like game will support similar techniques. When you 
shoot a bad guy you don't just want to see him limp - you want to see 
a wound open up and blood flow down his leg, staining his jeans and 
leaving a trail on the floor." 

computer Artworks' evolution, and A·life·based title Evolva, 
meanwhile, will feature creatures with varying textures. Textures will 
evolve differently for creatures in the game being handled by different 
players. Other work on algorithmic or procedural textures is being carried 
out at Pandemic Studios where BattJezone 11 is being designed. "In 
Battlezone 11 we are experimenting with these sorts of techniques to 
texture the ground, It makes a lot of sense, because it's possible to make 
mathematical models that will predict where the ground might be icy, or 
where a pool of water might form, and texture them on the fly accordingly," 
says the game's director, George Colllns. 

Jean·Claude Cattier, texture designer for Lionhead's debut title 
B/oCk ond White, demonstr.tes his technique by making the 
company's logo appear dynamically f,om a landscape surface 
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with it other challenges. More curves in a scene means more polygons are 

required to make them appear continuous (and not angular) at the render 

stage. These demands have led to interesting innovations in the field of 

tessellation. First, curved surface issues aside, many games will tai lor the 

number of polygons they create according to the user's machine. For instance, 

Quake III Arena on a Voodoo 1 card will push 300,000 polygons a second, while 

Carmack reckons that on a TNT graphics card he'll display around a million. 

Tessellate wildly 
Second, games in development - such as Shiny Entertainment's much-vaunted 

Messiah, id's Quake III Arena, Evalva by Computer Artworks and Battlezone 11 

by Pandemic Studios - are all going to use dynamic tessellation systems. This 

means the game software can automatically alter the number of polygons (and 

therefore processing power) devoted to any given object. 

Mol"" DocIttenrYnn, who is working on a new 3D engine for Ritual 

Entertainment, explains how it works: "let's say we want to make a column. 

Well, if we use standard polys, we would create an approximation of a column 

with maybe 20 sides. The column would look pretty circular but upon close 

inspection you could still see the distinct polys. This same column in the new 

engine would be represented by four sides. Each side would have the same 



CURUEO SURFR CE S & THE 

While the PC world Is in a state of 
permanent revolution when it comes to 
3D hardware, the console scene only 
leaps forward when new hardware 
arrives. With Dreamcast announced and 
PlayStation 2 in the pipeline, Edge asked 
three British developers about the 
potential of the new machines to handle 
curved 3D surfaces .. 

Jez San, Argonaut: 
~ J think hardware and software to 
tessellate patches into polygons on the 
fly is likely to be in Psx2. and other newer 
games consoles. NURBS are probably not 
going to be used in games consoles in 
the short term as they're complicated to 
implement and don't lend themselves 
well to present hardware technology. 
You'll notice that no one, not even SGI, 
SUN or HP, have NURBS support in 
hardware, but they have advanced CPUS 
that do them in software very fast.-

Mark Atklnson. Computer ArtworkS: 
~Dreamcast is basically similar to the PC, 
so the same techniques (the use of bezier 
patches and their tessellation to 
polygons) apply. For PlayStation 2 it's not 
unthinkable that sony could go for a 
patch renderer, although that's pure 
speculation right now," 

Dominic Mallinson, Psygnosis; 
~PlayStation 2 Is a completely unknown 
factor at the moment. I think I'd like it to 
be able to do more than just polygons. I'd 
like to have the flexibility. All models are 
built on primitives and it would be nice to 
have a primitive that describes a curve. 
But it isn't the holy grail which, to some 
extent was my opinion a while back.-

curvy surface making up a perfectly round column 

up dose, and a rough approximation of a column 

from far away. That would be a net saving of 

16 polygons. Granted, as we move dose to the 

curvy surface we are looking at a lot more than 20 

polygons, but we aren't seeing 20 polygons all the 

time, and that is what counts.-

The third piece of the puule is specifying 

required levels of detail. In simpler tessellation 

engines the level of detail (LOO) of an object is 

defined simply by how far away it is from the 

player's viewpoint. The software may have several 

set-models for each ingame object, stepping from 

a low to high LOO model as they move towards 

the player. In better engines, however, the game 

will have continuous LOO models which, instead 

of jumping from low to high detail at given depth 

nodes, keep high LOO models in memory and 

reduce the complexity of their polygon meshes on 

the fly, according to both the PC's power and the 

object's depth within the scene. 

The makers of Interstate '82 have baulked at including c.r damale which could affect the nUlllber 
of polnons onscreen at a given t ime. New tessellation techniques will sohre this little problem 

R character's face is uery important, as are uisual 
clues that may be integral to the gameplay , such as being 
able to see weapons or ammo 

Facing up to deta il 
Programmers and artists are now beginning to 

specify areas on objects that should always maintain a high level of detail, no 

matter what their position in a scene. A character's face, for instance, is very 

important as are visual cues that may be integral to the gameplay, such as 

being able to see what kind of weapon an enemy is holding or even how much 

ammo he has. 

With tessellation, programmers need no longer be afraid of changing the 

LOO on an object. w'ereas the developers of Interstate '82, due out in January 

1999, are not allowing the cars in the game to be deformed by damage 

sustained because increasing the number of polygons causes slowdown, in 

tessellation engines this wouldn't be such a problem. 

Tweaking the number of po lygons onscreen according to given 

circumstances in a game gives payoffs in playability. '"You can also vary the 



The capability of emerging CPUs will play a 
massive role in how polygons and curved 
surfaces are handled in PC games. Already, 
AMD's 3DNow! chip has greater buil t-in 
assistance for the floating point maths 
operations crucial to the building of scenes out of 
either polygonal or curved surface models. Intel, 
meanwhile, is working on its Katmai chip, which 
contains a similar set of special instructions. 
"Vector algebra is the foundation for 
computational geometry and most notably the 
mathematical technique used to express 3D 
primitives. Higher order primitives beyond 
polygons, such as NURBS and bezier patches, will 
benefit greatly by how Katmai's new instructions 
perform multiple vector operations within a 
single i n struction,~ explains Ray sturges, 
platform architect manager at Intel. 

Furthermore, the special instruction sets of 
Katmai and 3DNow! will help with tessellation, 
making scaling levels of detail even more feasible 
in games. Edge expects a number of games to 
support it at launch. possibly even Quake Ill. 

In the long term, id Software's John 
carmack believes CPUs may one day absorb 
the functions of 3D processors, and maybe even 
system memory, too. This will have important 
ramifications for how graphics are handled. "The 
early ones are going to be exactly like you've just 
ra¥mmed chips together .. But when people step 
back and re-engineer those to take rea l 
advantage of the fact that they're on there, 
instead of just plugging two dyes on the same 
chip, then it opens up the poSSibility for some 
finer-grained controls over graphics rasterisation 
and the sharing of resources.~ 

Ray Sturces waves 
the flag for Intel's 
Katmai, a processor 
that will aid 3D 
scene generation, 
animat ion and 
tessellation systems 

detail dynamically to keep the framerate up,· says 

Mark Atkinson, technical director at Computer 

Artworks. -For instance, if a few players converge 

and there's a big firefight, you usually get terrible 

Tweilking the number of polygons 
onscreen ilccording to giuen circumstilnces in iI 
gilme giues pilyoffs in plilyilbility 

slowdown just when you don't want it. With 

dynamic LOD, the engine can just drop the detail level a bit, which you 

probably won't notice, and keep the framerate at acceptable levels. This 

is d ea rly the way forward and any 3D game released in 1999 without 

a good LOD system will be dead in the water.-

Nevertheless, as processor power increases - particularly on the 

PC - allowing game developers to use huge numbers of polygons, 

we'll begin to reach a stage where levels of detail are so high that 

polygons are actually smaller than screen pixels.lt's at this stage 

where the returns diminish and there is the temptation to cast 

around for a per-pixel system of 3D scene generation. With 

the hardware acceleration situation being so geared towards 

polygons, however, many developers would sooner stick 

with triangles and turn the extra power over to other 

gaming issues. 

"Naturally, I agree that curve rendering is part of 

the future of 30 gaming.· says Argonaurs MD 

Jel San, -but there are plenty of other things to do 

The ongoing drive towards realism, of which the arrival of curved surfaces 
is a major element, isn't without its drawbacks. As scott Miller of 3D 
Realms notes, the real world is awesomely complex, and if game 
developers expect to mirror it ever more accurately there will be costs. ~ I 

think a growing problem is that as technology progresses, we're able to 
make levels with incredible detai l, and this adds greatly to the development 
cycle of games,- Miller tells Edge. "Soon we' ll be able to replicate real
wor1d environments to the smallest detail, but this will mean that level 
designers will have a lot of work to do, and I'm not sure if the financial 
returns for this amount of work will pay off for developers. At some point 
we need to find an easier way to create levels, or stop adding detail . ~ 



with polygons that haven't been done very well 

yet like improving the quality of lighting. shading 

and texturing. Another thing I think will be a big 

factor in future 3D gaming is better attention to 

realtime physics. The CPU power is here to do 

rigid body dynamics with constrained 

AS most people in the graphics industry will tell 
you, what's happening on today's games 
machines is very much a trickle-down of 
technology from Silicon Graphics and the world of 
high-end 3D workstations. 

For the next advances in 3D processin& you 
just have to look at what's already occurred on 
the top-end graphics cards. Chips like the Glint 
Gamma by 3D Labs, Intergraph's Realism 2 and 
others by HP already include some geometry 
acceleration. Lighting and matrix maths are two 
segments of the 3D pipeline that we could soon 
see being handled by graphics accelerators. But 
will 3D accelerators ever be able to handle curved 
surface models directly, without the game having 
to convert them into polygons first? 

~Absolutely,~ says $cott sellers, 
development chief at 3Dfx. ~This is exactly what 
we showed at the Game Developers Conference 
this year. It will take some time for develOperS to 
wrestle with the difficulties aSSOCiated with 
higher order surfaces, but it's certainly a step in 
the right direction for the industry. When 3D 

graphics engines natively accelerate curved 
surfaces is another question entirely, as 
developers sti ll don't know whether NURBS, 
B-splines, bezier or bicubics or whatever is what 
they really want. You'll see several generations of 
games using higher order curved surfaces and 
performing dynamic triangle tessellation in 
software first, then those algorithms will get 
implemented in hardware. Hardware companies 
have attempted to accelerate curved surfaces 
before - for example Nvidia's original NV1 - and 
were met with abysmal failure because it was not 
what developers wanted. we believe that 
software developers should drive the feature set 
of future hardware accelerators, not the other 
way around.~ 

Despite the comments 
of some game developers. 
Scott Sellers of 3Dfx 
believes 3D cards will 
one d.y support curved 
surf.ces without the 
need for tessellation 
to tri.ncles in software 

I nstead of handling 
polygons, many things can 

millions of tiny 
be represented 

more economically using ..... ________ ....l 
continuous curued patches 

articulations. This enables you to simulate the movements of realistic important issue going on there, where we are beginning to approach the 

characters. Once you have a generic physics system, you're able to do end of usefulness of triangles as a rendering primitive. The whole point of 

anything from a realistic simu lator, all the way through to cartoon-style triangles is to get coherence - to get multiple pixels from a single primitive 

['Tom and Jerry') physics." description. When you reach the point where the support area of a triangle is 

a pixel in size then you're not really benefiting from that" 

UOHel caualier 
The fact remains that polygons wi ll most 

likely shrink to pixel size, and to id's John 

Carmack this is when things will get 

interesting. "There's definitely an 

For Ca rmack, the problem illustrates the stage the 3D games industry is at 

To him, polygonal models are somewhat equivalent to vector-drawn graphics or 

PostScript fonts, where shapes are reduced mathematically to outlines. What's desired 

at the end of the day, however, is game imagery that is more or less a digTtal sample. 

"We're still actually in the 'vector outline' stage of 3D graphics, rather than the strict 

•. , - ' " 

l 
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Tiberian Sun (top) and Outcast (above), both 
titles use YOlel ensin" lonl before their time 

",' 

'digitally sample everything' stage, which does 

imply a voxel model at some point." he says. "I 

think there's a huge benefit to going to a digitally 

sampled 3D environment. There are so many 

calculations that are so much easier there. The 

engines have a whole lot of elegance to them 

where you don't have to solve the level of detail 

separately. They kind of fall out of a raytrace 

engine into a voxel world. I do think that is where 

the future will be." 

The trouble is how that future is arrived at All the real power available in 3D hardware is concentrated 

on rendering polygons, and there's nothing to accelerate voxel engines. Though games like Railroad 

Tycoon 2, Tiberian Sun and Outcast make a reasonable stab at voxel technology, and the fact is that you 

can use any sort of model or surface in a voxel engine, hardware support still points to polygons, even if 

those polys are shrinking to pixel size. For Carmack, it will be at least fIVe years before any transition is 

made away from triangles as a basis for rendering. 

The introduction of curved surface patches into game software does at least offer some respite for the 

processor. Instead of handling millions of tiny polygons many things can be represented more 

economically using continuous curved patches. These will then be converted to polygons just before going 

to the graphics hardware. Alternatively, 3D accelerators that can convert such surfaces to triangles 

themselves may arrive, freeing the CPU of the burden. In some ways, the usefulness of the triangle 

is waning. We'll be seeing a lot more triangles for quite a while to come, but that also means our ~ 

games will be curvier than ever. So bring on the next Lara Croft. ~ 

To gauge opinion as to hOw quickly visual 
quality will develop In 3D games, with or 
without polygons, Edae aslc:ed a number 
of developers the same question regarding 
render quality. The answers were 
surprisingly varied .. 

Edge: When do you think 3D games 
will look like they were rendered In 
3D Studio MAX? 

M8rtc. DOdtterm8nn. Rftual Entertainment: 
"l'wo years, tops.· 

Max Elllol, Presto Studios: 
"We're probably 10000Ing at 20 years or so. 
The problem Is not the hardware, it's here 
already. It's the cost." 

Mal1C Atklnson, compCrter Artwof1c:s: 
"II'll be the day EVo/va Is released ijoking). 
We're really not far from render quality in 
many aspects already." 

SCOtt Miller, 3D Realms: 
"It'S not too many years awilf." 

John Cooke, Pandemic StUdk>s: 
~I's what we're actually Shooting for. 
Not soon enough!" 

George Colllns. Pandemic StUdk>S: 
"A coin-op system could have that quality Of 
display In just a few years. PCs might be able 
to do that In a few years. but the question is 
when that sort of graphics will be cheap 
enough for everyone .. ." 
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Ifft hoevet' said cheats never prosper obviously never designed a 

W videogame. Cheats CIre everywhere in this industry. Cheats write 

the games, and then cheats go on to market them. This sounds like a 

damning indictment, but really it's not. Cheating is a necessary evil. 

In fact, it is often the only way to meet the demands of the 

audience while remaining within the limrts of the technology. 

The games most admired today - Quake, Incoming, Tomb 

Raider 2 - all cut corners, compromise and economise with 

the truth here and there. And, if they didn't, they would bear 

a far paler shade of playability. 

ChEatiNg to Get by 
Of course, this is by no means a new story. Take the LX 

Spectrum, for example. Many of its more visually attractive 

titles featured large slabs laid on specific sections of the 

screen where the score, lives, etc were shown, while the 

actual game used only a marginal portion of the display. 

This was no aesthetic whim. Because the ZOO processor 

wasn't exactly herculean, it took longer than the frame 

flyback to draw everything that needed to be drawn onscreen, 

which would cause the game action to flicker and glitch. 

However, if the actual game part of the screen was lower down 

the screen, for example, the programmer had all the time it took 

for the frame refresh to make it down to that level to draw the 

graphics. A cunning ploy. 
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Most screens of~,lirum 
games (top) . 
slab of score data. 
the gO"l""'I" " oO¥Hive 
the prow'" tnl¥l Oe 
to think. Metroid (above) 
on the NES is less forgiving 
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Multiple models keep Metal Gear Solid 
(top right) and Spyro the Dragon (far 
right) running smoothly. Croc (riPI) 
points the camera down instead. MGgk 
Carpet (above) simply opts for fDUing 

There are plenty more examples of hardware 

deficiencies overcome by clever programming. The 

Atari sr. unlike the Amiga, had no hardware scrolling 

abilities - the machine's screen memory mapped in 

bitplanes, with four bitplanes across the screen; a 

great system for moving large chunks of graphics, but 

terrible for shifting pixels. This meant that most early 

games on the system featured no horizontal scrolling 

at all (see Speedball, for example - the pitch is only a 

screen wide). However, programmers got round this by 

'pre-shifting' pixels - instead of scrolling a single object 

line at any given time. This nasty limitation could only 

be overcome by the implementation of clever sprite 

sorting routines which would display different sprites on 

different frames of action. This covert technique did of 

course lead to a lot of sprite flicker, but that was a 

whole lot better than having the lead charader and 

three of the baddies disappearing from view altogether 

for a couple of seconds. 

Technology has always lagged behind the ambitions 

of developers. Which means cheating is more or less 

built-in to the history of games programming. 

PUSHEd out as a fEatuRe iN gaMes liKE MAgic CarpEt 
aNd Mvst, playERs aRe NOW all too awaRE tHat fogGiNg is uSEd to 
liMit thE aMOUNt of SCENeRy thE gam E hAS to dRaw 

across the screen, they stored 16 versions of the object 

and cyded through them. Not strictly above board, but 

it got the job done. 

Plus, most of the pre-l6bit consoles limited the 

amount of sprites the screen could display along a single 

Particle System's '-War created high-quality 
textures for its ingame craft by rendering out 
still images of the prerendered spaceships (left) 

• 

ChEatiNg to iMPROVE 
In the '90s, PC and console hardware can cope easily 

with the basics of 3D visuals. However, tricks still need to 

be employed to keep framerates up, and occasionally 

these tricks are abundantly obvious. Fogging may well 

have been almost pushed out as a feature when it was 

first tried in games like Magic Corpet and Myst, but 

now players are all too aware that it's used to limit the 

amount of scenery the game has to draw. Similarly, flight 

sim developers once made a big deal out of the intricacy 

and realism of their onscreen cockpit layouts. somehow 

forgetting to mention that the larger these displays were, 

the smaller the actual 'action section', and therefore the 

lower the demands placed on the 3D engine. 

As gamers become more sophisticated, though, 

these heavy-handed approaches are losing favour. The 

trick now is to come up with techniques that shave 

milliseconds off the processing speed without you even 

noticing that the game world has been compromised. In 

Tomb Raider 11, for example, the programmers avoided 

., 
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a.ddi .. in Tomb 110_11 (._) ..................... _~I ....... _ .... ......., ........ the 
processor power to create its Inish Cnrs6 Bm. lea a r (rIaht) by and sewereIy. rntrictinc the ... di_nee 

having to come up with processor·intensive route-finding 

code for the baddies by simpty allowing them to walk 

through many of the scenic objects lara can't. It sounds 

like it should be pretty noticeable. but in the heat of the 

action the player rarely spots that anything is amiss. 

It seems every developer has its own way to beat the 

framerate/de<:ent visuals trade off. Particle Systems came 

up with cheats for I-Wor, the original version of which 

employed no 3D card support 'We needed cool-looking 

spaceships, which of course means loads of detail and 

bucket loads of polygons,· explains GIyn Williams, the 

company's creative director. -But for the sake of 

performance we had to keep the polys to a minimum. So 

'Ne rendered out still images of the high-definition spaceships 

created for prerendered sequences and map these images 

back on to the low-def models. Bingo! Instant detail." 

James Russell and Mike Kavallierou, developer 

"Spyro the Dragon does the same sort of thing but 

with backgrounds," continues Russell. -rhere are actually 

two different background renderers in the game - near 

and far - both completely different This enables a much 

larger poly count because the 'far' background consists of 

non·textured polys which are slightly faster to draw. The 

renderers perfectly change between textured (near) and 

non·textured (far) without the player noticing." 

There are many more techniques working along 

similar lines. Pointing the camera downwards (Croc, 

Roscal, etc) releases 30 platform ga mes from having to 

draw way off into the distance and slowing right down in 

the process. In a similar vein, designing each level/track 

with plenty of narrow valleys and twisty-tumy paths 

ensures that the player never sees more than a few 

hundred yards ahead. This means the game only ever has 

to draw close surroundings, reducing the amount of polys 

ThE 'ad"AnCEd' ligHtiNg iN FORsakEN is actUAlly 
VERy simplE to do, bUT thE effEct lOOKS gREat. ANothEr maRkEtiNg 
mytH bitES thE dUST 

support engineers at SCEE. spot much of the speed· 

saving subterfuge committed by PlayStation developers. 

"Metal Gear Solid has more than one 30 model for its 

main character, depending on the view," they begin. 

"From some angles, it's easier to have a low polygon 

count with crappier textures because the player won't 

notice, Similarly, some football games have many 

different models of the players - the do~r they are, the 

more detailed the player. This means they can draw lots 

of pl~ers far away and the processor can still cope. It's 

even the same with Gran Turismo - the car models are 

of a higher quality on the selection screens where the 

game has nothing else to draw," 

• 

'--

that have to be drawn and so preventing ugly seenic pop-

up on the horizon (Naughty Dog employs this little ruse 

throughout its visually opulent Crash Bandicoot series). 

The framerate seam, it seems, is as valuable a part of the 

game designer's repertoire as any 30 art package. 

ChEatiNg to iMPRESS 
In today's hugely competitive software market. it is not 

enough to boast about a fast 30 engine; gamers are 

hungry for special effects. The rise of the 30 card, 

together with the cult of the console custom chip, has 

led players to expect realtime imagery approaching the 

quality of SGI rendered inlros. 'Realtime' is the current 

Gmn TlIrismo's fine FMV 
sequences (top) ,ive way 
to some trlckery·inten," 
in·came visuals (above) 
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tt is no coilc:idence that so many 
advances in the field of ostentatious 
speOOI eff!ds have come fTorn the 
tirstperson shoal 'em up. The genre 
is it veritable cheat's p!lradise. 

Doom started it Herilkled as a 
revolution in 3D earnns. the tide 
dido'l have it true 3D bone in its 
body - it was 411 jusC clever 20 
prosramming. Take! a look ~ ¥rf d 
the game'sleYel maps ~ - the 
engine never has ID make In( 

he91t calculations. beciJuse rcroe cl 
the oorridots eyer go aboYe (I' below 
eadI odlI!r. it cbesn't I1'\Mtef ....t.ere 
you stand, the romputeI' can a~ 
work out at v.tIaI heigtrt you reat, 
are. The camet'a angle is also fi:led 
50, ~ the engioe has much less 
work 10 do. Okay, the player can't 
look up or do\o.n, but !his doesn't 
matter. 8ecau5e !here are no real 
I'Ieigbt caIo.Aations, ifs possbIe to 
shoo! at baddies even if they appeal' 

higtlef or lower. To keep the speed 
\41. there are also 00 siopes Of ardles 
- eoch ~ is made up entirely of 
vertical blocks. Doom is a dassic 
~pro.re\hal:rw:l:c:ritood1et'Jl5 
pro!ipef, tu: t1ey also become Iege-ds. 

Today's firstpetson shoo!: 'em 
ups may well be true 3D and filed 
with cornpIeI; ~ but the 
genre sriI saves de'I/eIopef5 50 many 
potentiallleadacnes. Fora stM. tides 
ike ()Joke and Frxsd:en tend 10 be 

corricb or dIamber based. ....ncn 
restricts the arncuw of IMdscape 
needng 10 be ~ and keeps the 
fTamelaR up. Also, the fwstper.;on 
_ means it's no!: necessary to 

draw it mWI d'Iaracter. There's no 
model building no riNIion iJI1d 
00 Iedle spaae wasted. More 
~. thou!j\ ptOgrlfMll!lS 
don't ...- 10 wooy about aeating 
~carneaa~ Yotictt is 
me of the most troublesome 
areas d ~ game 
development (just look at the mess 
~ made of Rw:oI). 

The AI in Doom (top) 
wakes monsters to the 
incoming player. who 
they head str.ipt 
towards. For UnreD/ 
(above), the beasts have 

:, at least I •• rned to dive 
. about their environments 

industry buzzword, and if it is applied before phrases like 

'lighting' and 'environment mapping', then the game is 

not worth the CD it's burned on. 

Developers are acutely aware of this, but they're also 

aware that true 'realtime' effects are a near impossibility 

if decent framerates are to be maintained. The answer is 

to provide a close approximation of the goods. 

lighting is one area where this happens quite a 

lol As Kavallierou reveals, ~Realtime lighting is 

computationally expensive. You have to trace rays from 

the light sources, and calculate how much light is falling 

onto a particular surface (which will affect its brightness). 

This will also be affected by objects getting in the way, 

and if one of these objects has a reflective surface, you 

have to perform even more calculations." None of which 

is practical in a fast-moving game. 

The attemative? 'Well, it turns out that if you 

calculate the proper colours at each corner of the 

potygon (three or four calculations), then interpolate 

between these colours to calculate the colour of each 

pixel in-between [a pr~ more familiarly known as 

Gourard shading], the results approximate what you'd 

get using proper ray-tracing. The 'advanced' lighting in 

Forsaken is just the programmers tinting the comers of 

each poly appropriately and letting the interpolation take 

care of the rest. It's actually very simple to do, but the 

effect looks great" Another marketing myth bites the dust 

Another current favourite effect which isn't quite 

what garners are led to believe, is environment mapping. 

According to the rules, this involves accurately mapping a 

tinted copy of the environment onto the side of a reflective 

object such as a brass jug or car chassis. As the object 

moves, or the player moves around it. the reflection (or 

environment map) alters accordingly. Again, despite what 

certain marketing types may have gamers believe, this is 

far too complex to be performed in a game. 

Programmers do use reflections, of course, but they 

don't quite employ the accuracy hinted at above. 

Another line-up of 
the usual suspects: 
the cheatin. Tomb 
Raider, the lyin. 
Forsaken and the 
never truthful Quoke 

There are many more examples of this kind of 

optical illusion. Russell and Kavallierou cite another 

example in Tomb Raider. "Throughout the game, there 

are many blue Save aystals which look like they're 

reflecting the area lara is in. But if you look closely, 

you'll see that the 'reflection' is just the same screen as 

you the player are viewing, but distorted and made blue. 

The camera faces Lara's back, so you should see her 

front in the reflection - instead you see her back, 

" ThE camERa faCES LaRa 's bACk, so you SHould SEe hEr 
fRONt iN thE rEflEctiON - iNstEad you seE h eR baCK, bEcaUSE 
thEy'Re just UsiNg thE lAst SCReEn iMagE" James Russell and Mike Kavainemu 

Kavallierou again: -For reflections, it's usually the overall 

effect that's impressive rather than the detail. If you 

examine the mapping on CT for example, it's all cack. but 

since the focus isn't on that in the game, and it's all 

moving so fast, nobody notices. To the untrained eye, it 

looks gr~al" In most racing games, the vehides usually 

pass the same kind of scenery all the time, so the 

programmer simply has to grab a small chunk of this 

scenery and map it onto the car in a rotating sphere 

shape. In this way, the 'reflection' looks as though it is 

accurately portraying the roadside as the car moves. 

because they're just using the last screen image. To 

create a 'true' reflection would be a big deal - you'd 

basically have to render the same scene twice for every 

frame and Tomb Roide/s engine is nowhere near fast 

enough to do that-

Water effects are just as visually impressive. but 

this is another area where cheating is common. Jeff 

Stafford, 'visual effects guru' at 8th Wonder, explains, 

"Water caustics (shadowy undervvater lighting effects) are 

a classic example of what appears to be a very complex 

programming technique involving realtime calculation of 

, 
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light ,rays, refracting through a water surface. In reality. all 

that is needed to fool the eye is simple random colours 

pulsing up and down along a sine wave. Sine waves can 

also be used to move the vertices of models underwater 

to produce a convincing effect of water distortion:' 

So, tricks are everywhere - you can't trust any of the 

breathtaking visual effects you see onscreen. The 

fabulous 'fade to battle' effect in Final Fantasy vm All 

they're doing is adding the latest screen frame on top of 

the old one and rotating it a bit. The rippling puddles in 

Metal Gear Solicfl Simply a graphic of a slowly expanding 

circle, which looks like a real ripple from a distance. 

GEttiNg awaY witH iT 
So does all this conniving undermine the perceived 

brilliance of the game coder? Of course not As Oliver 

Norton at 8th Wonder argues, "Coming up with ways 

to achieve stunning visual effects on the cheap is a 

skill in itself. The 'art' of generating innovative, 

computationally inexpensive methods for visual effects 

is a core skill in game development for both artists and 

programmers.~ Mark AtlUnson, technical director at 

Computer Artworks, puts it another way: !he first thing 

to point out is that all videogame programming is about 

pulling the wool over people's eyes to a certain extent 

You're not really an intergalactic superhero; and those 

aren't really devious alien fiends - they're some 

triangles and a motion algorithm. The trick is always 

creating as convincing an environment as possible 

within the limitations of the hardware and the 

development time available.~ Indeed, game programming 

is often a form of creative accountancy: the skill is to 

make it look as though the business (the hardware) 

is doing really well, when the true power is exerted by 

the little man behind the scenes with the 

calculator and a sleeve full of clever tricks. 

Even with a 3D 
accelerator, games 
like Rage's 
Incoming require 
clever progr.mming 
to look this good 

• 

ArtificiaIlntelligenre involves the wnstruction of computer controlled entities capable of imitating real ~ Pf0cesse5 
like deduction, ~.n:I conjecture. An artifICially intelligent cMrad:er leams from its envifOllment and from its 0'M1 

actions. and is !'lOt directly controfted by lines of code. So, is this what h<tppens in g3fTIeS whict1 boast 'advanced An The 
simple <If19Ner is no. 

Most AI in g<l1TIe5 is actually rule.ba5ed - the opponents simply loIiOYo' a series 01 rules triggered by events 

in the g<lme. Toby SimptOll, creative director at Cybertife, e<pIairls: 
'n a Command & Coo.pef-type g<lrne. the computer player's hase-building system might have rules 

like.<; this: 
.-.rn I being a t t a cked? 

If 'Yes ' go i nto (lttack mode 

If no. continue 
Do I have lots o f money? 
Ye s . Am I p l ay i ng d efe nsive a t t he moment? 

Defensi ve - go to 'Building ' phase 
Atta ck - go to attack phase 

Am I earning enough? I f not . and I have enough power, build a mi ne , etc. 
If I don 't h(lve enough powe r , build a power stat i on 

Sasica/Iy, this is jus! a huge tree of "d this rondiOOn, do this' type cnmmando: 
So, then, the most advanaod AI garners is in games 1M1ere the projJalT'lfT"lefS have added the most rules. 10 Doom, the 

badcfleS sirf"4'Iy stood aroI..I"od lJltil they 'saW the~; they WJUId then run at hin shooIing until they were ki~ed. In a 
modem 1ifstperson shoota like Unreal, the bad!ies are gWen information about their sumxn:lings, about their 0'M1 health, 
.n:I i.IbouI the ~ 50 they C¥l dppear ioteUigent. ~ ....nen they see the player, they wi~ stiB attad, but may run behind 
a be»< for CO\Ief, Of /U1 May altogether if their heahh faDs too low. This is not intelligence - the models are just responding to 

'triggers'; even when they get behind ~ be»< Itlere is lISUally a preset roote for them to follow. 
~ is possible, though. to fake the more in-depth lurldamentals of AI. As Olive!" Norton at 8th Wonder points out, 'You 

can buid a very simple simulation of the learning PfOCe55 ...;rh a surprisingly smal amount of basic 5Oftw.are. One very 
useful appmad1to beating a human player is to look for pattems in behaviour: The AI thinb 'All, the player often folows a 
high kid. with a low punch. 50 I 5houId perlcnn a low block after ead1 hiWl kid'. Assessing the most successful strategies is 
<1150 good. If the player bIod:5 the computer's attack 90 per cent of the time, then it's probably time tu try a difft'Jent 
approoch.' Again, the computer isn't really learning. but it is adapting its tedmiqUe5 ba5ed on external stimuti, which is at least 
a step il the right direction. 

However, the Pfoblem is that basing AI on seIS of rules and Pfeset paths can oever be enlifcli effectNe, as the 
programmer can oever think of -rr possible Wa:me. C&C is heralded as a classic. but .... 1Iddnson has found its AI to 
be ittered with weak points: "For instance, you could ooild a series 01 ore containers ritfu into the enemt 00se. then build 
some missile towers on the end to hilarious effe<1 Or you could j<lm the computef's Landing craft between two frigates in a 
V and no more woukl appear for the rest of the g<lme. Then !here's the w<I>f the oomputer would send two attack 
helicopters ag.linst your TesIa coil 50 you'd buikllour AA gI.rIS,.n:I it VtOJId send two more helicopters v.tIidl woukl be 
blown ~ this time. Then it would send two again in another fr.oe min.Jtes, going for the same \i.lrget in the same ~ tNefI/ 
time, and tNefI/ time being destroyed~ 

The thing is, ~ II.'nd to get ~ with subsQndard AI, because players can't see it in the same Wi1i as they can 
see ~ effects <n:I arWnabon. Fu1hermore, players beieve ....t.at they want to belieYe. If a baddie suddenly SlOpS ruming 
towafds you and ciYes behind a bu5h. you don't know ~ this was part of a complex I.J procedure, or the result of a 
~ one line command to ciYe behind a bush. 11 you're ~ the game, you may jus! go for the fonner. Unfortunately 
reI/IIl.J (If that isn't a coorradICI:ion in temlS) is 50 mon.rnentaIIy ~ ~ wWd be inpossibIe to inpIement arr,wa}( 

Even if real if'lsame I.J IWn' possilIe, there are even quesIions as to wheIher it woukI be a good thing. As OIri5 
...... at US codeshop 0efiniIi0n 6 opines. "The big seaet of game deveIopmI'rn is that ~ think they wam smarter 
AI, but they r~ don'l n ~ the industry is rile ....;th aoecOxes of smart /\Is being tom out during pi.¥esting because they 
weren't as much loo as dt.mb AIs (they were 100 ~ or too hard, orwhatever). Wlat p/ayefs really want, although 
they don't know to asi:. for it. is ful AIs. Thal"s rO: the same thing as smart AIs~ Perhaps he is right Alter an, if Gary KasperOY 
can be beaten by an incredibtt inIeIigent CDf'I1XJIer p!OIpIll,....tIat d1ance do g<lrr6S hiwe7 

Artifid.1 Intellipnce is the biDest misnomer in m.rketinc- Cl< (left) .nd Storcraft 
(centre) pride themselves on fooling you. Creotures 2 (right) is. bit more honest 
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- ~ Two years on and Mario 64 re~ains unrivalled as a 
3D platform game. Has he squashed the opposition? 

• 
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o t'~ probably an exaggeration to say that Morio 64 is a Spoce Invaders for 

the '90s. Other titles, such as id Software's Doom and Westwood Studios' 

]June 2 have surely changed videogaming as significantly, and spawned as many 

i; imitators. as Miyamoto's classic. 

And yet it's easy to find competent updates of Doom (Quoke, Unreof) and 

Dune 2 (Red Alert, Totol Annihilation). Throughout the history of videogaming. 

titles that have opened up new avenues in gaming have been bettered by their 

descendants. Even titles that have not been obviously improved upon, such as 

Braben's Elite, are at least superseded by technologically superior models 

(Gremlin's Hardwor, for instance). 

This isn't happening with Super Mario 64. 

Croc was perhaps the earliest Moria-a like, although the comparison isn't 

wholly appropriate since Argonaut was creating vex: welt before Miyamoto's 

character squeaked his first "It's me, Mario!", Yet Croe set the standard of 

subsequent 3D platform games - such as Rascal and Cex 64. And that standard 

wasn't especially high. 

Many, induding Edge, had pinned their hopes on Rare's Banjo-Kazooie to 

break the pattern, Certainly, Banjo is a splendid game, offering much adventure and 

technically superior graphics. But sadly, in Edge's opinion, the over-enthusiastic 

welcome which Banjo received represents not waving, but drowning. It's not just 

that everyone is desperate for great games on the N64. It's that everyone's 

desperate for more Mario 64. 

Edge has been criticised for its perceived hostility to Rare's BanjlrKazooie. It's 

not cruelty to animals that lies behind the tempered enthusiasm, though. Rather, it's 

simply a case of understanding that despite some brilliantly realised elements, like 

the animal morphing and the use of sound, Banjo isn't 'better than Mario', despite 

the rabid daims. 

Do you remember your first time? Vv1len you first pushed past the plumber's 

guming 3D head into Maria 64's game-.vorld? In retrospect. every previous Moria 

game looked like a postcard from this place - it was as if Mario had reached out 

and led you by the hand into totally new territory. 

Sure, a game can only be first once. But it's becoming clear that Mono 64 was 

special in a way tha~ say, Moria World wasn't NCls Super Metroid and Yoshi's 

Islond were within shooting distance of Mario's previous bes~ while a host of other 

tides could at least plant one on the plumber'S 1Gbit chin. But the new dimensioos 

that Moria appeared to have opened up now seem, to a pessimist with hindsigh~ 

to have closed doors. 

According to those pessimists, like a Rubik's Cube compared to an anagram, 

designing a 3D platfonTl game is a whole level harder than making one in 20. Just 

like 3D graphics engines have ushered in a wave of P45s for graphic designers and 

programmers who plied their trade with sprites and raster ops, so 3D game design 

requires new ways of looking at platform games - if not altogether new talent 

Everything changes when a platfonTl goes 3D. In a free-roaming game, where 

you're free to wander in four directions, just negotiating a ledge becomes a 

chal!enge. Designing challenging games becomes a nightmare. 

Alternatively, could these be mere teething troubles? Will next year's 3D 

platform games make Super Moria 64 look like what it surely is - a beadlhead title 

that claims neoN land which its imitators must conquer for success? 

Edge attempts to answer these questions, ~tt} the help of 3D game 

designers currently \o'JOrking on a slew of Mario-busters. If Shigeru Miyamoto 

threw ouI:!he rulebook when making Moria 64, these are the people trying to 

piece a new one together . 
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THE TEN TENTATIV E COMMANDMENTS 
OF 3D PLATFORM GAME DESIGN 
[D G EAT TE M PT S T 0 D I V I NET HEN E W R U L E S 0 F P L A TF 0 R M G A M I N G 

1. Thou shalt not have any other gods before Mario 
look at what super Mafio 64 did, and learn 

.: 

Super Mario 64 Is the benchmark 3D platfOfTTl game. More importantly, though, the game Is a source of continual wonder. perhaps 

the greatest lesson that Mafia hOlds for developers isn't its tamera angles or its level structure, but the way it wins hearts through 

sheer charm. 

'It's a well known fact that few videogames can delight in the fashion as an example from Nlntenclo can, but no Ninteodo 

game you've ever seen Is nearty as delightful as this new 64bit breed: Edge guShe<l in Issue 35, 'the work! of videogaming has 

just changed forever: 

And Edge'S panel of Developers (see p8') largely agree: -Ifs hard to sat anything crttlcal about Mario 64, since almost every 

element of the game was done beautifully: says 8I1an HastIngs, vice president of techllOlog)' at Insomniac Games. and who worXs 

on Spyro the Dragon. But he stresses It's only a beginning. -MariO made some great stndes in f!rIefY area of 30 gamin& so we've 

taken notes and made what we think are significant impmvements while creating a very different game." 

scot Ste4nberg of Crystal Dynamics (the creator of plattormers like P8ndemonIum and GeKJ echoes the sentiments. -Mario is 

like the prilllOfdial soup from WhiCh all life began; he says. "The unique combination of being a new, revolutionary game on a new revolutionary 

platform makes It a true phenomenon. Mario 64 can be bettered but hardware technOlogy, software technology and Character design forces will need 

to be perfectly aligned to do It: 

In this attempt to sketch out the ten tentative commandments. then, let this be the motto: lOOK first to Mario. 

2. 

• 

Thou shalt not make only graven images 
Game design should be about the inte raction, even if it 's stripped of visuals 

Banjo-Kazooie is perhaps Mario 64'S most 

beautiful couSin. The potent double

Whammy of Rare's peerless artists and 

some improved N64 graphics libraries 

produced a game of stunning beauty. The 

most compelling reason to play Banjo Is to 

marvel at What's around the corner. 

However, there remains a nagging 

suspicion that, at times, Rare lost sight of 

the wood for the lavishly realised trees. "The visual theme of each world, be it sand, 

swamp, Ice or industrial, has limited the game's cooundrums, not enhanced them; 

Edge noted In issue 61. "A reluctance to experiment with environments, allOWing 

gravity to defeat imagination, runs like a stream through thiS game.-

Creating a gorgeous world takes up so much energy, It's easy to forget that in the 

final analySis, gamers can see a better one outside the nearest window. Gaming is 

about gaming - graphics are a means to an encl. "The game haS to be enjoyable e-.oen 
if the main character is a Rat blue cube; states Naughty Dog's Jason Rubin, creator 

of Crash Bandicoot. -Game design should be about the interaction, even if it's stripped 

of visuals.-

UbiSOft's Pauline Jacquey, project manager for Rayman 2, agrees that players 

can have too much time to admire the view - a lelsurely tendency which, in MariO 64, 

sees the hero fall asteep if left to his own Devices. -Speed and intensity are at the root 

of Rayman 2. This makes it really different from all the other 30 games where there is 

oothlng to do except admire the scenery. In Rayman 2 the player hasn't got a second 

to waste as everything keeps collapsing behind him, and he is either riding a strange 

animal or Is pressed for time, has a lack of oxygen or encounters strong winds." 

Visuals are an important part of a 30 platfOl"m game. But there Is more room for 

innovation In gameplay and level design than In rendering yet another Ice world . 
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Thou shalt not take on Maria in vain 3. If you ' re going to make a 3D platform game, go for the t hroat 

_ Im convinced that It 's possible to make games that are as good as - if not better 

than - Mario: says ubiSOft's Pauline JaCquey. "Not necessarily from a technical point 

pt view, but in terms of intensity, pacing aod variety of gameplay.~ 

It's a sentiment echOed by Argonaut's Tony UOyd, who points out that 

, Argonaut began 'NOf1( on Croc six months before Mario went public. NOW WOrking 

t 00 Croc 2, he asserts: "If they'd thought of every single thing that it's possible to 

squeeze out of 30 platformers. we'd pack up and do something else. I'm positive 

that 3D platformers are stHlln their Infancy: 

Insomniac's Brian Hastings focuses on two weak points. "Some of the areas 

were very hard, and they had very little Interaction with enemies," he says.Spyro the 

Dragon will offer a different emphasis. "we're putting the focus on fighting enemies. 

By putting more enemies in the game, we were able to add a lot of humour and 

showcase some great animation, but also pick up the pace of the game. Spyro Ilas 

a much higher twitch factor than MariO: 

Admiration for Miyamoto's title can teach many things, but. like the great 

western gunflgtlters. Edge Is 

certain some young gun is 

waiting for high noon to finiSh 

him off. What lesser artists copy, 

greal artists kill . 

Wannabe #7 
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Take any opportunity to delight the gamer. The myriad little touches in Mario 64 - the shell·rlding, the magic mirror, the 

cannon travel, a pyramid whOse point can be popped off, the seemingly llE!'II'eI'"-ending challenges nesting like Russian doIls 

are surety its most endearing traits. 

' .. J. 

All too often, 3D platform games offer IiWe more than the Chance to steer a character through some hopefu/ty 

S'NOOOSOITle envirooments. And, because navigation in a 3D free-roaming \oYOrId Is a pretty difficult task. designers seem 

reluctant to complicate matters with the sort of halr·trigger Challenges favoured in 20 games. If the previous generation of 

platform games can be generalised as overcoming challenges as they emerge from left to right, 30 platform games are too 

often just about discovering how to get from A to B. 

There's still lots of room for creativity. Banjo·KazooIe'S morphing characters introduce a lOt of variety Into the navigation. 

Maria achieved something similar with Its cannons and caps, making sure each journey was an event In Itself. 

Banjo·Kazooie also Introduces variety through the wealth of different skill sets that garners can call upon. You might 

argue that Kazooie's ability to scale a steep slope Isn' t any more interesting then if Banjo could walk up by himself. Ttue, It's 

not a challenge, but it's a chance to engage the player. Ditto Kazooie's ability to fire egg projectiles. 

~BanjO could have survived withOut the egg firing ability, but it makes the game more Interesting: says Naughty Dog'S 

Jasoo Rubin (the company has studied free-roaming 3D platform gaming hard, while opting SO far for a so-called 'two-and-a

"-

half·(), perspective). 

-It may seem tQl(,en. but it serves to make the 

game more enjoyable: he says. ~ In Crash Bandicoot 3, 

Crash can fire a bazooka. do a super beliyfIop, fly a 

biplane, ride a baby T-Re>< and more_ we learned from 

the first Crash, whiCh had a simple, operational set 

of moves that included only Run, Jump and Spin, that 

players wanted more from the character: 

-EDQ£- 79 It-
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Honour thy father and thy mother 5. Remember 20 games? They were good enough for 15 years .. 

rh! rush of mediocre 3D platform games has revealed what made 20 games so exciting - specifically 

speed, simplicity and precision. 

In co~trast. just moving in 3D can be difficult enough. "As far as Naughty Dog is concerned, there has 

yet to be a 'free-roaming' game with the tightness of control found in even the worst section of a Mario 

'J6bit title: says Jason Rubin. 

t The problem lies in the relationship between the controller and the camera. "In 20. the camera is fixed, 

so the contrOls are fIXed - left is always left. That's the secret to Crash's solidity of gameplay,· remarks Rubin. 

In contrast, in a 3D free-roaming game, control changes just because the camera is moving. ""T:he best 

example of this can be found just after entering the front door of the castle in Mafia 64. The camera faces 

Mario, who has just come through the door. The player pulls the analogue stick 'down', which makes Mario 

run towards the camera. As he passes the camera, the player must slowly rotate the stick to 'up' to keep 

running towards the interior of the castle. It is almost impossible to keep him running in a straight line." 

Rubin contends that the complexity of simply walking in a straight line makes most 20 gameplay 

challenges, such as a simple platform jump, impossible at this moment in the game. 'To varying extents, all 

Mario's gameplay suffers from this problem," he says. The move to 3D, which might seem purely graphical, 

actually destroys the previous bedrock of platform gaming. 

Toby Gard, whO at Core Design helped create that other legendary 3D character, Lara Croft repeats Rubin's concerns. "Controlling a character in 

3D Is always going to be harder. Your interiace with the computer is 20 - your main movement is governed almost exclusively by up, DOwn, Left and 

Right. This translates far better to the flat plane of your TV than the mental jiggery-pokery necessary to translate joystick movements through a control 

system into 3D space." 

Developers should remember what they're losing before embarking on their projects. It can be more than meets the f!Ye. 

6. Thou shalt not kill the character 
The best games have a lot of personality 

Despite being 20, Abe's Oddysee boasts as 

much depth as nearly all 3D platform games. 

The secret, according to Odclwor1d president 

lome tanning, lies in its characterisation. 

"Platform games are just a vehicle to 

make a movie and story experience in 

gameplay," she says. 'The platform format 

allows the developer alld the gameplayer 

to focus on character. Bringing them to life, 

giving them more brains - this is what's going to suck in the rest of the world." 

Nintendo has forgotten more than it knows about creating characters. The rotating 

Mario face at the start of Super Mario 64 sets the agellda. DOzens of other touches, 

from the way Mario rubs his head when he hits a wall, right down to his idle animation 

strengthens players feelings. 

Character creation is a black art. While anyone could have told Psygnosis that the 

child star of Rascal would quickly reduce players to the wrong kind of tears, it's not 

always so obvious. "In terms of personality, Crash Is not what marlc:eting would sell as a 

'cool dude': explains Naughty oog's Jason Rubin. "Crash is not the brightest, alld he is 

not always in control, but he is loveable: 

Character design can't be skimped on, according to Rubin. "Many characters opt 

for simplicity to save polygons," he says. Even worse, "some characters out there are 

simply created by slapping a new colour scheme on an existing character, an animal or 

fantasy creature alld giving it a cute name." 

With Pandemonium and Gex 3D, Crystal Dynamics has experience of creating both 

20 and 3D characters. "At the core of any good 3D experience is a character that feels 

7. Thou shalt not commit adultery 
Don't screw around with what works 

A platform game should be a platform game. Whenever Edge is told that a 3D 70mb 

Raider·style action game is actually an adventure, alarm bells begin to ring. The 

same might soon hold true for platform games. 

Toby Gard defines 20 platform games as a combination of agility·based timing 

puzzles, secrets, traps, pickups, an intuitive control system and enemies. All can be retained 

in 3D platform games. or "EVerything but the high score and sideways scrolling," he says. 

Move away from these challenges and you're mOVing into new territory. Great in 

itself, but remember that a platform game without platforms better have something 

to replace them. Paulille Jacquey: 'The major shortcoming of 3D is that if the 

world is too open, it leads to a slack game where, even if Immersion is successful, the 

player isn't really too sure what he's supposed to be doing because the action plodS 

along too Slowly: 

When creating Mario 64, the first thing decided upon was the height of Mario in the 

WOrld. From this followed the length of his jump, the speed he could move and the scale 

of the scenery. In other words, this revolutionary game was actually built from the bottom 

up, accOrding to solid platform-style rules. Crash Bandicoot, a game closer to the 20 ethic, 

is equally explicit. "The world is measured in Crash units; explains Jason Rubin. "Crash is 

one unit wide and deep, and two units tall. This allows us to simplify spatial relationShips 

so that we can create better interaction between the character and the environment." 

Insomniac's Matt Whiting says similar rules lie behind Spyro the Dragon. "There are 

hosts of examples of how the game was built to exacting scientific standards," he says. 

"It is important that each element be 

just right, but if all the elements can 

be put together properly, the whOle 

really can be greater than the sum." 

--. like it belongs there," says Crystal Dynamics' Scot Steinberg. "If the mechanics were not 

., 

built for 3D gameplay, or do not exploit the strengths of 3D, then the protect will fail ." 

confoullding Factor's Toby Gard has a rather different philosophy, which led to the 

birth of lara Croft. -I try to make sure that all the main characters ill our games are sexy, 

whether ttley are male or female. You shOuld look at them alld feel jealous." 
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8. Thou shalt not bear false witness 
Everyone hates t he camera in M af io 64 . Everyone agrees it 's the best 

_ Before Mario 64 and Tomb Raider, no one really cared about 3D cameras. 

. , 

Flrstperson games needed only to show the player's point of view. Sports 

.games had the Sligtltly harder task of showing the action from an external 

perspect ive, but since the average sports pitch is free of mountains, corridors, 

and other sundry bric-a-brac, the task was pretty simple. 

In contrast. a 3D platform game needs a camera which can alter its view 

continually. to compensate fOf the changing action. AS Mana runs down tunnels or 

slides around mountains, the camera tracks his changing position to stop him 

disappearing. While many criticised the camera, Miyamoto and co were so 

impressed with their achievement, they actually made Lakitu the cameraman a star. 

Common complaints of lesser cameras are that they fail to show the character on screen, that they make it impossible for 

players to judge angles and distance, and that the camera roams around more than is necessary. But there are a host of other, 

less obvious problems with 3D cameras. 

"Besides Crash, which is 3D, but not free-roaming, I stili prefer the Mario 64 camera to the 'over-tuned' feeling of the Banjo 

camera and some of the other newer games," says Jason Rubin. "All of the Naughty Dogs could finish Mario 64 but some 

complained of feeling 'sick' from the sudden camera movement in Banjo. I can't explain it because it didn't happen to me." 

AnOther bone of contention is letting players tweak the camera. Mario 64 would have been impossible if you couldn't 

sometimes cootrol the camera yourself. While some feel this is disruptive, others believe it adds extra immersion. According to 

Insomniac's Matt Whiting: "There are camera controls in Spyro, but I'd be happier if players never feel the need to use them. On the 

other hand, the ability to look around in pseudo-firstperson actually enhances the suspension of disbelief." 

can the camera also be used more creatively? Paullne Jacquey hopes Rayman 2's camera will actually be a positive 

selling point. "One of the challenges was to make a 'director's cut' type of game. There are very many different cameras that are 

used in a very studied way: she says. with the result being more cinematic than previous titles. 

A final issue is that camera design can influence level design. But, for Rayman 2 at least, "the artists who created the levels 

graphically were careful not to construct scenes so tightly that the camera couldn't move about," says Jacquey. "In reality it wasn't 

really a major constraint because the game designers can always switch to the standard game camera: either a fixed high-angle 

side view or a low-angle shot. The work is almost comparable to directing a film - except it's interactive tOO!" 

camera design is fundamental to 3D platform design. Nobody has got it whOlly right yet. 

9. Thou shalt not steal, stupidly 
Do you even need to make a Mario clon e? 

Perhaps 3D, free-roaming games shouldn't be made at all .. 

For Abe's Oddysee, Oddwor1d created a deeply unfashionable - yet 

successful - 20 game. Why? "It was largely due to the power of the 

PlayStation," says Lome Lanning. "We thought fun, gameplay and creativity 

was m()(e important than the latest trick in technology. we s~ that everything 

we create is going to translate into 3D once the power to deliver the same 

quality art, animation and AI is available, but 20 lets us get the ball roiling." 

If you want a fast. frantic game, it's easier to get it right in 20. With 

Pandemonium, for instance, Crystal Dynamics had no doubts. "From the 

outset, Crystal Dynamics wanted a fast-paced product that concentrated on 

the endorphin driven responses, with less of a concentration on exploration, ~ confirms Scot Steinberg. 

Yet even Steinberg admits that Crystal Dynamics would be hard-pressed to do another 20 title. "The worldwide 

marketplace has evolved towards the more impressive qualities of 3D space. To some extent. the industry magazines 

have helped usher the end of 20 products by terming 3D to be the cutting edge. Shaping consumer perceptions that 20 

is less sophisticated has effectively limited their commercial appeal." 

Still, if a developer is prepared to make a 20 game with 3D trappings, there might still be a market. argues Jason 

Rubin. "Crash 1 and 2 have sold more units wOf"ldwide than every free-roaming platform game but Mario 64,- he says. 

" Its sales approaches the 20 greats of the 16bit age. The demand is stili there." 

10. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's house .. , 
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour'S wife. nor manservant. nor 
maidservant, ox, ass, nor anything that is thy neighbour'S 

Goes without saying, really. £ 

• 

., 
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Ihe definitive monthly assessment of the world's latest videogames 

All change. 
n nd so the time has almost come for the games 
~ market to play musical chairs again. with Sega 
about to be reborn with Dreamcast and PC developers 
continuing their demented chase for ever-more
realistic visuals, only Sony and Nintendo remain Quiet 
regarding future console plans. But the end of the 
PlayStation's creative life may be closer than many 
players realise. Having talked to several leading 
developers, Edge can confirm that some of them are 
currently work.ing on or have just completed their final 
PlayStation 1 projects and are now IOOk.ing to the 
future (whatever shape that future tak.es, be it 

PlayStation 2, Dreamcast or whatever). 
Given the current state of the market, it might be 

commercial suiCide for Sony to announce a new 
console when its 32bit platform is still selling healthily 
all over the world. Furthermore, anyone buying a 
PlayStation today can hardly be termed a hardcore 
gamer and therefore likely to be under the impression 
of having purchased a future-proofed product, totally 
unaware of the rapidity at which this market moves. 
Conversely, it would be logical for Sony to make some 
sort of major announcement nearer Oreamcast's 
launch, if only to steal the limelight from sega's 
promising 128bit platform. 

Nintendo is also keeping silent, but, as ever, the 
KYoto-based giant has a card up its sleeve, and those 
Quick to criticise the N64's storage medium may well 
be eating their words soon. As indicated by Rare's 
Chris Stamper before Christmas, the cartridge-based 
nature of the N64 means the machine is continually 
expanding its capabilities as larger cartridges enter the 
market. The first indication of this can be seen over the 
page. TUral;: 2 is the first N64 game to make use of the 
new N64 RAM pack (see News, pS) to enhance the 
game's visuals, making it possible for Turok to 
negotiate 480x360-res areas. Suddenly, in visual terms 
at least, the PlayStation is another leap behind. While 
Sony is stuck with fairly static technology; relying on 
developers to come up with ever-mare-efficient 
compression routines and programming tricks, the N64 
community can look to new hardware add-on solutions. 

Of course, it would be wrong to dismiss sony's 
dominance of the videogaming world at this point. 
This, after all, is a company that came from pretty 
much nowhere to loom large over a furiously 
competitive market in a staggeringly short amount of 
time. AOd 'Nith Metal Gear SOlid and Gran TUrismo 2 
on the way, its 32bit box is unlikely to join the Jaguar 
alld 300 at local car boot sales for a fair while yet. 

Other thM Mefa/ Gear SolId (left) _ possibly Gnm Turismo 2, the ~'s coming line-up is 
rapidly IosinJ __ ...... tire .... still ha ZeIdG (.-.). _ Dart (riaht). MGrio 54 2 ... 

Videouames on the Edge 
This month Edge has been espeCially busy playing .. 

Super Marlo World 

(Nlntendo) 

ThiS month's 3D 

platformers feature bfought 

the plumber's first 16bit 

title out of the archives 

And it passes the test of 

time in extraordinary style. 

~ "'v· ::: .. .:......c=.=- ~ .... 

.. , t..Iii 

COlin McRae Rally 

(Codemasters) 

Since the announcement 

of Codemasters' Colm 

MCRae Website and its 
hall of fame (see Out 

There), this title has taKen 

on a new lease of life. 

Wonder Boy III 

(Hudson Soft) • 

Originally having played it 

on the 5ega Master System, 

Edge was pleased to track 

down the PCE version of 

this clever, super-cute 

platform adventure. 

GOldenEye 
(Nintendo) 

Another appearance for 

BOnd. Edge would play 

something else, but the 
cart now appears to be 

welded into the office 

N64's cartridge port. 

TESTSCREEN 
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TUROK 2: SffDS Of fVIl 

The immediate I'aphiulleap ewer Its predecessor comes as a resuh of the 
NU's imminent add-on RAM pack. which ilKfUses resolution to 480x360 

Blast any: of the many 
bipeds htterinl the 
levels (a food idea 
grven their sharp claws) 
and copious amounts 
of red Jam issues from 

." the open wounds 

.; 

O
n the well·documented story of 

Acclaim's fall and rise, it's fair to 

say that one title marked the beginning 

of a new, more positIVe chapter. 

DeVeloped by a dedicated team of 

visionaries at Acclaim's Iguana us studio. 

last year's rurok: Dinosaur Hunter 

hammered home the message that 

things really were changing within the 

beleaguered company. 

It also proved to the world that 

Nintendo wasn't the sole master of its 

then sparkllng·new technology (although 

all too often it seems otherwise). In 

addition, TlJrok underlined the lack of 

imagination expended in the creation of 

contemporary firstperson shoot 'em ups 

for the PC. The deserved wave of 

adulation that surrounded Rare's 

GOJden~ almost drowned all of TlJrok's 

achievements, but in truth the two games 

had very different agendas. Wtlere Bond 

brought tight struCture to the fi rstperson 

genre, Iguana's t itle was all about its 

• 

'-

Unlike GoldenEye's calculated approach. lcuana's firstperson shoot 'em 
up is all-out adion demanding quick reflexes and nerves of titanium 

detailed and atmospheric environments -

and its seriously OTT weaponry. 

Rather logically setting forth from 

where TlJrok: Dinosaur Hunter ended, the 

sequel'S plot features a new foe, the 

Primagen, unleashed by the destruction 

of the chronosceptre in the original 

game. NOw assisted by new (female) 

sidekick Adon, the heavily armed hero 

must battle through six levels, finally 

confronting the Primagen in its base. 

Iguana has seemingly jettisoned any 

desire to recreate the jungle world of 

the original game, instead creating a 

series of notably varied locations. 

The most striking thing about playing 

Turok 2 is the vast improvement made 

to the game's 3D engine. Alter wading 

through the swathes of fog that were 

wrapped around the original's scenery 

(purely to hide the intrusion of pop. uP), 

it's surprising to be confronted by the 



Level size is vastly expanded over the original game. Players will soon find 
themselves wandering through increasingly complex and demanding scenery 

open layout of Turak 2's fi rst level. Set in 

a bombarded port, play commences with 

cannon fire landing all around and fires 

sti ll blazing. AS before, Turak's calling 

card is its atmosphere and sense of 

occasion, the feeling that there are 

unseen events occurring in a greater 

world. Later levels confirm the suspicion 

.that its six stages contain far more 

variety of both visual style and enemy 

type than comparable PC titles of 

relatively limitless storage facil ity cannot 

match. From sombre swamps and ruined 

cities to neon-lit alien bases, Seeds of 

Evil's artistiC range is remarkable. 

However, the ambitious nature of certain 

areas leads to inevitable slow-down, 

particularly when more than one attacker 

is being drawn. 

Aside from the commitment of its 

team t~ create a significantly expanded 

sequel, Iguana has been able to create 

key addition: beatinglelda: OCarina of 

Time to the shelves by a narrow margin, 

Turak 2 has become the first game to 

utilise a 32Mb cartridge (its forebear 

occupied only 8Mb), and is also leading 

the way by running at a crisp 480x360 

resolution via the forthcoming N64 RAM 

pack (see news). 

Aiming high 
Clearly, Nintendo is keen to raise the 

profile of its machine among 'serious' 

gamers, and Iguana 's sequel is an ideal 

vehicle for such incursions. A large 

amount of the cart has also been given 

to the spoken narrative that Adon 

delivers as the game's plot unfurls. 

Completing levels now takes longer, 

.sqmetimes leaving you wondering 

whether an end will ever be reached. 

.; such a varied set of locales through one 

A new emphasis on sub-missions is 

apparent, with the player having to save 

various capture<! humans (including 

. , 

some sickeningly cute children - and no, 

they can't be shot). Other tasks include 

obtaining satchel charges and then using 

them to detonate well-hidden ammo 

dumps, while another involves riding a 

heavi ly armed dinosaur through a series 

of obstacles. 

AS in Quake 11 and Unreal, a great 

amount of attention to detail has been 

paid in laying oul Seeds of Evil's many 

stages. With increasing complexity, 

corridors and chambers are wound 

around one another, which occasionally 

proves confusing. Players looking for the 

tight missions of GOldenEye will be 

disappointed; Turak 2 is more like 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: N64 

Publisher: Acclaim 

Developer: Iguana US 

Price: SSO (£35) 

Release: October 

Ambient effects - visual 
and aural - are used 
throughout the game 
to create a moody and 
absorbing atmosphere. 
The fast-paced music is 
somehow out of place 

Death is never a pretty sight but if a choice must be made between a 
hideous insedoid monster or the game's heroic character, well ... 

., 
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Choose denh. Choose 
pistols, choose bows, a 
brace of knives. a 
missile launcher. and 
flame thrower. Choose 
a cerebral bore and a 
ralor-edged boomerang 
- 'furok 2 has it an 

Quake 11 in thiS respect. That'S not 

necessarily a bad thing. more a case of 

different approaches - Rare MS its own 
agenda that is doubtless to reach new 

heights in Perfect Dark. For the TUrok 

franchise. to chase after the GoldenEye 

model could have easily lead to a mish

mash of game styles. Additionally, 

significant advances have been made in 

enemy Al, a feature that GoIdenEye was 

lauded for. but against Iguana's reptilian 

and insectoid foes, now seems simple. 

While basic enemies will dodge and flee 

when attacked, others can take refuge 

behind objects. In one near-comic case, 

a creature crouches behind a bOx. only 

popping up to throw explosives towards 

the player:But trying to flank around it 

merely results in it circling around to the 

other side, leaving no option but to try 

and pick it off when it breakS cover

much as you might against a human foe. 

Tied to a detailed set of character 

animations, the AI creates enemies which 

put Unrears skittish, poorly realised 

adversaries to shame. 

Ultra violence 
Inevitably; certain aspects of GoIdenEye 

have been absorbed by Iguana, with 

The variety between the many different insect·U" bip.d a'C.nts is 
commendable, particularly when you consider the i....... I of detail 
displayed by each repulsive creature. While many hold no wupons other 
than flesh-nppina claws, a few have broupt artillery alolta with them 

furok's revamped armoury boasting two 

sniper weapons. Coupled with the new 

3D engine, this brings a new pace to the 

game, with the player able to pick off 

distant targets with either the Tek 

arrows from the original game, or the 

pulse rifle. However, where Bond became 

fixed to the spot whenever the sniper 

mode was enabled, ltJrok retains total 

freedom of movement - aside from being 

temporarily unable to jump. Other 

weapons retain the cinematiC 

blockbuster ideology that permeated the 

original game, although more selections 

can be applied to close combat than 

before. A new paradigm in Questionable 

violence is set by the cerebral bore which 

fires a drill-like dart into enemies' skUllS, 

resulting In showers of red and grey 

matter pluming from their heads. In 

addition, it's now possible to dismember 

foes, either through judiCious aiming of 

The animation of the various creatures is remarkable and serves to 
he1ahten the inlame tension and realism already abundantly present 

.. 
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The Rumble hk is supported to put 
effKl One wupon even builds up 
Yibrnon as it roiMes faster and faster 

heavier weaponry or by utilising tile 

knife-edged boomerang weapon 'razor 

wind'. Also of note is the inspired 

flamethrower, which has easily the best 

graphic realisation of such equipment yet 

seen in a vicleogame. 

Join the party 

Players keen to sample Turok 2's 

mulUplayer modes will not be 

disappointed, with a dozen bespoke 

levels to choose from and four players 

supported. Those spurious GoldenEye 

critics who found that the inability to 

drop from ledges detracted from the 

game will be pleased to note that Seeds 

of Evil has no suCh restrictions. It'S also 

.~ Unlike its predecessor. rurok no 
lonler fichts human adversaries 

As well as improved animation. enemy AI is now impressively 
advanced. which makes killinl them a little harder. naturally 

possible for characters to swim, as in the 

oneplayer mode. Iguana's level designers 

have used the powerful dynamic lighting 

routines at their disposal to help guide 

participants around the large arenas, 

through cOlouring certain sections. 

While a significant advance over its 

predecessor, this seQuel isn't without 

faults. AS with most games in the 

firstperson genre, extended stints of the 

oneplayer game can prove strangely 

numbing due to the repetition of 

successive exploration and combat. 

However, the various sub-missions and 

the variety of environments do much to 

alleviate this. In addition, the later stages 

of the game are remarkably hard to 

~qmplete, a result of the aggressive 

enemy AI and fiendish level design. The 

moments of 'calm before the storm' 

which are four"ld in earlier sections of the 

game are somehow missing from later 

• 

stages, which reduces the impact of 

major events. And while Gran TUrismo 

has revealed just hOw SUbjective the 

reaction to music in games can be, Edge 

would have preferred a more sinister, 

brooding soundtrack than the fast-paced 

orchestrals featured here. 

overall, Turok 2 is a Detailed and 

well-integrated title - not to mention an 

extremely entovable one. The technical. 

At ar"ld design advances made since the 

release of the original game are more 

than enough to elicit a favourable 

response. And, as with GoldenEye, 

there's a realistic sense of pace that is 

missing from all too many contemporary, 

firStperSofl PC shooters - a factor which 

players of those games don't 

seem to appreciate. Their loss. 

Nine out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

The GoldenEye-inspired 
sniper mode can be 
used with either Tek 
arrows (as in lUtok) or 
the pulse rifle. which 
adds a different pace to 
the over.1I proceedings 
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Replays suffer major 
ftamerale drop. 
Never underestimate 
Michael Sehumache"s 
ability to reach the 
finish line despite 
crippling mechanical 
faults (above) 

Bs'DMI£-

f-l WORlD GRAND PRIX 

~ y now every N64 owner must have 

.:. given up on the prospect of ever 

being able to relish a serious racing 

experience approaching the quality of 

those enjoyed by their PlayStation 

cousins. But, after a surprise appearance 

at this year's E3, Paradigm's Formula One 

extravaganza gets Closer than any of its 

predecessors, having thankfully reta ined 

all of the potential it displayed at the 

annua l interactive entertainment expo. 

F-1 World Grand Prix is all about 

detail. From elaborate car setups 10 clean 

racing lines and crucial pi t strategy, all 

aspects of Formula One racing have been 

incorporated. It may not boast the most 

up-to-date statistics (it has last year's 

season regulations, car liveries, and 

team and driver partnerships) or a 

revolutionary physics model, but 

Paradigm's effort emerges as one of the 

most playable of its genre. 

It isn't the easiest, though. Even in its 

lowes~ <;Iifficulty setting, F-1 is particularly 

uncompromising, and if you subscribe to 

the 'driving without brak:ing' school of 

videogame racing you'll find yourself in 

the gravel traps and grass more often 

• 

The drawinl dishlnce is impressive &Wen the level of detail present in the 
bacqrounds (above). While the musk is poor. ellline noise is authentic 

than on the smooth, speed-friendly black: 

stuff. But venturing off the tarmac will at 

least enable you to admire such details 

as glowing discs following a tentative but 

desperate, tardy braking attempt, and the 

way dirt clings to tyres as you mal<e your 

way bacl< on to the track. If the damage 

and pitting options are on (and 

depending on the force of the impact) 

then you can also watch out for brok:en 

suspension arms, blistered tyres, flying 

spoilers or even ripped wheels. 

Visually, there's little to criticise. The 

cars are rea listica lly modelled and the 

tracl<s authentic. The detail with which 

Monaco has been polygonally 

reproduced, for example, is remarl<able. 

The background too is impressive, in the 

way it offers the il lusion of a 30 mal<e-up, 

even though technology dictates that this 

A perfed English summer's day_like all good racing games, F-I features 
dynamic weather that plays havoc with carefully planned pit strategy 
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The almost 3D-like effect of Monaco's hillside is im,Pressive (above). Interestin,ly, double-tappinC the accelerator 
button is equivalent to floonn, the pedal while adlVatin, an anti-lock mechanism when used on the brakes 

cannot be so. unfortunately, while the 

graphical quality Is commendable, the 

frame rate is disappointing. and while it 

doesn't detract from the game's 

playabllity a smoother update would 

have been preferable. 

A notable addition to the usual 

exhibition, time trial, twoplayer and 

championship options is the Challenge 

mode, which takes certain nominal 

events from the 1997 season and places 

you in the role of a specific drIVer with 

the task 01 re-enacting the particular 

epiSOde over a determ,ned number of 

laps. This may involve staying out on 

worn tYres in an attempt to gain a 

While catchinc and ,ettinc past the opposition is not a particularty easy 
task. the fad that he may run wide or spin remains a satisfyin, possibility 

maximum amount of positions while 

others pit in, or defending a point-scoring 

placing with drastically failing brakes in 

the last lew laps of the race, for example. 

Yet F-J World Grand Prix's strength 

lies in its precise handling characteristiCS 

and the overall realism it Skilfully 

conveys. The cockpit view is perhaps the 

best illustration of this, as the car 

Vibrates violently as it reacts to bumps 

around the circuit, requiring a very gentle 

steering approach to tame the 700bhp 

being delivered to the rear wheels. 

Arcade racing fans will no doubt be 

throwing their joypads against the 

nearest wall mere minutes aher Slotting 

in the cart and powering up their 64bit 

machine. However, althOugh still faced 

With a formidable challenge (certainly in 

champion mode), Fl aficionados and 

thOse able to appreciate elabOrate car 

physics should have a far more 

enjoyable time. 

fiahl oul of len 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Nlntendo 6' 

Publisher: Video System 

Developer: Parad igm Ent . 

Price: $60 (£46) 

Release: Out now (US) 

The cockpit view Is 

r,amcularty realistic 
n the way it delivers 

a severely bumpy ride. 
furtfler enhanced by 
the Came's Cood use 
of Rumble Pak support 
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Format: Nintendo 64 

Publisher: UbiSoft 

Developer: Argonaut 

Price: £50 

Release: October 

Sadly, the missions have 
a tendency to be simple 
seaKh·and·destroy 
affairs, with very few of 
them dis,laying the 
complexity associated 
with quality produds 

One false- move and 
it's a frustrating 
trip back to the 
start of the level 

• 

DUCK DUMDL[ 

As ~naurs first NU release, Buck Bumble is • deeply disappointing title, which h.rdly pushes the '4bit 
machine's power. Level design is poor .nd a wuk graphic enClne ensures a large amount of foging is required 

D 
ez san's tenure as one of 

Nintendo's favoured codeshop

owning creatives saw Argonaut hit an 

inspired high during the Super Nintendo's 

mainstream tenure. It'S disappointing, 

then, that Buck Bumble marks an 

uninspiring, eminently mediocre N64 

debut for the company. 

With full 360° movement and 

mission-based levels, Buck Bumble is a 

far cry from the focused on-rails Star Fox. 

To make a direct comparison between 

the two titles may be unfair and 

inappropriate, but reveals an inherent 

truth. Star Fox, as primarily technology

led software, pushed the SNES to its 

limits (and beyond, with Argonaut's Super 

FX chip). Buck Bumble barely skims the 

surface of the N64's capabilities. 

Bumble's engine appears ill-suited to 

its 'garden' areas, where its eponymous 

hero fights a war against his mutant 

insectoid foes. Smaller, compact locations 

see its repetitive surface textures shift at 

an adequate pace, but the moment Buck: 

meets a number of assailants in an open 

area, a reduction in framerate follows. 

Similarly, its reliance on large-scale 

fogging effects, further suggests the code 

in use would be better suited to focused, 

corridor-heavy level design. 

With its missions JaCKing complexity 

(they are, with few exceptions, simple 

search-and-destroy sorties). Buck Bumble 

desperately needs the Kind of touch that 

typifies most Nintendo or Rare releases. 

The addition of involved set-pieces - say; 

for example, a high speed chase or race 

where players could demonstrate their 

BuCk:-handling abilities - could offer 

some respite from the oft-repetitive 

insect blasting. 

Most unforgivably, Buck Bumble 

adheres to the age-Old deSign premise 

that, should a player die, they're 

subsequently returned to the beginning 

of the level in question. After 20 minutes 

of careful, patient play, to be returned to 

square one after a simple mistake - such 

as crashing BUCK into a deadly water pool 

- is hellishly infuriating. A better game

Star Fox for example - can use such a 

harsh system because the quality of its 

levels is so high. In short, the player 

will invariably not mind playing again. 

A game must earn the right to demand 

patience from its players in the '90s 

and Buck Bumble, the 'average game' 

poster child, arguably does not. 

Yet, despite its poor aesthetics, oft

jerk:y screen update and weak attempts 

at the mysteriously developer-defying 

concept that is 'characterisation', Buck 

Bumble isn't the disaster it initially 

appears. later levels offer a higher 

degree of challenge. and its twoplayer 

mode, though hardly envelope-pushing, 

is surprisingly entertaining. 

A genuinely average release. 

Fi ve nut nl ten 



-NINJA: SHADOW Of DARKNESS 

NinjG displays its llrude insplrnion with pride but MCIIy. ill its trMsidon to 
the cunently lD-m.d development world. an em .......... has spoilt 
what may haft been a union between ("'Hie 2D pi"'" HIlI '90s Yisuls 

D here are occasions when the 

argument for a three-dimensional 

approach 10 an old videogamlng concept 

makes sense. And then there is Ninja . 

AS the eponymous assassin, players 

must use their Ninjitsu skills througtl14 

levels inhabited by both human and 

mystical creatures, before encountering a 

huge bOss barring passage to the next 

stage. Money (used in Shops between 

levels), magic potions and weapons 

(Which can be powered-up by COllecting 

scrolls) can be found along the way, 

althOugh occasionally a trap ratller than a 

reward may be found by Ninjas scouring 

the environment lor hidden areas. And 

sadly, this structure cont inues throughout 

the adventure without the introduction of 

any major gameplay enhancements. 

To many, Tomb Raider's weakest 

aspect was its combat element, and 

similarly, one of Fighting Force's 

Downfalls was the awkward nature of 

control~ing fighting characters within a 

30 world. Achieving a truly playable 30 

combat system is a difficu lt task - it's no 

coincidence that, despite the titles' 30 

appearance, the gameplay 01 the Virtua 

Fighter and Tekken senes has remained 

firmly rOOted in the genre's 20 origins. 

Njnja's inspiratlOO dearly comes from 

the Ghosts 'n' Goblins and Shinobi side

scrolling eras, so why the move to 30? 

After all, Treasure's MiSChief Makers 

demonstrated what could still be 

achieved with two dimensions as long as 

a litt le thought and Imagination was 

applied. By opting for an additional 

dimension, Core has introduced too 

many degrees of Ireedom into the 

scrolling beat 'em up equation. Fighting 

with throwing knives you're almost 

always uncertain as to whether a 

particular strike is going to connect with 

an enemy or miss completely. 

commendably, hOwever, the 

camera system works well for the 

majoflty of the tune. although its 

high-angled nature prevents the 

possibility of spotting any advancing 

enemies until you're almost on 

top of them, leaving precious little 

• 

, 
I 

-J. 

time for players wishing to come up 

with any form of attack strategy. 

on the positive side, the lighting and 

graphiCal effects are impressIVe, 

partJcularly when deploying any kind of 

magical offence or evading enermes with 

the help of a smoke bOmb.. Admittedly, 

the lead Character possesses plenty of 

moves, the fighting is more accessible 

than previous Core titles, and the martial 

arts/oriental setting adds mUCh to the 

proceedings. And the overalllOQl( of 

levels is also good, and fairly 

representative of their individual settings. 

while the numerous trap-like events keep 

players on their toes at all times. injeCting 

a much-needed air of tension. 

But ultimately Ninja is a tit le that 

would have gained immensely from 

remaining in the 20 approach of the 

arcade dassics that inspired it, rather 

than becoming the ungraceful 30 ~ 

confusion it all too frequently is. L.5 

Six out often 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: Eldos 

Developer: Core Design 

Price: [ 4S 

Release: Out now 

Th. shop (top) ., the 
end of each level 
.lIows pl.yers to stock 
up on potions, power
ups .net we.pons th.-t 
prove useful ... inst 
the ,.me's bosses 
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Format: PlayStatl on 

Publisher; Interplay 

Developer; Shiny Ent. 

Price: U S 

Release: Out now 

DisposinC of enemies 
is only limited by the 
player's ima,inatlon, 
which rromotes the 
idea 0 a rul world in 
which the character 
plays an intecral part 

WilD 9 

The came's side-scrol1inC platform sections can be: lenuinely entertaining.. and 
while unlikely to keep older players hooked for long.. younpters should love it 

m aving entered the pseudo-3D 

platform arena so favoured by 

PlayStation developers, Wild 9's pnoflty 

should have been the implementation 01 

Innovative ideas, and to its credit, in pure 

Shiny tradition, the company's latest 

product does a few things differently to 

its many competitors. 

Despite the occasional into-the

screen racing 3D section used to break 

up gameplay, for the majOrity Of the 

game Wex (the player 'S character, aimed 

at the us teen market) is on fOOt, dealing 

with a barrage of enemies. The levels he 

traverses are commendably large but, 

While a short alternative route is 

Into-the-screen sections mix 
with the more tradition.1 levels 

occasionally offered, they remain mostly 

linear affairs as Wex dashes to the end of 

each level In order to save one 01 his 

fflends held captive by the post

apocalyptic bad guys. Along the way, 

thOUgtl, rather than merely disposing of 

adversaries - which seem to retain very 

Similar attack patterns, despite obvious 

cosmetic differences - in non-stop style, 

doors need unlocking, fans need 

activating and levers must be pulled. 

While these elements are unlikely to 

further the platform genre, Wex's fighting 

method is of interest. Once grabbed by a 

'GhOstbusters' -like stream of energy, the 

miSSile-firing enemies can either be 

smashed into the ground until they 

explode, or {depending on your leamngS} 

fed IntO the nearest shredding device, 

decapitated by ceiling-mounted fans, 

burned, etectrocuted, thrown to their 

deaths - the list goes on. Apart from the 

amusement factor, this aspect does 

manage to convey the immersive sense 

of a functional - albeit fictional - world 

which, more often than not, is sadly 

missing from titles such as this. 

- - -

4-. 

Unlike its competitors. wild 9 
occasionalty throws a surprise 
or two into its platform equation 

But, regrettably, Wild 9 is not 

withOut its faUlts. Some of the sections 

throughOut the levels prove stupidly 

frustrating and occasionally check points 

appear wrongly positioned, which 

heightens the Irritation level. 

Furthermore, the scenery can obstruct 

your view of the action and the 3D 

'intermiSSIOn' sections don't work as well 

as they might - althOugh they do provide 

a welcome interlude to the otherwise 

repetitive platfonhing business. 

With a few ideas of Its own and 

occasionally fresh approaches to a tiring 

genre, Wild 9 is bound to attracI a 

younger audience looking for its next 

PlayStation plalforming fix. The majOrity 

Of players, however, are unlikely 

10 succumb to Its charms. 

Six OUI of len 
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tfGION Of HfROfS 

1be sheer ranee of moves Md special attacks iI; Legion of Hetoes 
. puts even previous Capcom fichters to sh.me. Edp favourites 

Include the eccentric take on the sport of baseball (above) 

rr.n hUe Edge would be reluctant to 

W descnbe legion o( Heroes as a 

radical departure for Capcom, it's 

certainly a titre that bUilds upon Street 

Fighter mainstays to an unusuaHy 

advanced extent - a 'wild card' from a 

company renowned for restrained 

updates of its beat 'em up franchises. For 

garners who favour a Tekken or VF3-style 

fighting game, Street Fighter titles appear 

almost analogous. Yet. with its own unique 

character and a raft of 'new' features, 

Legion of Heroes can genuinely be 

described as both familiar and distinctive. 

like X·Men VS Streel Fighter, you 

chOose two characters per session. 
Although a switch is only possible 

between rounds, thiS adds a CUriOUS 

strategic element to play, enabling you to 

choose the character best suited to an 

opponent. The limitations of the 

PlayStation's CD·ROM lead to a pause of 

about three to five secondS during 

chan~es, but the concept is sound. 

Companion fighters also make 

cameo appearances dUring Legion of 

Heroes' outlaOOish, even eccentric. 

special attacks. Reminiscent of the 

outrageous moves found in Final Fantasy 

VII's battle sequences, these assaults are 

Invariably 'on rails', yet careful fine

tuning ensures they rarely last tOO long. 

The chOice of a potygoo-based 

engine and the addition of a dodge move 

sees Capcom's usual strong emphasis 

on aerial assaults considerably reduced. 

Such attacks remain effective in context, 

but Street Fighter veterans Wilt be initially 

perplexed by Leg/O(l of Heroes' 

propensity for toe-ta-toe pugilism. 

Instead, you can choose to construct 

Tekken-like punch and kick combos, with 

'jab' and 'strong' verSions of each. 

Juggles, too, are a hardly innovative but 

nonetheless notable addition. 

Set to be renamed Rival SchOols for 

its release in the west. Legion of Heroes 

is supplied on two COs can be played in 

either generiC arcade or a PlayStat ion

specific 'Evolution' guise. The latter, sadly, 

will be incomprehensible to all but those 

who speak Japanese, with its reams of 

• 

text and multifarious menus. Heroes IS, 

hOwever, beauti fully presented, With 

huge amounts of hi-res art aOO Intriguing 

options. RefreshlOgty, the second diSC IS 

set for 1001USI(II' WIth the UK conversion. 

The continued success of the Street 

FlShter series, and ItS denvative 

companion releases. presents Gapcom 

with a creatIVE! dichotomy. It has a Winning 

formula at its disposal, and wi th its target 

market satisfied with 'mere' tweaks and 

visual refinements, why should It discard 

a game engine and design brief that 

reaps such financial and critical rewards? 

But the old dog can learn new tricks. 

While hardly a generationalleap, Legion 

of Heroes is certainly an evolutionary 

slep for capcom. And, given that its only 

major ftaw - the annoying breaks for diSC 

access - is intrinsically the PlayStatloo's 

shortC"oming, it would be rather churlish 

to berate Capcom for attempting 

to push Sony's ageing hardware. 

Eight out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: Capcom 

Developer: In·house 

Price: V5,SOO (£25) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

Although static shots 
do it little justi<e. thl!: 
'blurrin" effect used in 
many 'supe( moves 
(_bove) looks 
.... rvellous durinJ play. 
with fabulous animation 
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TESTSCREEN 

. I 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: SquareSoft 

Developer: In-house 

Price: V5,800 (£25) 

Release: Out now (Japlln) 

MusGshiden reinforces 
its ton~u ... in-cheek 
style With the fully 
posable 8rove Fencer 
action filure (top)_ 
Elsewhere, the 
townsfolk provide the 
us ... 1 RPG clues 

., 

BAAVf ffNCfA MUSASHIOfN 

.... Ithough cynics may daim that the 

~ anticipation and subseQuent 

success of Brave Fencer among Japanese 

gamers is due to its carrying an extra disc 

containing playable demos of Final 

Fantasy VIII and the arcade fighter 

Ehrgeiz (both previewed last Issuel 10 

do so without sampling Square's most 
accessible PlaySlalion title to date would 

be to do it a severe disservice. 

Although never realty attempting 

anything new, the game Is packed with 

neat touches and sharp ideas. If you've a 

Ioog memory and a games cOllection to 

match you can't fail to spot parallels with 

Konami's first SNES Goemon outing in its 

continual mix-aOO-matCh level design, 

lightweight RPG leanings and pseudo

historical setting and comedic characters. 

From the outset it's clear that Square 

has taken the same approach with Brave 

Fencer as it did with EinMnder: refine 

and enhance. Rather than re-invent the 

actiorl ~P:G, it has poliShed an established 

IOrmula. The switCh to 3D notwithstanding. 

it's with tile small enhancements that the 

game really innovates. A slowly cnanging 

day-to-night feature may be more 

• 

L'~': ~ 
\ "- - ' . 

~... tI ... 

" ,., ? -.. ' . 

• . ' 
~ 

". • j, 

AIIhoup NI of N<yded ...... ItPG ide ... Bnwe FenCOl' .... been desiped 
_ ....... _-... .... usuol ....... ienband ..... _ ......... 

commonplace (and was experimented 

with by Square as far back as 1995 for 

the third in the Mana series), but Fencer 

builds on it by tymg the onscreen clock 

more closely to the gameplay. Shops in 

tile villages are only open during normal 

trading hOUrs, guards can be caught away 

from their posts at nighl, and townSfolk 

won't open the door should you attempt 

to bother them at Jam In the morning. In 

fact, the game even includes a sleep 

feature Whereby you can accelerate time, 

reclaim lost energy, and advance the 

clOCk to a more advantageous setting. 

But Brave Fencers RPG trappings, 

such as buying armour and gleaning 

clues from town inhabitants, are merely 

there to bookend the game's crowning 

glory - its action levels. Not content with 

the usual graphical changes, Fencer 

continually surprises the player by 

changing gameplay parameters - from 

negotiating a K/onoa-style restrictive 

roule to a more open, free-ranging 

setting Wi th an albeit simple puzzle to 

solve, ending with a setpiece into-the

screen chase. Even straightforward hack 

and slash levels are complicated by 

Musashi's ability to absorb new abilities 

from the various enemies and thus 

negotiate previously unreachable areas. 

With Square yet to release a truly bad 

game on the Playstation, Brave Fencer 

Musashiden is yet another example of 

the ways in which the company is 

pushing the boundaries of its core RPG 

market without rislo::ing an expensive and 

reputation-damaging experiment. 

Gamers can only benefit. 

fight DUI Df len 
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-DRACUlA X 

D f Saturn owners cOuld be granted 

one last wish before their beloved 

console is finally lowered into the 

videogaming vaults, then a custom

designed version of C8stlevania wOUld be 

a laudable request. After all, Kooaml's 

series has always embodied a suitably 

hard core appeal, and was also something 

of a benchmark for sophisticated 20-

both of which are the Saturn's forte. SO 

Sq_' 5 Dracuhl X 
is rouper around 
the Hies than its 
Sony namewke 

it's a shame that what should have been · 

a match made in heaven has resulted in 

little more than a clumsy port of the 

PlayStation game released last year. 

The saturn version loses marKs in a 

few areas, with Intrusive loading and 

frequent $lowdown being the main 

culprits. But while such flaws are 

unforgivable, they hardly detract from the 

overall Quality of the game - possibly the 

RADIANT SllVERGUN 

Tre.sure's latest is quitll! possibly 
the gre.test ever showase of 
the Saturn's suite of custom 
h.rdware effects. tfs 1150 one 
of the- most gut-wrenchlntl)' 
loua:h shoot 'em ups ever mlde 

.,. s one Of a (tying breed of software 

W . designers, Tl'easure has been 

reluctant to dltct1lts commitment to old 

schOOl gaming principles. But it's paid off 

in the past, and it pays off here - this 

Saturn blaster impresses just as much as 

Treasure's legendary Mega Drive classic 

Gunstar Heroes did in its day - and 

eclipses the legions of vacuous Shoot. 'em 

ups designed for the 32bit era. 

Swiftly parted from the much under

exploited ST·V coin-op to sega's 

neglected console, Radiant Si/vergun is 

arguably the finest technical showcase 

the Saturn has ever played host to. 

Polygonal structures tower above 

stunning, hi-res parallax backdrops, 

Mode 7-styIe distorted playfields are 

rotated and zoomed, and 3D polygOns 

are juggled effortlessly to create some of 

the most imaginative bosses yet seen. 

Thankfully. Treasure has invested an 

equal amount of time in the design of the 

• 

strongest instalment in the series yet. 

RPG overtones, huge, sprawling Super 

Metrold-style environments and subtle 

atmospherics combine to make it ooe of 

the most engrossing 32bit games 

created. And WIth two new levels, some 

remixed music and extra selectable 

characters, Saturn owners can even feel 

they have their own tai lored version. 

But sadly there's a snag. And it's 

qUite a coosiderabte snag. As Dracula X's 

ingenious design can only really be 

appreciated when playing with Alucard, 

an understanding of written Japanese is 

necessary for full enjoyment and 

completion of the game. And with no 
western version planned, what could 

have been the console's swan song 

seems more like a final frustration ~ 

for saturn stalwarts L.S 

Seven ou t of ten 

gameplay mechanics, too. to ensure that 

It oozes hardcore appeal in every way. A 

diverse weapon system coupled with 

subtle bonuses and player reward 

systems saves it from any possible 

accusations of being mere eye candy

however, it is frustratingly tough 

throughout, occasionally sacrificing 

fairness for an endless onslaught of 

visual pyrotechnics. 

You'll be rewarded for your 

perseverence, thOugh, if you're prepared 

to learn its intricaCies (although it's 

doubtful whether the arcade mode's 

infinite continues will be neglected for 

long). AS a last-ditch attempt to shOw just 

how much clout sega's machine packs 

when Intelligently programmed. Radiant 

SllVergun is a wonder to behOld. 

Inspired, high·octane blasting. 

Eight out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Saturn 

publisher: Konami 

Developer: KeEN 

Price: Vl,BOO (£16) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

You un now select 
MlriI from the outset 
(top) .Itto ..... Aluun! 
prcwldes the mulier 
eIPerience. The litter 
refles he.wity on 
Japanese te ... thouah 

Unusu.Uy for. shoot 
'em up, SllvergUft's 
desipers hive 
induded subtle pt.yer 
rew.rd Ind bonus 
systems to increase 
its replly v.lue 

Format: Saturn 

Publisher: ESP 

Developer: Treasure 

Price: VS,BOO (£25) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

EDQ£-95 
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Kings of t he jungle: (from left) 

Stephane Koenlg. joe Myers. 

Raffaete cecco, paul Margrave. ............ 

..... ~ were simJKv used as 

50UfCe rnateMllor a baseball game 

we did ye.vs -so-Not vecy ~ I 
know, but that's the Yanks.net the 

canadians for you (joke!).~ 

GuM ~metimes we have Ions, 
heated dtscussions, and I find an 

automatK. weapon vety useful in 

such c:ircuntstanoa Actually, no, 

they're tust plastic BB BUM.~ 

W . , bought this because 

sometimes ~·s no point in gains 

home by the time rYe finished won. 
only to comePback in it few hours 

~: :~ater. It's an about deadlines,-

e I o p 

PROFILE: King of the Jungle 

~ ith a heritage that trails all the 

W way back to the Sindair 

Spectrum's glOl)' days with titles such 

as Exolon, King of the Jungle (see 

B-Movie presaeen, p30) seemed 

worthy of further investigation. 

Edp met co-directors aatfaeIe 

Cecco and Stephane Koenil in thetr 

attic boardroom along with company 

audio-visual mainstay, Joe Myen, to 

find out more .. 

Ed,e: How was King of the Jungle 

created? 

bffHle Cecco: We were working at 

Workstatlon 

videogame creation under the microscope 

Vrvid Image, which did Street Racer, 

and I was working with 5teph for 

quite Cl while. One day we just decided 

to set up our own development 

company - I'd been in the industry for 

so long that t wanted to move on and 

do something new. lronicalty I've 

ended up doing the same thing. but at 

leest its for myself now. 

Edge: Mat are your aspirations for the 

company? 

Stephllne Koeni&: naughs] Urn .. 

It's just to have control over what we 
do and when we do it And it's to be 

making our own games, and not 

someone else's. We thought we could 

get the right people together - we 

made a fevv mistakes (tvo.Q of Jungle's 

previous directors decided owning 

Fe«aris was the best way to make a 

game), but we learned from them. 

Joe -,.n: We knew what mistakes 

could be made, but generally those 

were made in previous games. 

SK: Yeah, alt the shit games! (laughter 

all round] 

RC: Initially, as a company, it's just 

about getting by, but now I think we're 

getting to the stage INhere we can think 

a bit further into the future - about the 

games we'd like to do and how we'd 

like to expand. 

Edge: You started out as a two game 

company. Is that something you'd like 

to go back to? 

RC: I think so, eventually. What we 

want is slow, controlled expansion. 

SI(: A kit of companies balloon and 

then they have management problems 

to deal lNith. Some do it successfully, 

but small companies lack experience of 

working with huge amounts of 

people. We'd like to take on enough 

people to do the next game 

comfortably, and if that works out it wilt 

spawn a ne"'N team, rather than 

suddenly bringing in a new group. 

Edp: _ ..... Ilty d. you think 

defines KiftI of the JUftlle lames'? 

JM: Fun! 

SK: I think it's the polish on the game, 

the speed the game runs at 1 can't see 

us doing slower, more 

adventurous games. We like fun, fast 

games; the kind of thing you can just 

pick up and play. 

Edp: FlnllUy. sum up Kinl of the 

Junct. In three words. 

JM: Urn .. 'Bunch of geezers: 

No, 'Fun levin' criminals: £ 

D he first of Eda:e's attempts to discover what makes today's videogame technicians tick, via scrutinising their places of work. 

This month's guinea pig Rob Grey, is an artist 'MJrking 00 Bloodshot. Here he talks Edge around his office envirooment. .. 

• 

.... dla 11 S "'~iI'snot 
Tina Turner's wit!: - its a crazy '7Os 
__ lamp. _ ' do 

sometimeI run Ift:U'Id 1he oIIice 

with it on my hMd. sintinI ... • 

PIak ........ -rhis has been 

used .... limeson.wkwerd 

pro;ect IftInII8'8S and directors.~ 

0..; "' ...... .... .,..... 
"hnldk: late It night; terrible 

throush the day for anyone within 

a fi¥t-mat radius.-

c. "'J(s an aIatm doc:k IhIt goes 
'broom, broom' to 'MIke me up at 

the «ad: of dawn for tnOIt wort. • 
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The tnals of a start-up developer part one 

ID emis Hassabis started in the IfIdustry 
t _ 

at the age of 15 working for Bullfrog 

Productions. During his time there he 

C(H1eated Theme Pork 'Nith Petef MoIyneux. 

It went CW\ to become one of the most 

successfullltles of all time, selling over 

3.5 m1nion copies. After graduating last summer from Cambndge 

University with a Doub~ Rrst in Computer Science he co-founded 

lionhead Studios....,;th MoIyneux and SIeve Jadson (of Games 

workshop fame). He resigned his position there six months ago 10 

set up his own IOdependent development house, Elixir Studios, 

based in North London. CNer the coming months he'll be chronicling 

the birth of his codeshop here in Edp. 

1. TalUne the Plunce 

"As 1 slouched back in my comfy chair at home, staring into the dart 

sky outside and listening 10 the sombre tones of the 'Blade Runner' 

soundtrack (track 12, 'Tears in Rain', on continuous fepe<lt) the 

sideningly flawless rulminating In him achieving the ~ ever 

finals average in the histOlY of cambridge Computer Science

although we haven't rtl led out the distinct possibility that he may 

have hacked into the Cambridge netwo!k, found the resutts database 

and altered his exam marks .. 

The next calls that I I'TliICIe 'oYefe to follow up on some of the 

Informal promises. for initial seed capital that had been tabled by 

some City investor types who knew me. All that remained was to 

convert their offers into c:oocrete funding. Things were made easier 

due to the fad that I had knaMl them all fOJ years from rrrt chess

playing days. as in another life I was destilled to become a 

professional chess player. lud:ily we all saw the error of our ways 

and realised that although chess was fascinating and one of the best 

balanced games ever invented (due to millions of hours of beta 

testing throughout the ages!) it was too narrow a pursuit to dedicate 

your life to. It is strange how life seems to come round full circle, and 

people that you last saw in the rTlIStS of you- past turn up again in 

the future in totally new surroundings. 

-rrylng to come up with a cool name might sound trivial. but I've been Involved in doing it 
three times in the past, and each time it has grotesquely defonned Into a nightmare job!" 

ramifications of rrrt decision began to sink in. I had traded what was 

in effect a sure-fire success for something infinitely more risky. 

CoIlaboJating with Peter MoIyneux over the last six years had been 

an eKtraordinary experience and also a very successful one. He is 

one of the most talenled people I know and also arguably the 

grealesl games designer in the business. 

However, it had always been my ultimate dream to set up and 

run rrrt 0YJn games company. So v.ilen the opportunity arose !of me 

to be able to do rrrt 0YJn thing. I felt 1 had to grab the chance. 

Foolhardiness maybe, but I had to take the plunge otherv.;se how 

would I ever know? You only get one life, 50 you have 10 give 11 your 

best shot and try with all your might 10 make your dreams and 

ambilions come true. So there it was, I had chosen 10 accept the 

biggest challenge of rrrt life 50 far. And with these thoo~ts resolved 

rrrt final doubts drifted ~ and I turned rrrt attention back to 

wornng on the plan of action for the next few 'M.'eks.. 

Rrst thing the next day I went into a 'phone call frenzy'. The first 

calli made was 10 my good friend, Dave Silver, to tell him the news. 

He was the first person I needed to get on 

board. as I was counting on him being the 

other director of the company. Although he 

had known that this scenario had always 

been a possibility, as we had semi

seriously discussed it many times since 

the second year at un~, he hadn't 

had much warning as to the timing. To 

my relief he was still as enthusiastic as 

ever about the idea, and incredibly excited 

<tI the prospect 

D.Ne 1$ an AI expert. but when you 

Iopk at his bac:kground you could be 

forgIVen for thinking that he was some 

kind of All His academic record is 

• 

I firmed up several meetings fOJ later that week, which meant 

that two tasks urgently needed doing. A detailed business plan 

would have to be drafted up, and a name Ileeded 10 be chosen for 

the new company. Now business plans are one of the most tedious 

and time consuming things that anybody ilttempting to getting 

funding for a start-up has 10 do. UnfOftunate!y a sound business plan 

is a totally essential prerequisite to have any chance of getting 

funding and actually useful to the company later on. A few all-night 

sessions later and it had been thrashed out, printed and boIJnd. 

Tl}'ing to come up with a cool and vaguely relevant name 

lhat no one else has used before IM'( sound like a trivial 

undertaking, but I have been involved with doing this on three 

separate occasions in the pasl and each time it has grotesquely 

defooned into a nightmare jobl This time I came up with a list of a 

dozen 01" 50 possible names and ran !hem past DaIIe. We decided 

we liked Axiom Software and Elixir Studios the best, but ....nen I 
checked the names out we found that there was Axiom 'everything 

under the sun' Ltd, 50 that made the decision for us and we went 

with Elixir. For once it had been a relatively 

painless task! The dictionary offered the 

rather flamboyant definition of elixir as 'the 

quintessential part of any substance'. 

Obviously I had no due as to what this 

meilnt but it sounded good all the same. 

So, armed with my makeshift 

business plan and some press arttings 

of Theme Pu'*-, I was ready to take on 

the might of the City sharks. The battles 

were just beginning. In rrrt mind I also 

knew who else I wanted in the team, 

oo.v there was just the small matter of 

convincing them 10 risk all and 

join the new venture ... • £ 
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AN.AUdiENCE wiT~ 

TRI • 

EdGE MEETS T~E dANGiNG MAN: TRip HAWkiNS is lEGENdARY SOfTWARE 

GURU TURNEd ~ARdwARE GURU TURNEd SOfTWARE GURU ••• 

D magine you initiated the Gathering of Developers 

and you're tl)'ing to explore new ways of 

publishing games. Or you're VM labs. and you want to 

learn how (or how not) to break into an incredibly 

competitive hardware market Talk to Trip tYwkins -

he's seen it all before. 

Back in the 198Os, Trip Hawkins grew Electronic Arts 

into the biggest entertainment software developer in the 
world. In the early '90s, sensing the possibilities of 

CO-ROM and a growing dissatisfaction with the 

Sega/Nintendo duo poly, he shifted his focus to hardware. 

But his 300 platform, dogged by a lacklustre launch, 

expensive pricing and a lack of showcase games, never 

achieved its potentiaL In 1997 3DO sold the follow-up 

technology, codenamed M2, to electronics giant 

Matsushita. The company was renamed 300 Studios, 

and Hawkins' focus is once again on software. 

With the games industry currently overshadowed 

by question marks, it seemed the ideal time to visit the 

temple of Trip Hawkins, a veteran entering his third 

decade in the videogames business. 

Edge: You've spoken about the incf'Nsinllength 

of time and resources game development consumes, 

and how you're try;ng to ante a publisher here at 

300 which manages those difficulties. But isn't there 

a key trend in the way talented people are leaving 

publishers to start up their own studios? For insunce, 

Ron Gilbert goes off to set up Humungous Games. 

and finds his own star staff like Chris Taylor (Total 

Annihilation] leaving in turn. 

Trip Hawldns: Well, when you are in a climate where it 

looks really easy to start your own company and then 

sell if for a huge amount of money, people will try to do 

that It was that way in the early '90s, but it's not that 

way now. Taking Ron Gilbert as the example, he sold 

the company and is now an employee 

of GTI. He is back in a big company. 

Edge: So it's just about money? 

TH: If you wanted to explore Ron 

Gilbert's reasons, obviously you 

would have to ask him. But I think 

people will leave a place if they don't 

like working there, and they will 

join a place if they think they will like 

working there. In our case, here at 

300 we try to maintain a feeling of 

being a really small company and a 

feeling of real intimacy. 

Edge: Is it because the industry is 

one of heroes. with people like 

Peter Molyneux. for example. One 

of the individuals who helped 

Moiyneux set up Uonhead after 

IMving Bullfrog has already gone 

on to start his own studio .. 

TH: I think there are a lot of people 

who are grabbing at things and not 

maintaining a commitment. That may 

work for some peopk!, but it's not 

going to work lot most peopk!. I think 

in this industry now, leam play is more 

effective than a prima donna approach 

to creative thinking. 

In music, what woru is the prima 

donna. A musical performer can go in 

and record a hit song in a day. So it 

"T~E C~ANCE of SUCCESS is NOT VERY- Good. Nobody 

s~ould bE SURPRiSEd W~EN A NEW ~ARdwARE plATfORM 

dOESN'T MEET WiT~ SUCCESS" 

makes more sense for that industry 

to be focused on looking externally 

for millions of voices that may have 

the next great song in their head. 

But if you look at what we do now, 

there is so much more focus on the 

engineering - and the need to keep a 

group of people working together 

over a long period of time - that it 

makes more sense to try to figure out 

how to build that systematically. 

Edp: Someone else making 

paral~1s with the musk industry 

is the Gatherinl of Developers. 
Couldn't promoting development 

....., and offerinl an over-arching 

structure for them to operate within 

be the best way forward? 

TH: I think what it's trying to do is 

exactly what I did successfully in the 

1980s with Electronic Arts. It certainly 

is not a new idea. It doesn't work as 

well as it appears at surface value 

either, in that if all these independent 

groups are being funnelled through 

one entity, and yet independent 

groups have complete creative 

freedom from each other, you are not 

going to get any consistency. Also, at 

least in my view, I don't thing GoD is 

being that selective. 

Edge: Do you think that creative 

people are as important these days? 

TH: The creativity is still important, 

but now you have to add a really 

systematic engineering discipline to it 

I think GoD will have some good 

., 



"I -WANTEd TO FiNd TItE GUy wlto WAS SO d ERMi NEd TO pRO VE TIt AT 

Itis. idEA WAS bETTER TItAT ItE WAS GOiNG TO kill ltiMSE lF TO do iT. 
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products and it will also have some products that don't 

sell. It hotS to get out there and show enough products to 

discover that not everything it puts that label on is going 

to be a best·seller. The reason it doesn't yet know that is 

because it is a bunch of developers. I mean, historically, 

any time something that developers are involved in 

doesn't sell, who do you think they blame? They don't 

blame themselves, I guarantee that 

One of the reasons the strategy worked so well 

in the '80s with Electronic Arts, was that in those days 

one guy by himself could do the whole thing. I 

consciously wanted to find the prima donna, I wanted 

to find the guy who was so determined to pf'O\l'e th.at his 

idea was better that he was going to kill himself to do it 

That was the kind of passion that re.1lty great things 

came from. But back then you still had the 

opportunity to go into a fairly und~ retail 

channel and put all these things on a she" and they 

would all have their shot 

EdIe: wtth so fNlny truly JOOd pmes out .'reedy. the 
ch.n ..... seems to be to rise .bove the noise Iew!. 

TH: That's part of the cleverness with games like Army 

Men. We are connecting it to something people are 

already familiar with. Obviously what is clever about a 

game like Heroes of Might ond Magic VI, is that it's part 

of a series that people are already familiar with. You just 

can't understate how important it is to create some kind 

of connection. 

Edge: Do you think tfurt Ifs • shame th.t the growing 

user Mse seems to be redudn, the number of 

successful tides? 

• 

--.--~~ 

TH: I don't think it is reducing it There 

are a lot of games on the PC market, 

but I would say probably the same 

Of a IafJer number of them can be 

com~ciany successful. There has 

been a lot of growth in the size of the 

libraries for Nintendo 64 and Sony 

PIayStation, with quite a few titles 

beins good selling games. 

EdIe: Well, In the Uk last yHf. 17 out 

of the top 10 PC .ames were sequels. 

TH: The way I look at it, is when you 

make a sequel you can't sell them the 

same game because they already own 

it. What they want is to continue to play 

the game that they know they like. It 

shouldn't surprise us. If you look at 

our parents or their parents and the 

kind of games that they play, they will 

pick a sport like golf, or a game like 

chess, and they will play it their whole 

life. If somebody is a golfer, they might 

well try another course or buy a new 

set of dubs, but they still want to play 

the same game. 

Edp: That's _Intauestil,..,. of 

looki .. at the whole isMM ... 

TH: In England, there is obviousfy going 

to be a lot of football games. That is 

lafJ~ the most important subject 

matter in sports that people are going 

to want to buy games based around. 

There are going to be manager games, 

action games, and strategy games. 

The issue isn't so much why are the 

best-selling charts dominated by 

sequels, the issue is how are you going 

to make a game in a category that 

somebody cares about that is going to 

compete with what is already 

established there. 

Edxe: Where woukt you rather be 
to address these Issues,. EA or ]oo? 

Tbat's to say, do you see the whole 

h.rdw.,. thin, .s • bit of a detour 

you wish you hadn't t.ken1 

TH: Well, first you have to start with 

why I have done the things I have 

done, and it comes back to my 

commitment to the gamer. I have been 

here for 25 years trying to make the 

gaming experience the best it can be, 

and I will probably be here for another 

25 years doing just that With Electronic 

Arts, things had matured to a point 

where it seemed like the thing that I 

could do that would be most beneficial 

to the gamer was to get involved and 

help push an agenda that was more on 

the hardware side of the business, and 

that led to the creation 01 300. And 

when it became clear that 300 wasn't 

needed by the industry to push that 

agenda, and that other companies like 

Sony had in fact very successfully 

helped the industry to move forward, 

then it was possible for me to go back 

to my first love - making the software. 

I think you can compare Electronic 

Arts to any large media group like 

Time warner. 300 is more like 

lucasfilm. It's smaller, it's much 

more focused on a handful of areas 

and I am personally very involved in 

the creation of products. 

Edp: You pt Involved creatively? 

TH: Totally. A lot of the games we make 

are my ideas. or if it's not my idea I'll 

make significant contributions to the 

design. It's a lot of fun for me to be 

able to work with creative giants like 

several of the people we have here. 
Edp: LooIdnt: at the ]00 hardwa,. 

............................. 5ooy 

aduiewd what you set out to do. 

Do you thtnk In retrospect 

th.,. a,. thlnp you (ould ~ 

done to put ]00 in the posttion 

Sony enjoys today? 

TH: Ifs hard to say. I would point to 

three things that I think were critical to 

how things turned out One is that I 
think Sony and Nintendo both have 

very comprehensive business strategies 

that are orchestrated by one company. 

In this industry thars a big advantage. It 

, 
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was a lot harder with 300 to be orchestrating a federation 

of companies. The second factor is that we were very early 

in the use of CO·ROM technology. with :500 being such 

an earty adopter of that technology, it was much more 

expensive, and in hindsight now I would probably say too 

expensive. But we are not the only company that 

discovered that Certainly, Philips with CDi, and AA( with 

turbo graphics .. 

Edle: Commodore's ill-fated CD1\I' .. 

TH: There were quite a few attempts, and they were all 

too costly. Sega also struggled with Satum and even Sony 

struggled until it was able to bring the price down. 

The other thing that was a big problem from a 

costing point, was the cost of computer memory. A 32bit 

system like 300 used a lot more RAM than the previous 

EoplE WANT TO CONTiNUE TO p lAY Th E GAME ThEY kNOW ThEY like .. , 
1 SOMEbody is A GOlfER, ThEY MiGhT WEll TRy AN OThER COURSE OR 

UY A NEW SET 01 clubs, bUT ThEY STill WANT TO plAY ThE SAME GAME" 

generation had, in part because we were using a CD. 

Edp: It __ • e.ntbIe time to do that. with RAM beinl 

so much ~ expensive. 

TH: Normally you can count on RAM going down in cost 

by 50 per cent every two years, and ironically from 1992 

to 1995 computer RAM went up in price. The sales rate 

of 50ny PlayStation hardware really took off in 1995 and 

that's because it went ahead and made the commitment 

to bringing the price down. 

Memory prices just dropped through the floor in 

earty 1996. Sony had very good timing, and was being 

aggressive about its pricing, and then having the memory 

prices change suddenly 'provided fuel for that strategy. 

Basically, by that time 3DO's window of opportunity had 

already passed. 

Edp: n..,. have been criticisms of 300"s th1rdIMrty 

support. whkh obviously Sony did brilliantly. Do you 

think that was a factor? 

• 
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nt: I don't think that was a factor at all. 

I think in hindsight, if you went and 

talked to a lot of people now, and 

made fair comparisons, I think you 

will find that people were generally 

pleased with our third party support. 

In fact,. some of the executives of 

Sony told me that they copied 

elements of their licensing program 

from what we did. 

EIIp: wtth Project X. VM Labs seems 

to be .... a ..". shnIIM thlftI to 
..... you tried wIIh the lDO 

pIatfonn - ............. a .... atIon 
of rMnUfecbnn.tlh the 
commDII ........ MinI DVD Md 

MPEG-2_ ....... _of 
COs. Do you IhWllr's pit a chMcel 

nt: I have bftn in the business since 

it began and thefe haw: bftn over 

200 different incompatib'e fonnoYts.. 
You can pretty much count the big 

successes on your fingers, so the 

chance of success are not very 

good. Nobody should be surprised 

when a fleW hardware platform 

doesn't meet with success. 

Ed .. : What do you think a new 

hardware vendor needs to do? 

nt: I think the w~ the market works 

now, you have to have good gaming 

technology, but you have to introduce 

it at a very aggressive price point and 

you have to have strong software 

support, ~n.d it's very hard to get all 

those elements going for you on day 

one. Sony is in a strong leadership 

position right now. It has a CO 

machine, which means its lifecyde will 

be different from the previous cartridge 

machines. The cartridge machines get 

killed off very rapidly because of the 

inventory risk on the cartridges scaring 

eve<ybody off. 

When Sony brings out its next 

generation machine, it will not only be 

the best technology that anybody can 

do - thefe is no reason for them to 

bring it out unless that's the case - but 

I believe it will be very straightforward 

for them to support OVO, movie 

playback and Intemet access. And if it 

chooses to do that. it's going to make it 

very hard for anybody to compete. 

Edp: How do you cater for that 

uncottoIntyl 

TH: At least in the short term, you really 

have to look objectively at what Sony 

can do - and what Nintendo can do 

as a strong number two. From our 

perspective we are a smaller company 

and we don't really have the resources 

to support every platform an'p'Way. The 

first priority for us is to create some 

great products and get them 

established in the minds of the 

consumers, and the second priority is 

to get those franchises onto multiple 

platforms. We also want to get in 

position to be a strong supporter for 

Sony's next generation machine and 

beyond that. as with any company, it is 

very hard to try to bet on all the horses 

in the race. 

Ed .. : You've previously suaesteel 

that a set-top box scenario will 

COnte about ev.ntually, but you 

seem to think Ifs png to take the 

.... rshlp of Sony to create the 

demand, rather ttuln the demand 

.risinl - which must be what VM 

Labs,. for eompl .. is bankinl on. 

TH: Well, what the consumer thinks 

they are buying is a movie player. 

They are more likely to want to buy 

....... 129 . 
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a movie player that is a Sony brand. If they are buying a 

movie player, but it's a lot more expensive than the other 

movie players because it has got a whole bunch of 

videogame hardware in it, the only thing that is going to 

make them choose to buy it is if'the hardware company 

underwrites the manufacturing cost by just losing money 

on it initially - which Sony has proved it is willing to do, 

because it has the software business on back end. 

Edge: You CAn't do tMt if you've lOt a feeler"'. 

TH: Well, if the way the federation works is that the 

hardware companies don't have a tremendous 

economic incentive to lose money on hardware, then 

you're right, it won't work. 

Edge: What about Sega's Dreamcast. Do you think it's 

got a chance 1 

TH: I think everybody knows Sega is not the company 

it once was. At the same time, it is a great software 

company, but you need to look at its track record as a 

consumer hardware company and you need to look at 

the requirements for success in the market Again, looking 

at Sony as a competitor, by the time Dreamcast comes 

out, Sony will have the PlayStation out at S99 with a great 

software library and it will have already announced the 

next generation machine - which is 

undoubtedly going to be superior 

technology to what anybody else is 

doing. and it has DVD support for it as 

well. That is going to make it hard for 

anybody, no matter how strong your 

brand is. 

Edge: Do you think Sega has played 

its hand too soon 1 

TH: It is hoping that there are some 

customers out there that have had a 

PlayStation long enough and are 

ready to get a new machine, I think 

that is the right thing to do, that's the 

right place for them to focus, but it is 

still a narrow window. 

Edge: Do you think Sep coukllO the 

same way lOO did and become a 

softwMe company? 11aat would IHIIII 

to be ................... . . 

TH: People have speculated about that 

for years, including people at Sega. 

~ Sega being as good as it is at 

arcade games and software, it's a little 

like being as good as the Disney 

company at making animated films 

and then releasing them on home 

video. Sega making consumer 

hardware is like Disney deciding it 

should only release its home movies 

on a proprietary Disney video format 

That's what makes it an interesting 

question. It has some success with 

proprietary hardware, but it has also 

limited the software market share by 

not being on the other formats. 

Edae: WIth ~ indudi .... 

......... and 5ony .... 1I<oIy to .He. 
one with the next ...... ine, do you 

think it mipt be the time for a 

"If THE GAMiNG CONsolE HAS SOME ACTUAl fAMily VAlUE, if iT IS 

NOT JUST A TOy, if you CAN USE iT fOR ElECTRONic MAil ANd 

CHEckiNG OUT WEbsiTES, THEN THAT is ONE CHUNk of VAlUE" 

• 

multiplayer game, such as your own 
title Meridioll 59, to simply explode? 

tf there's an installed base of say 

five million, and all a user has to do 

to log on is click 'a button to join. 

TH: When you say five million, you have 

hit on the right thing. Everybody already 

had a PC before they started using the 

Internet, and you need to go out and 

sell a lot of console machines, and have 

a large installed base of them, before 

you introduce the modem card. And 

when you first introduce the modem 

card, probably the right starting point 

is just to support a browser, which 

allows you to access Websites and to 

do email, and then once enough 

people have bought that you've got 

an installed base for a new kind of 

gaming. but I think you have to take it 

step by step. 

Edge: It's like the classic fax machine 

example - the first fax machine was 

worthless because there was no one 

to fax messages to. Every machine 

after that becomes more useful. 

TH: Right, it's a critical mass problem. 

Of course, everybody is going to try to 

push that angle. I don't believe the 

Internet angle on a console is enough 

to cause the sale of the machine. 

Historically, you are dealing with a 

product purchase category that is 

predominantly male. Any guy typically 

has to go to a 'board of directors' 

and get approval for the purchase, 

and that is either going to be mom or 

the wife. But if the gaming console has 

some actual family value, if it is not just 

a toy, if you can use it for electronic 

mail and cheding out Websites, then 

that is one chunk of value. 

Edp: The same sort of excuse people 

use to justify the purchase of a PC .. 

TH: I think DVD is more important, 

though, because everybody already 

watches movies. It is inevitable DVD 

will do for movies what COS did for 

music. Both are important The reason 

they're important is that you can get 

the benefit without adding too much 

to the cost You don't have to provide 

a modem card - it can be an add·on. 

And DVD drives don't cost that much 

more than a CD drive. 

EcIce: Finally, how big do you see 

300 getting in the future? 

TH: I am not particularly concerned 

. about achieving any particular size. 

What I do want to do is grow it 

organically and make sure we build it 

brick by brick and that we always do 

things that are the best 

Edge: So where will you be in 1010? 

TH: 20101 I will be here making great 

games. I'm not too sure about 

the hardware, though! 



















VIDEOGRMING 

n t fir s ~~ir~!:~;~~~o~~~e,:~, of yesteryeor. ~Ir::':r::;=,.'. the PC Engine. 0 system, a renaissance th."nl.'; tj 

T he lrue worth of ¥'f foonat, as 

..... has """" ~ "" be 
g,uged by'" qual'" of its-.. 
support. And. a~ NEe's PC Engine 
was as blighted' by gaming deIrilu:s ai 

other formats of its time. it also offeted an 

~ """'sue of hiIM""'" <UCade 
conversions and original titles. 

Despite the format's reIatiI.oe faibe 

outside Its native Japan - ifs. US launch IS 

the TurboGraphx-16 was an ~ 

disaster - it's ironic: 1haI the Ifqe INP 

""",-""",,,,_ .. _by 
European entt'ItIsmCs. .tn:l whie a 

number of its Ir£y titles are essentiaIty 

rendered obsolete by MIME . ....tlich runs 

their arcade equivalents with eerie 

perfection, even a brief trawl through 

supported ROM.<; wiU reveal a number of 

Iong·"-' gems. 
David Mld~ s Magic Engine is 

umently the most advanced PC Ensine 

emulator available ~1 a tcgisIralion 

lee of $35 is required for a fully 

functioning Yef5ion. rhe CtJm!nt editim 

(VO.9) boosts Nder. and more ~ 
ROM support than many rMII emu!i. IIM\ 

admll~ sound reproduaion. hif1 
framerates (evef1. say. on a 'modes( 

P133) dnd support for CO-based titles (for 

those who own the original softwarE). 

Midle!'s Pfogrdln is a ';()lII"Ioj lfI'IeStrnent 

for enthusiasts. Those urMing to part 

with the requisite luae, howeYef. will find 

MogtC EngHle an au::omplished. yet rather 

muteo;l emulator - the demo versions 

available as free downloads have M 

sound routines disabled 

' .... allloll's...., ................. auct .e ........ but -'_1 7 1 ,nI, _lJNfOIt't QInoo ~/i::'v:I'..t-....... 
-..or - (1IPII1IIId --SIoIy(lop j Ia.-MY 

Mogk ErogUoe cope< ~ with 
1he _ of R-1if>e, ~m ,cd 

HudsonsoII's!U'eill PCKid. MufIiP¥o 

JIIII1ir«'.-I "" aod"~ 
....... iII!I"t~-
--"''i116 7 _ .... .,. 

.- k4 '" oIeisIiiIiIIIr----il.. 1 • s.",....r._ls .... ..-... 
_but_""-~ 

'n' Ghosf5: (running -MIh some irMsbIe 

spm.s)""",,--

Other PC Engine emus, lamerrtably. 

fall short of Mogk E1J9ine's_ 
standard. HU6280 is d fteewdre release 

that. white supporIing d more 1hcIn 

adequate amQUnt of ROMs. is 

• 

comparatiIIeJy less in"pessive as a piete 01 

a>dins ""'""'" biV*d by poor -
raIeS - eten OIl • 

tdpoedby .... _MlgC/ingne. .. ~"",--
Runnong happIy from .. _ 95, VCPf 

on... _ • ...,.,aIes, basic (tt-oogh 

g,atiog) ,.,..,.; _ and """ happoly 

within a tiny window.. Legal issues aside, 

emulaOo<s ... 1he desirop .". of <hake 
~ <Joys - and I'CPf"s ~ 

shoukllend •• ,.;de """""'lis simple 

front~ is a stToo8 Slit - a 00rtxy of 
_ gomes opens _launch. and 

~ mereIy'-1he "'l"ired ROM 

It's a simple COIlCE!pt. tu one so often 

"""'" by 1he majoriIy d """'-

ROM; loo" """'....-. ........... 
available from ill rn.mber of 

rtW-oriented ~ And, as Nth aI"Iy 

oonsoIe or ~ board emu&Itor, !he 

legaltyd'~ '"'" _ from 

""" """"'" actlJaI!y~""'~ 
media is vetY questioriabie.. Morally and 

""""'v, ..... can only ",,!his, r §' 
_Ihose_~" ~ 

Web resources 
www.davesclasslcs.com 
www.Classlcgamlng.com 
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IVFMAN .1lenlBlAldo ~ 
£AOO COI1IactWllld can 01050 fIJIfJI8 
In the future there will be no record shops or record 

companies, CD or cassettes. We're all going to downIoad our 

music from the Internet ilste.xlll's already JX>SSibIe to 

cbNnload MP3 ml.l5ic files on to a PC, and....;u, the MPman, 

music fans can listen to runes on the move as we" The 

MPMan is the v«>Ms fll"St personal stereo to use flash 

memory - enough for 90 minutes of music - instead of 

tapes or discs. Sound quality is cettainly up to MiniDisc 

standards. but since the memory isn't rerncwable, constant 

visits to a PC for fresh tunes are ineI,.;tabIe. It's also 

quesOOnabIe ....tether music fans want to listen to music this 

~, too - a recent survey shcmed !hat less than 15 per 

cent of them were interested in the Net as a music source. 

• 
144£DGE· 

(out there) CONSUMER TECH 

~qet1' For LaclesJMen 
¥28mCIIAJnX£13)COI1Iact~t-l::J'''- "'S' fH'i~ 

The aver. Japanese saIar,man simply <hesn't have time for a M life 

- he's too bt6y 'AOI'blg ex goi'Ig on a~ karaoke sessions with his 

boss to get it togedler. The ~ are also notoriously shy, making 

this latest gadget the perfea: thing for those who haven't got the time, 

the ability or reser.oif of repartee to pursue the opposite sex. The 

Lovegety is a....tlite CM:lid of electronics - coIour-coded pink for girls, 

bUe fa' ro,.s - which is programmed according to a person's k:Ne 

""'"'" - ... """"" Cl< fuI.oo """ fremy (probably). smpIf wa~ 

\ • 
past a person with a Lovegety of theW QNI1 and. proYided 

they've picked the same interests, the device """ start 

bleeping and flashing to sOON that there's a '\c7.re' 

match. Completely useless r:Nf!f here. of 

course (unless everybody gets one). 

This year's Tamagotchi? Nah. 
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~ Wo 500 Am ssiooal COIl1Bion IlaId1eId PC 
£A5O CmIact 0800 961445 

The ~Io 1, Philips' first palmtop, 

was one of the best WinCE 

machines around - smart, quid. 

and very user-friendly. One year 

on, though, and the palmtop 

market has moved on 

significantly, hence the 500 seen 

here. The neIN model now 
boasts Cl 75Mhz RISC processor 

- making it tvKe as quid:: as the 

original and faster than marry 

rivals - and Cl mooochrorne 

screen W'ith Cl 640040 

re;oluticK1. Other improvements 

include 16Mb of RAM (the 

original had 4) and Cl built-in 

28.8Kbps modem. foI.ost 

convincing is the price - f200 

meaper than the VeIo 1. 

111011 ISOI1 WysiJS Plasilll MoIilDr 
£13.500 Cmlactllu,lU , NUIIi,idi01813444444 

This is the first flat-saeen television to offer a 

complete home cinema solution, since the 

package includes a Thomson 0.tD player and 

Nicam VCR, an Onkyo CIoIlYt Digital amplifier 

and a B&W Solid Solutions surround-sound 

speaker set The 42-incf'l W{sius screen is 

based on NECs PlasmaSync 42001N and 

comes 'Nith sufficient connections to hitch up Cl 

PC or games console. The Vl/ysius' picture is 

certainty bright. sharp and detailed, although 

the cooling fans are noisy. The Onkyo is 

Cilpable too, but the B&W speakers - five in all, 

including an active suboM:lofer - just don't 00 

justice to the big screen's presence. 

£DG£· 145 Ill> 
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_lSabllby 
J.pan: After its initial limited-.lvailability 

n.J1 (vhch saw eager ptJf1ters ficd:i1g to 

selected }apaoese 00emas - the ooly 

places ....nere the devices cooId be 
00ugh\). Sega's speW).edition GodziIIa 

Dreamcast f'D'I is i'lOo'I widely a\iailable 

Ed&e pided ~ a couple of the 
Sll.Jr<:t(IittIe units and has to report tha~ 

along with the disappointing standard IX 

the padagilg (....tudl is patentlytrly), 

the hX1 qJOtient on offe is lean, to ~ 

the least. S~ that nasn't stopped Sega 

selling shedloads 0/ the damn things.. 
Here's ho!:*'lg that the anWaI cl 

Dre3mcast Godzilia (see p28) wil bring 
out the device's potential .. . 

(out there) REPORTAGE 

Monsters invade downtown Tokyo (again) 

Japan: On July 18, a new W<Ne of Pokemon fever engulfed Japan's 

consumer society when the Pokemon Center Tokyo officially opened for 

business. The store, exdusNeti dedicated to Pokemon-relaled 

paraphernalia, is designed in 'tastefur pastel shades ancframmed from 

floor to ceiling with dolls, mOOeI characters, drinking glasses, keyrings, 

records, etc. Slightly less oI:Mous items of merchandise indude an 

organiser (intended to help fans remember the names of the ISO 

Il1()flSters in the Pokemon universe), kitcheo tools capable of making 

Monster-shaped cakes, and even a raincoat manufactured in the shape 

of Pikad'iu, Japan's favourite Pocket Monster. Edp was even able to 

procure a yellow", Pikachu-branded Game Boy during its \1sit. 

Located near to the city's main train station, the Pokernon Center 

Tokyo has instantly become one of Japan's most pq>ular ~ shops. 

Edge ilWaits the opening of a Loodon branch >Mth some trepidation. 

Just how is it possible to create 

so marry dilterent types of 
paraphernalia related to only one 

theme to fin a store of this size? 

Japanese Pokemon-heads face a bewildering variety of merchandise in the Pokemon (enter Tokyo, induding cuddly monsters, model-sized 

versions of popular oeatures, and even rainwear fashioned in the image of Pikachu. The store's interior is light. airy and pastel-hued 

• 
• -0/ 

Pokemon playing cards (far left) 
feature stats for 54 creatures, 

while this plastic Pikachu (left) 

sits in your hand and says his 

name in a squeaky voice while 

his cheeks glow red. 'Mlat a very 

worthwhile consumer durable 

I 
I 

I 

J 

.' , 
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The Game Boy Pokemon games available in Japan were created by the Iitde-known outfit Game Freak 

Gone (electronically) fisllin' ... 
Japan: As well as a Game Boy Light heavily 

branded with Pokemon imagery, Edge was 

able to pick l4> some rather unusual non
Pokemon-reIated GB software ttus month. 

Gronda Musashi RV is a fishing game 

which comes complete with a plastic 'reel 

simulator' attachment that fits over the Game 

Boy's casing (once it's been assembled. Airfix 

kit-sty\e, that is). After first choosing the perfect 

fishing spot, players can cast off and then tease 

their bait in front of waiti'lg}aws in the hope of 

a bite, Stri:.ing is performed by pushing ~ 00 

the [).pad; then it's a q.JeSIiorl of reeWlg like a 

dervish while ~ to keep the Game Eb{ still 

enough 'for the screen to remain legible (not 

an easy task), 

Next month: Game Boy Origami lMJrk1. 

Nirttendo spawned a monster 

Japan: Nintendo has at last Cl product .... -ith v.tIich to entice Japanese garners 

that have so far treated ItS 64bit !ieam machine with the kind of apathy 

normally associated with. say, Cl Rich Tea bisaJit Yes.1tJIcemon Sodium is out 

there on Japanese game re\ailers' sheNes. with the ClJStom 64GB Pak lumped 

in for free. This 00er factof, of course, gives Cl potential audience of milloos 

(Game Boy fbkemon cart sales actually run to nearly nine million), and initial 

shipments of the game sold out at necX-breaking pace, fordng retailers to o«ier 

in replenishment stocks within ~ of the title becoming available. 

Edge's COi'ipiel !ei1Sive(1Sh) fbkemon Sltdit.m tests have revealed the 

game to be, .\e its Game Boy predecessors, ittIe more than Cl videogame 

version of Top Trurrv.; with a t'Mst 1-k:MeveJ, the experience certainly calTies all 

of the classic Nintendo hallmalks. The develq>menl team responsible has, for 

example, done an absolutely remark.:lble job in re-intef?reting the bkxky Game 

Boy creatures in full 3D, giving them laugh-out-Ioud characterisatioo and Cl 

bundle of spedaJ effects to accompany their numerous styles of attack. 

Although Nintendo has committed to bringing the fbkemon series of 

games to the US, flip remains sceptical about the chances of them becoming 

anything like the success stofy there !hat they have prOJeCt in the east 

Still. who could ever have predicted the popularity cl lara Croft? Eh? Oh. 

The 64GB Pak. in keeping v;ith Nintendo's recent design initiatives with the 

Game Boy, is semi-translucent It's another typicanv neat Nintendo add-on 

Grondo Musashi RV: perhaps not an ideal 
Game Boy title for the average train trip .. 



SIdJ kid: Malar 2.0 
UK: Sic! Meter oowoo into the Edp 
offices It'O.!I1I:tr kI sOON off his IIIIe5t 

0M!J0n. No, 1lOI:.4p'Io Ce1tan (£57). 

the ~ spiCu<tI ~ 10 

CWsooon, bLI: ~ Ry¥l Meter, lis 

son oYoeief ju1iof e>:pIaned the ~ 
et ~ Centavn· 10 Edp, <J'PlB ...,;m 

~ CM!f ever;ttW1g from the best 

tedlnoIogies 10 the meriIs cl an FMII 

sequence fMlMng cloned rrice. Indeed. 
R,oo revealed anoIhef side n the Meier 

gene pool: ~ Ief'denJes. Vtie 

Si! ecpIained tie benefts cl dpIcrnir:y 

.n:I agrioJIu'e. Ryan offered a ~ 

dfferenl sokttion: rUe 'em 

Iaa on the aJIIee_ 
UK: V'bi anyone v.oJId fond the need n 
ptnNse a book ~ ¥OI..I1d tile 

ooIeaion 0/ pot,p1s reIerIt'd 10 ~ Lara 

Croft IS of some concem.lt's rrcn 

ooseains sDI that !hey would feel. 
necessary ID ~ this paf1io..B IOme. 

Offemg itde more than the runerous 

Ms Croft~ed websites asrenItt 
dogging I.4l the IntemeI, 'l.ara's eoo.:: 
lAr~ Ooft and the Tomb Raider 

Pheoomeoon' is a coIeaion 01 ~ 

-~fans' Ieuers and trMaI facts regMing the 

~ IIJnlb.Bicing arisb:rat In othe' 

v.oois, a IhinIy cistJised. shameless 
e.pIoitaM eKe!OSe ained at the ---""fT'idcIe.aged -~ ....to fond 
lIMg after a digital.....oman safer !Mo 

the real thing. The pn:oduaion values 

aren't bad at all but at E 16 .,oo'd e:opea 

!hem ID be. So whar's rea? Bolo;es 0/ 

la'a Croft.oranded ~ 

(out there) REPORTAGE 

capoom's dead men 
keep walking 

_ ,The Bio-Haz<Nd/Resident £vi 

phenornenoo readled new levels of visceral 

intensity on July 17 with the opening of 

Bio-Hazard Nightmare, an attraction based at 

Expo{.and, a theme park in Osaka. 

Bio-Hazard Npmre is 11 toM:>-leIJeI 

building that visitors hand CNef the sun r:J 

V800 (approx. £4) to experience. Inside, 11 

COIT'f'Iex networK of daB: oorricbs and rams 

h<lo5. """""" cA (pre5umobIy ''''''''8') 

aaors deded out in tattered rags and ful-oo 

zombie make-up. 

During " promotionoI_ r." the 
launch of the attracfun, capcom failed to 

make it dear vh!Ihef or not visitors woukl be 

-....,~ .. 

sega raises the odds 
lIIMn: On August 4, 5ega unYei\ed its latest V0Ie cl ~ at its al'lf'kJal5trnmer Private SI'lo.Y in Tokyo. Taking centre stage wa; 11 near~e 

version of SpikeOut, running on four inl<ecJ.w cabinets. ~,SpikeOut cabinets CQ!!.lE! ~ipped with two enoonous extra speakers, one situated 

each side of the playel"s head to emphasis the direaioo from v-klic:h ~re coming ---

In terms of complet~ new titles, Sega's p.M, 1 division demonstrated Ctean Hunter, a lightgun shooter utilising Model 3 technology. m some 

spectacular unde!Water 3D backdrops. the game throws bosses at the player in the form of a shark and a giant octopus. Sega expects the game to 

become as popular as last year's Lost lM:lo1d. The other debut attraction of note wasn't a.,.;deogame in the strKtest sense at all, but a bIad<jad simulator, 

replete with a WtuaI dealer appearing on a giant screen.. Gambling games are,. of course, big business in ..Lapan, and this latest Ulleipletatioi ~ wtlK;h 

doesni""" reqUre """" 10 press buttons (""'>Id. photoeie<n'< eel prls up "'nd ~
open "'nd r." 'sOd(, dosed "" """"i, proved hugely populo,,, the """l EogIish nu' mod;ne 

addicts looking to step their habits up a notch shouldn't hold their breath waiting for a UK release. 

'"Twist - no, stick ... AwNw, bugger. 
Bladqack just isn't what it used to be~ 

• 



us ads stop kicking ass 
America: IMeogarne ~ in the States seems 10 be ~ ~ 

an inteflectual renaissance at the moment Until recently, US malketi'lg 

departments seemed to think that filling a tv«>-page spread with the v.ords 

'It rocks'. 'It krls ass' or 'It's awesome' v.<lU1d be enough to sell any game

and if that didn't work. Beavis and Butthead double entendre would do the 

trid:. (who can forget the eart,- US PlayStation ad whidl annot.need 'If you 

still want a Satum, your head is in Uranus'?). No« ho.vever, lateral thl'lking 

and 'o1sua1 wit are very much in..ogue. Goo:.I exanvles include Sega's 

&mng Rangers ad, vkIich features a fireman nursing his burnt buttods in 

a kiddie's padding pod, and a recent EJorjo-Kazooie tv.o-pager based 

around little but a trail of bird bads. 

EJseoM1ere, more experimental techniques are being employed. The 

DOT example (below) looks as though it's been designed by some 

psychoIogicalty damaged modem artist. """ile ftJRappa gets a ~t. ......rtty 
musical srore (below right). 

IV. last. then, intriguing and of1beat rnagery no longer appear to be a 

pcOOIem to...;deogame marketers in the States. And let's fare it, 01 of the 

... mpIes '- beat Jo Guest """ a game tx>< lodged """""" he< legs. 

"',-
1'1 t ~. 
l'lt ......... tI:~ _ .... - - -"'--'" "- _....... -_ ... -
I""" ~ I: ~~ .. .. _ .. ,_ .. 

Today's American videogame ads: sure to give Jo Guest cradling a game box between her thighs a fair run for her~, at the very least 

AM2 gets hardoore 
JiIpen: On July 30, Sega's fJ.M2 division 

~ organised the 5ega Hardcore Generation Party 

at Shinjuku Code, a ~ in Kabulcicho (an 

amusement district of Tok)o), m "-'e acts such 

as Bloodshedder on stage, plus CCJin..ops SIXh 

as VirtuG.c'On and Virtuo Ftghter J on free-play, 

the all-flight party attracted techoo-h~ 

groupies and f1.M2 fans. Some bklke dressed 

up as Sonic was conspicuous by his absence. 

• 

IIOOortnwortcs 
....... : F'reMltks cbing the 500rneJ is 

a ~r01g tradilion in Japan, and 

""""'"" ............ MO" """ 
4> on this, the restJi: bens 5urmIer 

~HoodJI, a ~tidethat 
si"n..iJtes sqJbs, rodo:eIs and ill manner 
cA odler ~ lethal inc:erdary 

deW::es iped ... the good name 01 

~ 0I!5pile a bomg RPG 

~ this is nevertheless a ~ 
effective pd.age. and /!I"IOIher eKample 

of the kind cA originality so rarely seen in 

western WIeogame deYeklpmenIs. 

Fireworks, digital style: no real 
need to keep the pets indoors 
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For a medium that is reputed 10 have only six basic plots, 
~ the noYeI has been doing well for the past 400 ')e3rs. 

Strange. !hen. that one of its most recent offspring. sOence 
fiction, is suffering from d1ildhood schizophrenia, unsure 

~ .....tldl medium of transmission suits it best 

MichaeI MarshaU Smith has impressive credentials, 
OOuding , Combridge phiiosophy degree, oM ... ;nduO>y 

is setting him up as a golden boy ready to take the cyber
novel that next step forwa rd. Already he has received million

dollar options for the film ~ts to two of his three novels.. It 
is, therefore. little surprise that 'One Of US' reads like a scrl>t 

waiting for a HoIIyNood star to make it work. 
Uke Frankerlstein's monster, 'One Of US' consists of a 
choice SEktion of stolen limbs. stitched together in a 
somewhat unbalanced fashion. The skeletal frame of 

Gibson's ~ohnny Mnemonic' is propped within the can::ass 
of a hard-boiled pulp-fiction and 'Nired by the acerbic!Mt cl 

the prnate did:. The lVlishing touches are a ~ pourri cl 
ted>""",,-phy ,nd a dash of ..og;oos _ , dog,. 

While it is a credit to Smith's breathless Sl',ie that it reads as 
well as it does. a vital spark is mISSing. Too much has been 

taken fa- granted - as d al 5rrich rould see as he started 
writing was the opening shot a ~ of Brur::e WIis. 

Ever since albums dowrKized from vinyl to cd, the art of 
ct:Ner art has been in dedine. It is hard to imagine the 

daygIo-trashiness of the Sex Pistol's 'Never Mind The 
BoIIods' album having any impact when shrunk to the 

dimensions of a CO-friendly square. Much the same is true 
fa- computer game artv.ak. Look around the shelves and 
feN images make any impression on the casual browser. 
It is in this context that digital artists sum as SIeve Stone 

tread the line between commercial duDness and aesthetic 
pretension. 'Mlile few 'Nil! consciously kno.v Stone's 'MlIi;, 

many 'Nill have e:.:perieoced it in some foIm. From the 
ar1'Nork for G-PoJia!, the re-issue of the 'Amtrak Wars' sci-fi 

series, and a selection of magazine work rangi1g from Skin 
Two to Ecfae, he has produced some of the most striki1g 

examples of today's digital art 
'Mth a style that he broadly terms 'harckon!: science 

fidion' (a~ 'lecMo-gothic' is closer to the mark), Stone 
is strongty influenced by the collision of fetishism with heavy 
industry. Indeed his most distinctive images revolve around 

the hybridisation of the female body and large-scale 
weaponry. This may not be to everytxxt{s taste, and there is 

a suspicion that for a 3D artist the images are su~ 
flat, but his 'MlIi;, once seen, is seldom forgotten. 
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INnRNO 
Site: Dave Perry's homepap 
URL: http://www.dpeny.com 
Shiny Entertairvnenrs president [)aye Perry, the 
VIdeogame industry's most tireless seIf-publicist, 
has finally got around to delivering v.hat his rabid 
American schooIkid fans have no doubt alw¥ 
kJnged fo<. Ovond;ng h. aide<.oo. OOudmg 
ancient Spectrum tides such as T1n!e ~ in 
Porodise and Stainless Sree/ (check out the Java
based Spectrum emulator on the site, 'hilic:h 
allows you to play them online - althc:w.Jti its 
walki'l~ sIoN on anything but a 
super-beefy machine), the site is a fairly typical 
promotional beast. reprodoong speed>es Peny 
has presented in the past and presenting a photo 
galley, et(, but promises to include much more 
in the coming months (at present Perry daims 
the site to be only five per cent fi nished). The 
addition of Mr Shiny's thoughts on game design 
and the fu1lxe should certairltf ruffle a few fea1hets.. 

• 

FAITHLESS 
SUndayBPM 
(Cheeky Records) 

Faithless loNe I"IeYef been a band 10 

do things the easy~. 'Sunday 8PM' 
is e'YeI1 harder to pin dooMI than theil 
last ab..rr\ rapper Maxi Jazz looming 
larger, and the emphasis fimiy on the 
introspedWe - the likes of 'Bring My 

Family Back' 'Milpping ......arm 
<mngemenls an:uxl the ~ 

""" .... .,., ... ""'some, but when the pace 00es finally 
ttt up (as on 'Take The Loog Wiry 

Home' and 'God Is A DJ) it's really -"'-UNIClE ..,...,.-. 
(MoWllX) 

IM\at was once i!I side project for DJ 
Shadow and Mo Wi!JX boss James 
LaveIe has ITIJtated into a mUti
headed monster, with merrbers of _ ......... "'" 
Radiohead and The 'W!!ve all 
appearing on this hip-hop epic. The 

...".,,, """'" '"" ""'" 
~ation recaIs Shal:bYs ()M"I 

'Entroducing, but the instn.rnentation 
and song-based struc\1Jres make it i!I 
very dffen!nt beast The caT'bnaIion 
of those ever~ hip-hop beats 
and vinyl saatching oMth strong guest 
vocals and healthy 00es of guitar is 
_ ...... '"'"'" "" obout 
IMng ~ to the ho,pe that's 5lITOlI1ded 
this project for the last three yeat5. 

BEDlAM AGO GO 
Estate style B,IIH.-WlI8I,t 

(~"'l 
Bedam aren'l the fiIst 10 bring Cl punk. 
edge to dance roosic and they 'MYI't 

be the last. 'Na!hem ~ sets the --,,-,--Mlile the infusion of ckJb, aod 
safll>Ies from the likes of GiI Scott 
Heron and ~ Underground 
er"ISl.JCe the so.r.d CClfll'Iises JTIO!e 

than p;t guitars and a drum machine 
YeI, as energetic as trad:s like 
'Palanad' gel, the so.r.d I"IeYef quite 

gels. and the one-mood. rT1ClI1OOlOe 

rapping just beoomes a pain. 

THOMAS FEHLMANN 
Aow '90-'98 

(ApoIOl 

Orb collaborator Fehlmann's brand of 
eIectrorOCa is as freeform as it is 
ambient without ever aban:b-1ng 
beats or meIoctt. As the title suggests. 

this charts the last few years of his 
won:. - and the tracks rffiIy do flow. 
It's 1hs knad:. of making dgitaI SOUlds 
50 w.lflTI that makes 1hs su:h a 
~ aI!ection. cuts su:h as 
'Supertrustuck' bringing together the 

sort of post-Kraftwerk SOUld 50 
beIcM!d of E~ tedno aI1ists 
Wth a seductive orgaric edge, ....nile 
later tracks ~ take the listener 
irro ~ territory. ExceIent. 

• 



VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LETTERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BATH, BA I 2BW (email: «Ise@"'"""",-«>.ok) . . 

I'!'I fter reading the Dreamcast 

W specs I am now interested in 

buying it as my first console (after 

owning pes for years). Although 

naive in playing console games, as 

an aspiring game programmer I pay 

a great deal of interest to software 

and hardware developments. 

So I am praying that Sega 

doesn't mess it up again for my 

sake. It seems obvious to me that all 

they need to do to be successful is 

to give maximum support to the 

developer. What's the point of 

developing new libraries and 

discovering new techniques and 

then only allowing a select few to 

take advantage of them? The secret 

to a good game is to make the 

coding as easy as possible so that 

the developer can concentrate on 

gameplay and graphics. So, in 

theory, even lesser developers 

should be able to produce 

something of a reasonable standard. 

There will always be substandard 

games, but by not restricting the 

console's accessibility to 

developers, a larger number will be 

able to develop top-quality games. 

I would also love to see a 

programmable version of the 

console, like the Yaroze (but 

perhaps a little cheaper .. . ). 

Jay Gudgeon, 

via email 

r'J our magazine seems openly 

... optimistic about Oreamcasfs 

potential to win the next wave of 

console wars, but I'm not sure that 

there will be any big winners. 

The impending situation seems 

to echo that of the change from 

Bbit to 16M, in that newer 

technology simply meant better 

visuals, but not entirely dissimilar 

.:: .: gameplay experiences. 

'152 EDG£. 

The move to 3D, with the 

PlayStation and Saturn, served to 

invigorate a stagnating market and 

maybe even attracted new gamers 

who were left cold by old-style 

shooting. fighting or platform games 

(that even now remain largely 

unpopular to western tastes). 

Oreamcast and PlayStation 2 are 

unlikely to excite the market in the 

same way. It is difficult to imagine 

. really happened, but imagine, in 

perhaps five of six years' time, a 

machine with advanced NURBS

based rendering coupled with an 

improved Glasstron headset with 

motion-tracking capabilities 

displaying a high-definition stereo 

image. Now that realty would be a 

revolution, as opposed to evolution. 

IohnBowen. 
Northfield. Birminpam 

'Newer technology simply meant better visuals, but not 
entirely different garneplay experiences. 

The move to 3D served to invigorate a stagnating market and 
maybe even attracted new garners' 

that even a tenfokI increase in polygon 

shunting will produce lame ideas 

unattainable on cunent machines 

(albeit with less visual sheen). 

Perhaps the next true leap for 

garners will come with the next, 

next generation game boxes from 

Sega, Sony and Nintendo, utilising 

(cue groan) .. virtual reality. 

However graphically detailed 30 

worl~s become, the fact that a 

gamer still has the detachment of 

viewing them on a 20 TV screen 

means they will never be truly 

immersive. I know that VR never 

O et's just wait and see what the 

developers can do with 

Oreamcast before we tum it into 

God's favourite creation. If this 

Rare's Diddy KOIIg Radng is 
'promoting stereotypical racism', 
says Girish Mekwan 

machine, with its 12Bbit super

duper power, is to get an audience, 

it will need good gameplay, as seen 

in the likes of Tomb Raider, Quake 

and Resident Evil. Maybe developers 

think that we, the players, are stupid 

and just want to blast our way 

through everything. but some of us 

think that a good storyline helps to 

make the game more believable 

and fun to play. 

level design and textures are 

also an important issue. Good 

textures will make the terrain more 

realistic. but using a 'blur' effect 

often makes things worse and 

unrealistic. Take Unreal. On the 

second level, you step outside. Nice 

atmosphere, with fish, rabbits and 

birds. But I personally have never 

seen such a boring landscape 

before. Twenty-ton stones with eight 

flat surfaces? Everything was square 

or triansular. I certainly lost the 

f~ing of being in another world, 

and on top of that, I also lost 

interest in the game. Now with all 

these polygons to throw around, 

maybe it should be possible to 

make some rough-looking walls and 

rocks, or maybe some swaying grass 

that you can leave footprints in. 

Making everything more realistic 

makes the game a whole lot better. 

Remember these things and you 

can't go wrong. 

Gameplay, effective light source, 

story, lots of cut-scenes (very good 

to move story along. and it gives the 

player a sense of achievement), 

puules, less pull-Iever-to--open 

door, more contrast in environment 

textures, more polygons for the 

surrounding environment. 

Niels Thomberg, 

via ernail 

n his letter comes from a 'suit'. 

D and is intended to provide 

clarification behind the real reason 

for Bio-Hazard becoming Resident 

Evil [see Viewpoint, E62]. 

Due to Bic-Hazard already 

being a copyright held by A. N. 

Other company we had to come 

up with another name in 

conjunction with Capcom. 

Graeme Struthers, 

Vi'lin Interactive 
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Thanks for the feedback, Graeme. prevent this. It doesn't matter if [!] evelopers seem to be o so't it strange that all three 

And sorry for calling you a 'suit'. gravity is a realistic 9.8 m/s, it just • obsessed with 3D, leaving 20 major players (Sony, Nintendo 

matters that the player can't break behind. I remember the days of 20 and Sega) have some sort of key 

H dge continues to surpass the world or find the guy behind the gaming well (the memories came event in November? Nintendo has 

other publications in curtain pulling the levers. flooding back after reading the 'First Ze/do all set for a release on the 

journalism and innovation for Chris Hecker. Among Emus' feature in E60). with 23rd and then Final Fantasy VIII is 

articles (ihe Art Of Noise', E62), but definition six. jn~ tjdes such as Streets of Rage, due the same month. To top it all 

your Jukebox Jury sparked shock as www.d6.com Castfevania and ESWAT for the 1Gbit off, Sega has Dreamcast and 

I filtered down the list machines. Some games work when (hopefully this time) a killer launch 

The astounding music and [!1 ongratulations to all involved it comes to 3D but some don't The game on the 30th. Competition sure 

sound effects of Square's Final in the creation of your Bomberman series now comes in is a healthy thing! 

Fantasy VII are leaps and bounds magazine and in particular the 3D form, which I don't think does Juon Newton, 

ahead of its competitors. article 'More Human than Human'. the business. Two-dimensional via email 

The creation and composition of This article's content could games are slowty dying off and the 

Nobuo Uematsu is a masterpiece represent the shape of things to industry is full of jerky, average-to- O n light of the last two games 

and, to date, it is the only 4 CD set come as the polygon era begins to crap 3D games. from Rare, Diddy Kong 

soundtrack of' a videogame I am draw to a close. There's proof that 20 works, so Racing and Banjo-Kalooie, I'd like 

ever likely to own. Imagine playing a future version developers shouldn't kill it off by to point out that the largest games 

Until FFVIII. of Resident Evil using subdivision flooding the market with jerky 3D company in Europe is promoting 

Neil David GrKe. surfacing with MEl, your agent games which mostly appear on the stereotypical racism. 

via email physically sweating as you run ageing PlayStation. It's time for a The characters - Taj in Diddy 

It was a sample ten from hundreds through a photorealistic city tripping change, Sony. The future of gaming Kong and the snake charmer in the 

of Edge's favourite soundtracks. and injuring yourself as you hit is not 30. Two-dimensional games pyramid of the desert level in 

Would you really have had the objects, and panicking as you see are important because they offer Banjo-Kalooie - both speak with 

inclination to read an Edge Top 100, realistic zombies with advanced AI something different, especially cliched Indian (Asian) accents (even 

even if there was space to run it? learn from your gameplay! when it comes to gameplay - which though the snake charmer is 

supposed to be Egyptian), which I o 'd like to clarify one thing find hard to stomach in this day and 

about the article in which I 'Imagine playing a future version of Resident Evil using age. Franidy this is a little disturbing 

was quoted on character animation subdivision surfacing with MEL, your agent as a lot of Asians play videogames 

[,More Human than Human1 in E61 : physically sweating as you run through a photoreaiistic city and buy Rare products. 

Consistency is the goal of tripping and injuring yourself as you hit objects' There are also many Asians and 

physical simulation for computer African/Caribbeans working in the 

games, not realism. Realism can be games industry (such as myself), 

had as a subset of consistency if it's This level of realism will is the most important factor. and to see this type of content in 

desired, but the important thing is ultimately complete the missing I hope that developers will keep games is frankly just bad taste and 

that everything in the game link between interactivity and 20 gaming alive in the future. offensive. To say that it's just a 

environment work like the player passive gameplay. After all, shooting Oreamcast versions of Streets of little light-hearted fun is like saying 

expects - within the seif-consistent at low AI, polygon-based enemies Rage 4 and ESWAT 2, for example, Jim Davidson's Chalkie jokes 

rules of the game - so the player's never really gives you that sense of would be excellent. weren't offensive. 

suspension of disbelief isn't conviction it deseNes. Gary Osbourne. The two games I've mentioned 

violated. As soon as the player goes let's hope the PlayStation 2 and Middlesbrouch are both excellent, but hopefully 

~ into a room an.d only a third of the coders can address some of these Hmm. Can't see many people Rare will refrain from such cheap 

objects work (and the rest are just issues in the future. agreeing with your 'future of gaming insults at the expense of others in 

eye candy), the player remembers E Warner. is not 30' assertion, but there's their future releases. 

he or sfle is 'just playing a game' Hampshire certainly a great deal of worth in not Girish Mekwan, 

and we ·game developers have lost Zombies with advanced AI? Perish forgetting dassic 20 gaming values. via email 

A complete world simulation will the thought. Edge already has a featu re planned. Over to you, Rare .. 

'.' • D)Q£* '53 



ISSUE 64 

.:: .: 

Edge has already revealed crucial information concerning 

VM Labs' project X technology, yet the full story remains 

under wraps. Next month Edge speaks to the creators of 

this bold new enterprise about their ambitious plans for the future. 

Should Sony, sega and Nintendo be running scared? 

Or is project X merely another 300 waiting to happen? 

Edge will provide the answers to these questions and more. 

' -

Issue sixty-four 
on sale October 5 
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